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The objective of this special issue is to provide an overview
on the current trends and recent advancements in terms
of design, analysis, experimental testing, and retrofitting of
structural systems and assemblies exposed to exceptional
loads such as explosions.

Protection of constructed facilities from damaging nat-
ural hazards and exceptional loads, as known, has recently
become an important issue in common practice. Besides
the generalized goal of protective constructions to minimize
injuries and improve the probability of survival of people,
after the bombing of the Oklahoma Federal Building (1995),
the blast design of structures has become a fundamental
requirement, so that most of the actual strategic buildings
and infrastructures must guarantee appropriate levels of blast
resistance. Compared to quasistatic ordinary loads or con-
ventional hazards such as wind gusts, earthquakes, floods, or
moderate impacts, blast events are typically characterized by
a large-scale, extremely rapid, and sudden release of energy,
generally in the order of thousandths of seconds or millisec-
onds. As a result, specific designmethods and advanced com-
putational models able to properly include the effects of sev-
eral aspects, like high strain rates, nonlinear inelasticmaterial
behaviors, and time-dependent deformations, are strictly
required. The vulnerability assessment of a given structure
exposed to explosive events, moreover, should properly take
into account the interaction of the assigned blast wave and the

targeted system, as well as the uncertainties implicitly related
to the blast pressure description.

Finite-Element (FE) and Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) numerical simulations, in this sense, can represent
the first tool for the dynamic analysis of a given structural
assembly under air blast waves, as alternative to time and
cost consuming far field or laboratory experimental tests.The
implementation of both the numerical approaches, however,
could result in being particularly difficult in the case of
complex structural configurations. Several key input param-
eters, moreover, are strictly required in them for accurate
estimations and appropriate risk analyses.

In some cases, special retrofitting techniques, as well as
the implementation of novel passive/active control systems,
could be also required to guarantee appropriate levels of resis-
tance in a given assembly subjected to blast events, especially
in the case of existing buildings or extremely vulnerable struc-
tural typologies.

A multidisciplinary approach, including fluid-structure
interaction theories, material sciences concepts, and techno-
logical innovation, is thus essential.

The revised papers sent for production and included in
the final special issue booklet are related to various topics,
such as the blast performance of reinforced concrete struc-
tures and bridges, as well as masonry systems or structural
glass windows and facades. Careful consideration is also paid
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for the performance of special materials under blast impacts,
such as polymeric foams or bioinspired materials able to act
as protective coatings during explosive events. Additional
details and information on the published papers are provided
in the following paragraphs.

In the paper by L. Lantz et al., a detailed state-of-the
art review on the actual possibilities for the blast protection
of unreinforced masonry walls is presented. Careful con-
sideration, based on some recent literature contributions, is
given both to the current mitigation techniques and to the
available experimental testing methods for the assessment of
the blast vulnerability and resistance of masonry structures.
Possible solutions including fiber reinforced polymer (FRP)
composites and polyuria, as well as steel sheets or aluminum
foams, are then critically discussed.

M. Andreou et al. investigated the blast effects on a two-
span, reinforced concrete bridge representative of a highway
overpass. The dynamic response of the bridge under a near
distance explosive event is first deeply investigated by means
of a refined, full three-dimensional numerical model. A
simplified, practical to use, modelling methodology is then
proposed as a useful tool for a rational but fast evaluation of
blast effects on structures. The potential of such simplified
approach is emphasized by application to the reinforced
concrete bridge object of study.

Attention to the numerical investigation of concrete
structures under blast loads is also given by G. Hu et al., with
careful consideration for the blast performance of multilayer
concrete slabs. The numerical investigations are carried out
via computationally advanced and refined three-dimensional
models implemented in the hydrocodeAUTODYN. Based on
parametric numerical investigations and validation towards
experimental test results, the potentials and limits of the RHT
concrete model are emphasized in the paper. Modified input
parameters are also proposed for the same RHT method, in
order to obtain a more realistic postpeak softening behavior
for concrete under tension and compression.

Numerical models, as known, represent in current prac-
tice a high potential for researchers and designers, since
allowing simulating even mechanical and geometrical com-
plex structural systems and assemblies under a multitude of
boundary and loading conditions. As such, however, careful
attention should be given to several aspects, first of all,
especially in the case of explosive loads, the implemented
damage models for materials, but also the boundary condi-
tions and any possible mechanical interaction between the
model components. These topics, if not properly addressed,
can result in misleading and even unsafe results, especially
in case no provisions or recommendations are provided to
design practitioners and software users.

In this regard, the paper byM. Larcher et al. focuses on the
design of blast resistant structural glass windows and facades,
with careful attention for the role and the requirements of
numerical models for such systems. The paper attempts to
give a first idea of a possible standardization concerning
numerical simulations. Attention is drawn to the represen-
tation of the blast loading and to the proper description of
the behavior of the material of the mentioned products, to
the geometrical meshing of the model components, and to

the modelling of the connections between the glazing system
components and between the glass façade and the structural
background. The current need to validate such numerical
models against reliable experimental test data, some of which
are indicated, is also underlined.

Two of the published papers are finally related to research
projects aimed at exploring the potential and feasibility of
innovative materials able to act as protective coatings for
structures and buildings subjected to explosive loads. In the
paper from H. Ousji et al., for example, an extended exper-
imental investigation is carried out on sacrificial cladding
composed of three different types of polymeric foams (i.e.,
expanded polystyrene foam, closed-cell polyurethane, and
open-cell polyurethane). These foams are expected to be
introduced between the main structures and a front plate,
so that the crushable core could work as active sacrificial
cladding able to protect the main structures themselves.
The experimental tests are critically discussed, giving some
useful provisions in terms of performance of such foams and
highlighting the potential/limits of the explored solutions.

Y. Sun et al., finally, present a review paper aimed at
providing state of the art on the mechanisms behind the per-
formance of abalone nacre under several loading conditions,
including shear, uniaxial tension, compression, and bending.
When used in abalone shells as inner layer, nacre exhibits
typically high stiffness and toughness properties, hence sug-
gesting the development of bioinspired building materials
able to provide excellent performances under impact loads.
This potential is also emphasized on the base of experimental
test results. A successful application, in particular, is expected
in cement-based and clay-based composite materials.

In conclusion, some final considerations on the full
special issue project are given.
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The recent rise of terrorist attacks has reinforced the need formitigation of damage caused by blast loading on unreinforcedmasonry
walls. The primary goal of the techniques is to prevent the loss of life while simultaneously preserving the integrity of the structure.
This paper presents a compilation of recently available literature on blast protection of unreinforced masonry walls. It seeks to
present the state of the art in this field, including mitigation techniques considered as well as testing methods selected. Fiber rein-
forced polymers and polyurea are the two dominant retrofitting techniques being assessed in the field. Other techniques include but
are not limited to polyurethane, steel sheets, and aluminum foam. Since there is no widely implemented standard for blast loading
test procedures, direct comparisons between the efficiencies of themitigation techniques proposed are not always feasible. Although
fragmentation is an indicator of the efficiency of retrofits, it is currently measured by subjective observation of postblast debris.

1. Introduction

Recurring individual terrorist attacks and accidental explo-
sive incidents can be cited in the western world such as Texas
(2005), London (2005), Connecticut (2010), and Boston
(2013) as a reason for a push in blast resistant research of
civilian structures. In 2010 alone, there were 13,186 terrorist
attacks worldwide [1]. Generally, terroristic acts attempt to
cause themost amount of physical and psychological damage
to the people present and to the populace as a whole while
accidental explosions can undermine the safety of nearby
occupants.Therefore,most retrofitting and design techniques
aim to diminish the effectiveness of attacks by reducing
injury and loss of life or improving safety for occupants.
Fragmentation of elements in or as part of a structure is
considered “hazardous” by ASCE 51-11 [2] and is assigned the
lowest level of performance. Since fragmentation is generally
the most deadly part of a blast event [3], aside from building
collapse, it is often a key part of the analysis when judging the
effectiveness of a retrofit technique. Finding the most cost-
effective method to reduce the fragmentation of buildings
could be a benefactor for both the industrialized and the
developing parts of the globe.

Due to the recent rise of terrorist attacks globally, the
purpose of this research is to inform engineers and scientists
of the current design and retrofit techniques available for
unreinforced masonry. This paper will address the types
of retrofitting techniques for unreinforced masonry walls
currently being researched in roughly the last 15 years.
Buchan and Chen [4] and Malvar et al. [5] conducted state-
of-the-art reviews in 2007 related to the topic and most
reviewed investigations herein were published at a later date.
Reinforced masonry is less susceptible to fragmentation and
as a result this study focuses on unreinforced masonry.

This paper reviews thematerials investigated, experimen-
tal components, numerical simulations, and fragmentation
mitigation.

2. Materials Descriptions
A search of the literature in the past 15 years showed that
the most prevalent types of retrofitting techniques for unre-
inforced masonry walls include fiber reinforced polymers
and polyurea, with polyurethane, steel sheets, aluminum
foam, and engineering cementitious composites all being
investigated as well. An overview of these techniques is
presented in the following.
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2.1. Fiber Reinforced Polymers. Fiber reinforced polymers
(FRP) are composite unidirectional fabrics in a matrix which
are attached to the surface of the masonry wall usually
with epoxy or resin. The fibers add strength to the wall by
preventing out-of-plane bending and shear. FRP increases
the strength and ductility of the structure while limiting
the amount of flying debris. Several different studies have
addressed the use of FRP for blast protection ofmasonrywalls
in the past 15 years [6–8, 13–19]. Derivatives to FRP are carbon
fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) and glass fiber reinforced
polymer (GFRP).

2.2. Polyurea. Polyurea is an elastomer commonly used in a
variety of applications for its water, abrasion, and chemical
resistance. Polyurea appears to be an effective retrofitting
technique because it usually reduces the fragmentation of
the masonry wall [9, 10, 12, 14, 20–22]. Generally, researchers
chose to apply it as a spray-on material to the interior face of
the wall. As of 2016, more recent studies appear to favor finite
element estimations or comparisons of the wall’s reaction.
Polyurea’s performance can be adjusted by the use of certain
additives [21].

2.3. Polyurethane. Polyurethane is a material that is similar
chemically to polyurea, but it comes in a variety of different
forms such as a spray-on adhesive and a thin film. Recently,
little has been done to evaluate its effectiveness as a retrofit
technique.

2.4. Steel Sheets. Steel sheets are another potential retrofitting
technique for masonry walls. However, steel sheets are labo-
rious to install, add substantial dead load to the wall, and
significantly increase cost [4]. For these reasons, FRP sheets
and aluminum foam sheets are considered more attractive
alternatives.

2.5. Aluminum Foam. Aluminum foam is a lightweight solid
material retaining a lot of aluminum’s original properties such
as corrosion resistance and strength. Aluminum foam is a
promising retrofitmaterial because of its early onset of plastic
deformation which allows it to dissipate blast load energy
[23].

2.6. Engineered Cementitious Composites. Engineering cemen-
titious composites (ECC) are mixtures of typical concrete
ingredients in addition to a small amount of fiber. ECC has
good strength and ductility characteristics in addition to high
fracture toughness. Variations of ECC have shown the ability
to absorb high energy impacts [22]. These characteristics
havemade ECC a possible candidate for increasingmasonry’s
resistance to blast loading.

3. Experimental Investigations

3.1. Fiber Reinforced Polymers. Urgessa and Maji [13] con-
ducted a study with eight masonry walls. Four of the eight
walls were reinforced with an inorganic matrix containing
a liquid potassium silicate solution and an amorphous silica
powder. Two of the walls had two layers and the other two

Table 1: Approximate deflections [6].

Wall Displacement (mm)
CM1R 0.8
CM1L 0.8
CM3L 0.8
CM4R 1.2
CM4L 1.2
CM5R 1.8
CM5L 0.5
CM6R 1.0
CM6L 1.1

had four layers. The remaining four walls were reinforced
with a thixotropic epoxy resin and a 2 : 1 hardener. Bothmixes
were applied to the walls as FRP sheets. Again, two walls had
two layers and two walls had four layers. Each of the eight
walls was subject to a blast load of 0.45 kg booster which
is equivalent to 0.64 kg TNT. The walls were set up in a
circle around the blast source with a radius of 1.83m. The
walls with two layers experienced displacement ranging from
14.5 to 18.8 cm. Large horizontal cracks formed along most
of the mortar joints. The walls with four layers experienced
displacement of 10.0 cm to 12.9 cm. No visible cracks were
seen and fragmentation was contained in all tests.

Tan and Patoary [6] applied a 20.92GJ (5-ton TNT) blast
to three masonry walls and a 112.97GJ (27-ton TNT) blast to
three additional masonry walls. Walls subject to a 112.97GJ
blast were anchored to the ground surface and walls subject
to the 20.92GJ blast were not anchored. Each of these tests
was performed three times for a total of eighteen masonry
walls. The distances of the test are shown in Figure 1. Each
set of walls was assigned a module number in the form of
“CM” followed by the wall number. Additionally, “R” and “L”
are added to the end to denote which of the walls was being
addressed. For example, CM1R refers to the first wall set and
the right wall in that particular set.The varying use of carbon
FRP, glass FRP, woven roving, and stiffeners can be seen in
Figure 1 and the approximate results based on the graphs
presented by Tan and Patoary [6] can be seen in Figure 1 and
Table 1, respectively.

Some of the walls were designed to experience plastic
deformation. However, each of the walls tested showed no
visible signs of cracking or delamination and each wall was
considered successful. Based on the results presented in
Table 1, it can be inferred that glass FRP and woven roving
had similar effectiveness.

Baylot et al. [14] conducted a 1/4-scale model of a 1mm
thick glass FRP attached to the back face of a masonry wall.
The wall was subject to varying magnitude and distances
of the charge. Though the wall became detached from the
frame and experienced mortar joint cracking, the wall was
still considered a success because the wall remained intact
and upright. This particular experiment was unique in that
it measured the effectiveness of the retrofit by reading the
velocity of the flying debris. Though the FRP did aid in
limiting the amount of debris, this method of comparing
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Figure 1: Tan and Patoary’s [6] test setup.

the velocities was not as effective at indicating the degree of
hazard as was originally assumed.

Stanley et al. [7] used two-part spray-on polyurea along
with aramid FRP. This test was successful, containing all
of the debris. The maximum deflection of the wall was
approximately 230mm. As seen in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the
left wall was the control and had no retrofitting. The wall to
the right was the wall reinforced with polyurea and aramid
FRP.

Stratford et al. [15] attached glass FRP sheets to clay
brick walls and concrete masonry unit walls. The sheets were
applied in both the horizontal and the vertical directions to
increase the shear strength of the wall. The walls were subject
to a prestressed load of 100 kN in the vertical (compressive)
direction. The horizontal load was increased in 50 kN incre-
ments. The maximum load applied to the clay brick wall and
concrete unit wall was 195 kN and 130 kN, respectively.

The correspondingmaximumdeflectionswere 1.4 cm and
1.3 cm. Both walls displayed rapid cracking under the load
along themortar joints. Debonding of the fabric from thewall
also occurred at some locations along the walls.

Alsayed et al. [16] used 200 × 200 × 400mm hollow
concrete masonry units to construct walls within a 2.1m
long by 1.5m high reinforced concrete frame. Six masonry
walls were included in the experimental procedures, three
of which were reinforced with 1.85mm thick GFRP sheets
placed in orthogonal directions. The other three walls were
unreinforced.The tests included three different sized charges
placed at different distances from the wall: 1.134 kg, 4.8m;
49.9 kg, 4.8m; and 14.2 kg, 2.0 m, respectively. Each test used
one unreinforced masonry wall and one GFRP reinforced
wall. All charges were set off at a height of 0.75m above the
ground. To judge the effectiveness of the retrofit, Alsayed et
al. [16] usedDepartment of DefenseMinimumAntiterrorism
Standards for Buildings’ four levels of damage [3]. Both of
the walls affected by the 1.134 kg blast showed no damage
and were given a protection rating of high. For the 49.9 kg
blast, both walls were given a protection rating of medium
but showed different types of damage. The unreinforced wall
had light damage with blocks pushed out along with minor
detachment at the wall-frame interface. The reinforced wall
showed debonding at both the wall-frame interface and the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Stanley et al.’s [7] blast test (a) before blast test and (b) after blast test.

FRP-frame interface. For the 14.2 kg charge, both walls failed
but were graded differently because the GFRP reinforced wall
prevented flying debris. The unreinforced wall was given a
protection level of very low and the reinforced wall was given
a protection level of low. GFRP reinforced masonry walls
were concluded to show potential as a retrofit technique and
were considered to be effective in preventing fragmentation.

Bui and Limam [17] considered two-way bending of
unreinforced masonry due to vertical loads and lateral loads
(pressures) for which blast loading can be conjectured. The
experiments used hollow concrete blocks sized 20 × 20 ×
50 cm to construct the four test wall setups. From the top
view, three walls form to make a U with only straight lines.
The bottom of the U is the main wall: it is 2.9m long and
2.0m tall. The adjacent side walls are 1.0m long and 2.0m
tall. Two different types of foundationwere used for the walls.
Wall 1’s foundation slab was U-shape dimensioned at 310 ×
120 × 20 cm while Walls 2–4 had a rectangular slab sized
350 × 185 × 25 cm. Walls 3 and 4 were retrofitted with a
CFRP composite but the amount of CFRP was different. Wall
3 used 7 vertical CFRP strips and 6 horizontal CFRP strips
that were 20mm wide and 2m long. Wall 4’s strips were only
7.5mm wide. The static pressure on the wall was increased
until the displacement of the wall reached 50mm.The CFRP
reinforced walls had noticeable increases in bearing capacity.
Wall 4 reached a capacity of 90 kN/m2 and Wall 3 reached a
capacity of 140 kN/m2 in comparison to unreinforcedWall 2’s
capacity of 58 kN/m2. Wall stiffness was analyzed as the slope
of the pressure displacement curve. When the curve became
nonlinear, it signaled the development of cracks and their
growth.TheCFRP improved thewalls stiffness and prevented
cracks from developing. Walls 1, 2, and 4 had similar main
wall crack patterns: vertical cracks in the center of the wall
and diagonal cracks forming from the lower corner of the
main wall. Wall 3, however, only had small cracks on the
main wall. Wall 4 and Wall 3 saw cracks on the adjacent
walls because of the flexural bending in the main wall. Bui
and Limam [17] concluded that together the walls show
that simply supported walls perform better than walls with
real boundary conditions and more research under realistic
boundary conditions must be conducted in order to properly
evaluate the effectiveness of the CFRP retrofit.

Chen et al. [18] conducted 6.5-scale blasting tests on 1.5m
high × 2m wide × 0.2m thick walls. MU15 P type porous
bricks sized 90mm width × 90mm height × 190mm length
were used to construct the walls. The TNT charge size used
on the walls ranged from 0.2 to 34.2 kg. The scaled standoff
distance ranged from 1.81 to 10m/kg1/3.Three types of retrofit
material were examined in blast tests: CFRP, steel wire mesh,
and steel bars. CFRP strips with a thickness of 1.2mm and
a width of 30mm were bonded with an epoxy adhesive to
the back of the wall in the horizontal and vertical directions.
Steel wire mesh was attached to the back of the masonry
wall with nails followed by a 10mm layer of plastered mortar.
Steel bars with a 2mm thickness and 30mm width were
bonded with nails and epoxy adhesive on the back side of
the wall. Eight pressure gauges were arranged on the front of
the masonry to record measurements. All three retrofitting
techniques improved the performance of the wall. Under
3.9 kg, unreinforced masonry walls saw residual displace-
ment of about 3mm at the center of the wall while the CFRP,
steel wire mesh, and steel bar reinforced walls saw 1mm
or less of displacement. Likewise, the retrofitting techniques
had about 3mm of maximum displacement, in comparison
to the 6mm of maximum displacement in the unreinforced
walls. Chen et al. [18] noted that the effectiveness of the
retrofitting techniques increased with higher charge weights.
TheCFRP strip retrofitting reduced the residual displacement
the most out of any of the retrofitting techniques, reducing
displacement by 92%. In comparison, the steel mesh reduced
the residual displacement by 67%. Under visual inspection,
the walls told a reverse story other than the displacement.The
CFRP retrofitted walls had some shear rupture delamination
while the steel mesh only had little spallation of the concrete.
While all retrofitting materials were able to reduce the
scattering of fragments, it was clear that the CFRP and steel
bar retrofitting techniques were more damaged than the steel
mesh.The steel mesh was therefore concluded to be the most
efficient retrofitting technique.

Hamed and Rabinovitch [19] used 400 × 200 × 200mm
concrete masonry units to construct 2 masonry walls
1230mmwide by 2100mm tall.Walls were enclosed in a 1.5m
by 2.5m steel frame and rested upon a reinforced concrete
base beam. CFRP was chosen as the retrofit material. The
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CFRP strips applied to the wall were 50mmwide and 1.2mm
thick. CFRP was attached to the walls by applying 3mm of
epoxy to the wall and 2mm of epoxy to the CFRP strips. The
epoxy sides were then attached to each other and allowed
to cure for 10 days. The loads applied were two out-of-plane
knife-edge loads created by 300 kN hydraulic jack. One wall
was a control wall with no reinforcement and the other was
reinforced with CFRP. The CFRP wall failed at 1.25 times
the load of the unreinforced wall. The behavior of the CFRP
and unreinforced wall was different leading up to failure.The
unreinforced wall showed a nonlinear behavior in regard to
a load-deflection curve while the CFRP reinforced wall did
show a linear behavior up to failure. Likewise, the CFRP
reinforced wall had 1/3 of the deformation at the point of
failure compared with the control wall. The unreinforced
wall failed suddenly and was classified as a total collapse
failure. The sudden collapse of the unreinforced wall could
have been because of the crushing of the masonry units, a
shear failure, or both but could not be pinpointed by Hamed
and Rabinovitch [19]. Likewise, the cause of failure for the
reinforced wall was also hard to determine. Hamed and
Rabinovitch [19] gave two possible reasons: debonding of the
free edges of the CFRP and shear failure of the masonry
units. Although the CFRP did increase the strength of the
wall, Hamed and Rabinovitch [19] noted that the increase was
smaller than that in other literature,most likely because of the
more realistic supporting conditions.

3.2. Polyurea. Davidson et al. [8] judged 21 different polymers
that included seven thermoplastic sheets, one brush-on poly-
mer, and 13 spray-on polymers. Out of all the materials, pure
polyurea spray-on materials were chosen for their strength,
cost, stiffness, ductility, and resistance to fire. This first test
had three masonry walls, two of which had polyurea applied
only to the interior side of thewall, and the other hadpolyurea

applied to both sides. The size of the charge was not reported
due to sensitivity of the subject. When the treated walls
were compared to their unreinforced control counterpart,
all of the retrofitted walls appeared to be able to reduce
fragmentation well. It is noted that this is most likely due
to the polyurea’s ability to absorb strain energy, bond to the
surrounding structure, and bond to the wall itself.These tests
also showed that the walls’ mechanism of failure was affected
by the support conditions, peak pressure, and duration.

Davidson et al.’s [9] follow-up study addresses compli-
cations encountered in the earlier tests. Twelve walls with
varying dimensions in the range 2.4m–3.7m × 2.3m–4.9m
were subjected to explosive loads. The test setup is seen
in Figure 3. Similar to Davidson et al.’s [8] study, polyurea
systematically increased the resistance of the walls to blast
loading but some specific behavioral mechanisms were noted
on the polyurea walls: (1) stress waves traveled throughout
the wall and caused fracture, (2) the direct impact of the
blast load caused some immediate fracture, (3) tearing of
the polyurea coating occurred near the supports, (4) the
front face of the wall suffered fracture due to flexure, (5)
the polyurea reinforcement tore under flexure, and (6) the
system collapsed when the polyurea tore or lost its adhesive
properties to the exterior structure. Individual masonry
blocks were placed at different distances and were subjected
to the same blast. Notably, a change in distance of roughly
61 centimeters caused notable changes in the blocks ability to
resist the blast.

Johnson et al. [20] conducted a study involving two sets
of masonry walls in evaluation. The first set of full-scale
walls used three different retrofitting techniques, all of which
used polyurea as part of the reinforcement. The first used
spray-on polyurea in combination with aramid fabric, the
second used trowel on polyurea alone, and the third used
trowel on polyurea as an adhesive for thermoplastic film.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: POSS-reinforced wall (a) at maximum deflection and (b) in the final stage [10, 11].

Only dynamic tests were done on full-scale walls. The other
set of walls was scaled down by a quarter and had seven
different types of retrofit systems applied. This set of walls
was evaluated using both scaled static and dynamic tests. Of
the seven types, one used spray-on polyurea as the primary
retrofitting technique, one used trowel on polyurea with
aramid fabrics as additional reinforcement, three more used
spray-on polyurea in combination with the aramid fabrics,
and the other two did not use polyurea. Johnson et al. [20]
had a few main conclusions from the test. First, the static
load tests closely resemble the dynamic results for quarter-
scaledmasonry walls. Also, the quarter-scaledmasonry walls
performed similarly to the full-scale walls, implying that
using scaledmasonry walls to judge the effectiveness of a full-
scale wall is acceptable. Every type of retrofitting technique
appeared to reduce the amount of debris during loading.
The unreinforced retrofit systems increased ultimate flexural
resistance in comparison to nonretrofitted walls by a factor
of 1.9 to 4.0, while the aramid reinforced system increased
the ultimate flexural resistance by a factor of 5.5 to 7.5. This
implies that using the polyurea in combination with the
aramid fabric was the most effective retrofitting technique in
terms of ultimate flexural resistance.

Baylot et al. [14] also did 1/4-scale tests using spray-on
polyurea. The polyurea was applied to the interior face of
the masonry walls at a thickness of 3.2mm. As previously
stated, walls were subject to varyingmagnitude and distances
of the charge in order to get the desired level of peak pressure
and impulse. The polyurea was successful at keeping the
majority of the debris (interpreted as fragmentation) out
of the structure during the blast event. Therefore, polyurea
was considered a successful retrofitting technique because it
reduced the hazard behind the masonry wall.

Irshidat et al. [10] compared three different polyurea
mixes. One is an unreinforced standard polyurea, one is
reinforced with exfoliated graphene nanoplatelets (XGnP),
and the other is reinforced with polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS). The test used scaled down masonry
blocks sized 54 × 57 × 115mm. The wall was 16 blocks high

and 12 blocks long. The U.S. Army Engineer Research and
Development Center’s blast simulator was used to perform
dynamic tests on each of the wall types. The unreinforced
polyureawall experienced a tensile failure at a blast peak pres-
sure of 208.22 kPa. The XGnp-reinforced wall had a primary
horizontal crack form at the peak pressure of 224.91 kPa. The
crack caused the wall to split into two pieces and collapse.
The POSS retrofitted wall had shear damage and horizontal
cracks at its peak pressure of 218.91 kPa. Conclusions were
primarily based on isodamage pressure-impulse curves that
encompassed all of the tests. Although Irshidat et al. [10]
specifically noted that XGnp-reinforced wall’s retrofitting
system was effective at reducing fragmentation in the blast
and the POSS retrofitted wall can be seen to have no
fragments in it (Figure 4), Irshidat et al. [10] concluded by
saying that fragmentation was not addressed. This is most
likely because the blast simulator, like static or other tests,
does not cause the same amount of fragmentation on impact
as a real explosive.

Wang et al. [12] performed explosive tests on 6 walls, 4 of
which were constructed out of 24 × 11.5 × 5.3 cm clay bricks.
The other 2 were constructed out of 20 × 20 × 60 cm aerated
concrete blocks. Clay walls were 3.6m wide by 2.8m tall and
the concrete walls were 2.4m wide by 2.2m tall. Two gauges
were used to measure the peak pressure and impulse due
to the blasts on the wall. The first gauge was placed at the
center of the wall and the second was placed at a distance
of one-fifth of the walls width away from the first gauge.
Some of the key statistics are included in Table 2. Note that
the burst height for every test was 1.4m and the standoff is
the distance between the charge and the wall. In general, the
polyurea retrofitted walls appeared to perform much better
than the retrofitted walls. Wang et al. [12] concluded that this
was because (a) initial cracking occurred before collapse; (b)
the impact force in the reinforced wall was 18 times higher
in the aerated brick and 4 times higher in the clay brick;
(c) the face of the walls did not fracture. The failure modes
were different between the reinforced clay brick walls and the
aerated masonry walls. The unreinforced clay masonry wall
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Table 2: Failure criteria [12].

Test charge weight
(kg) Charge size (kg) Standoff (m) Thickness

(mm) Failure criteria

Test 1: Y2 2 1 0 Control wall severely collapsed above burst height without front face
fracture.

Test 2: TQ-Z-J-D-5 5 1.0 3 (partially)
Wide crack propagated completely the thickness of the wall with large
deformation. The polyurea layer is intact with some tensile strain

marks.

Test 3: TQ-Z-J-2-4 8 1.0 3 (fully) The initial crack occurred at the center of the top without
deformation.

Test 4: TQ-Z-J-1 20 1.0 3 (fully) The wall rotated about bottom and severely collapsed due to overload.
Polyurea was torn and separated completely from the front face.

Test 5: TQ-Q-W-2 5 10 0 The wall presented mortar joint separation and would reach the
critical state of collapse due to large deformation.

Test 6: TQ-Q-J-2 5 3.0 3 (fully) The wall underwent large deformation with side parts warping and
disengaging from columns. There was no tearing of the polyurea.

failed because of the separation of brick and mortar joint.
However, in the reinforced clay masonry wall, vertical and
diagonal cracks eventually spread throughout the entire wall.

The aerated masonry walls failed due to mortar joint
separation because of the low strength of the mortar brick
connection in the aerated masonry wall. Fracture was not
observed on the front face of the clay brickmasonry walls but
was found in the aerated masonry walls. The reinforced walls
of both kinds were observed to have successfully contained
the debris of the blast. Fully reinforced clay masonry walls
had 4.5 to 11 times the blast resistance of the unreinforced
clay masonry walls. Fully reinforced aerated masonry walls
had 15 times the blast resistance of the unreinforced aerated
masonry walls. Clay masonry walls, reinforced or unrein-
forced, performed much better overall at resisting the blasts
than their aerated counterparts.

3.3. Polyurethane. Knox et al. [21] performed tests on both
standalone polyurethane and polyurea/polyurethane mixes.
All of the polymers in the study were noted to increase
ductility and decrease wall fragmentation. In later studies,
pure polyurea was used because of strength, flammability,
and cost [4, 21]. The most recent study to experiment with
pure polyurethane was that of Johnson et al. [20], where
polyurethane film was applied to an unreinforced masonry
wall with a tape and epoxy system. The polyurethane
increased the ultimate flexural strength of the wall, but its
ability to reduce fragmentation was not gathered because it
was not used in the dynamic tests.

3.4. Steel Plates. Recent investigations of steel plates and
unreinforced masonry are rare due to the noted challenges
of cost and increased dead load [9].

3.5. Aluminum Foam. Experimental blast loading to alu-
minum foam and unreinforced masonry is an area of poten-
tial research.

3.6. Engineered Cementitious Composites. Maalej et al. [22]
created 18 clay brick walls that have a 1000 × 1000mm face

and are 100mm thick. The solid clay bricks used to build the
wall were 215 × 100 × 70mm. The walls were divided into
three series of 6 walls. In series 1 and 2, there were two control
unreinforced walls while series 3 had just 1 unreinforced wall.
Each series contained one reinforced wall with the following
configurations: (a) a single-faced 34mm thick engineering
cementitious composite (ECC) layer, (b) a double-faced
34mm thick ECC layer, (c) a single-faced 34mm thick ECC
layer with 8mm diameter steel mesh, and (d) a double-faced
34mm thick ECC layer with 8mm diameter steel mesh. The
ECC used in this study was a hybrid-fiber mix containing
1.5% of high performance polyethylene and 0.5% of steel
fibers. The first and second series of walls were subjected to
a quasi-static load test while the third was subjected to low-
velocity impact load testing. The quasi-static load tests differ
in that the first series load was applied on a 100 × 100mm
patch of the wall while the second series had a 780 × 780mm
distributed load applied. The quasi-static tests showed that
the ECC retrofitting techniques, in general, were able to
increase the ultimate capacity of the walls. Series 1 walls
showed an increase in the failure loads by 6.5 and an increase
in deflection capacity by 17.3 in comparison to the base wall.
Series 2 walls showed an increase in the failure loads by 6.5
and an increase in deflection capacity by 17.3 in comparison
to the base wall. Under the impact loads, the damage level was
assessed based on the average crater diameter, indentation
depth, crack propagation, and fragmentation.Walls with steel
mesh showed a decrease in crater size and indentation depth
in comparison to walls without it. Likewise, double-sided
walls also showed increased penetration resistance like their
steel mesh counterparts. Maalej et al. concluded that this was
because the ECC at the impact face was able to absorb a large
amount of impact energy. The ECC strengthened masonry
walls were concluded to be able to increase themasonry wall’s
resistance to impact loads.

4. Numerical Simulations

4.1. Fiber Reinforced Polymers. Ghaderi et al. [24] simulated,
in ABAQUS, FRP strips 1.5mm thick in a vertical, horizontal,
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and blended formation on the interior face of masonry walls,
a blast loading model. The blast was measured by a scaled
distance parameter, 𝑍:

𝑍 =
𝑅

𝑊
1/3
, (1)

where 𝑅 is the distance at which the blast is applied and 𝑊
is the weight of the TNT. The scaled distance was unique
to this study. The walls were subject to a scaled distance
parameter of 2.2m/kg1/3, 1.8m/kg1/3, and 1.5m/kg1/3. As the
distance to the wall decreased, more cracks occurred and
more fiber became detached from the wall. Fragmentation
was not addressed explicitly by Ghaderi et al.; however, it can
be inferred from the modeling that fragmentation would be
minimized in the actual field.

Alsayed et al. [16] created a finite element model in
ANSYS-AUTODYN to represent their 2.1m long by 1.5m
high masonry wall surrounded by a reinforced concrete
frame. The model contained four distinct Lagrangian parts:
the RC frame, RC footing, infill masonry wall, and the GFRP
sheets. The RC frame, RC footing, and infill masonry wall
were all modeled as 8-node hexahedral elements while the
GFRP sheets were 4-node shell elements. Air around the
wall was modeled as an Euler ideal gas. Explosives were
modeled using the Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation of state. Blast
modeling was done with a two-step process involving a 1D
radial analysis of the explosion followed by a 3D analysis
used to judge the effect of the blast on masonry wall. 1D
analysis was done until a reflecting surface is reached. The
1D analysis is then remapped within the 3D model. Alsayed
et al. [16] set the model to terminate after 10ms since it
was considered enough time to investigate the effects of the
blast. For each of the five tests, the charge size and standoff
distance were 1.134 kg, 4.8m, 49.9 kg, 4.8m, 14.2 kg, 2.0m,
113.4 kg, 4.0m, and 500 kg, 4.0m, respectively. The FE model
used was validated by comparing finite element analysis to
ConWep values and to the experimental results of the studies.
Alsayed et al. [16] found that the arrival time of the blast, peak
incident, and peak reflected overpressures matched between
the three andwent on to conclude that the numerical solution
was a validway to analyze the FRP-strengthenedwalls and the
unstrengthened walls.

LS-DYNA was employed by Chen et al. [18] to perform
structural analysis onMU15 P type porous brick walls. CFRP,
steel mesh, and steel bars were evaluated numerically to
judge them as possible retrofitting and repairing techniques
for masonry walls. The masonry and mortar were modeled
as 8-node solid elements. To model the steel mesh retrofit
technique, a two-node Hughes-Liu beam element with 2 ×
2 Gauss quadrature integration was used. The steel bars and
CFRP were represented as 22.5 × 22.5mm 3D shell elements.
In regard to the material model parameter, Chen et al. [18]
used Mat 72Rel3 that consisted of three failure surfaces: the
initial yield surface, the maximum yield surface, and the
residual yield surface. To model the steel and FRP, material
models 24 and 54were used, respectively.Modeling the epoxy
adhesive is key to capturing an experimentally confirmed
failure mode in LS-DYNA, which is the delamination of the
FRP sheets from the masonry wall. Chen et al. [18] used the

Automatic Surface-to-Surface Tiebreak to model the contact
of the masonry wall and FRP to the epoxy. Walls were also
modeled to be on top of a concrete slab as in the experimental
tests.The anchors holding the wall downweremodeled using
tied node sets with failure using the Contact Tiebreak Node
to Surface option. Numerical results were found to be similar
to the experimental results performed by Chen et al. [18].
Both the steel bars and the CFRP were almost completely
delaminated from the wall, but CFRP performed better by
having less fragmentation. The steel mesh retrofitted walls
were able to prevent all serious damage. The main form of
damage on the steel meshwalls was the spallation of plastered
mortar.

Hamed and Rabinovitch [25] presented a theoretical
numerical model to properly describe the behavior of
FRP-strengthened masonry walls subjected to out-of-plane
loads. Numerous equations and conditions are presented to
describe some of the behavioral conditions of the masonry
walls, including bonding conditions and equilibrium equa-
tions. Using the mathematical descriptions, a step-by-step
process is presented to find a solution regarding the masonry
wall’s rigidity. First, an initial guess is made; in this case,
the mortar joints of the masonry wall are assumed to be
uncracked. Second, using the rigidities derived in the initial
guess to allow for the solving of the governing equations, an
analysis of the structure is performed. Once an analysis of
the structure has been performed, an analysis of the mortar
joints is performed as follows: the strain distribution is found
with step two’s solution, the depth of the active zone in the
cracked joint, and then the rigidity of each joint. Lastly, the
steps are repeated until the difference between the original
rigidity and the calculated rigidity is reasonably small. The
numerical model was then used to compare the distribution
of internal forces and deflection between an unreinforced
masonry wall and one modeled with FRP strips. FRP strips
notably had concentrations of shear and tensile stress near
joint edges. Hamed and Rabinovitch [25] noted that this
coincided well with the debonding failure mechanisms in
other papers’ experimental studies. Likewise, Hamed and
Rabinovitch [25] stated that stiffer FRP tended to increase
out-of-plane deflection, internal shear, and axial forces on the
masonry walls and FRP strips in their numerical study.

Hamed and Rabinovitch [19] adjusted their previous
mathematical model (Hamed and Rabinovitch [25]) to prop-
erly describe the nonlinear behavior of materials subjected
to failure level loads. Six critical failure mechanisms of
the strengthened masonry walls were examined in the
numerical analysis. They are as follows: crushing of the
masonry units, shear failure of masonry units, rupture of the
composite material, debonding of the strengthening system,
sliding/shear at the mortar joints, and crushing of the mortar
joints. The model followed the same set of steps as Hamed
and Rabinovitch [25]: an initial guess regarding the rigidity
of the structure, an analysis of the structure, an analysis of the
rigidity of the joints, and then convergence where the initial
rigidity closely matches the calculated rigidity of the joints.
The analytical results of the model agreed fairly well with
the experimental tests performed, showing that the control
wall’s load capacity was about 25% less than that of the CFRP
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reinforced wall’s load capacity. In this sense, the experimental
model validated the analytical model to some degree and
led Hamed and Rabinovitch [19] to use a nonlinear model
to properly describe the behavior of mortar joint and its
interfaces.

4.2. Polyurea. Ghaderi et al. [24], through simulation in
ABAQUS, tested polyurea at a range of thicknesses from
5 to 15mm when applied to both sides of the wall, at the
scaled distance of 0.9m/kg1/3. Polyurea was then tested at a
thickness of 15mm when applied to one side of the wall as
well. The impulse ratio for polyurea applied on the interior
side of the wall was 859% and for polyurea applied on both
sideswas 1623%.Themeans for eachwall’smaximum impulse
were 8.59 and 16.23 times higher, respectively, than an
unreinforced wall. Polyurea was concluded to be an effective
retrofit technique that has high performance capabilities and
is effective at reducing fragmentation. Double-sided carbon
FRP had the highest FRP impulse ratio at 465%. Therefore,
polyurea performed considerably better than even the most
effective FRP method in regard to impulse ratio.

Aghdamy et al. [11] also evaluated the effectiveness of
XGnP- and POSS-reinforced polyurea on the same walls
Irshidat et al. [10] used. A finite element model was cre-
ated to compare the physical and computer test results,
although it was in LS-DYNA. However, the XGnP-reinforced
polyurea performed worse when compared to the unrein-
forced polyurea according to Aghdamy et al.’s [11] analysis
and was concluded to have less blast resistance than both the
POSS-reinforced polyurea and the unreinforced polyurea.
Based on their impulse-pressure diagrams, Aghdamy et al.
[11] were able to conclude that the POSS-reinforced polyurea
was the most effective polyurea tested at resisting high
pressures under short durations, but all polyurea types were
effective in low pressure, long duration events.

Irshidat et al. [10] also created a finite element model with
ANSYS-AUTODYN.The finite element model was consider-
ably accurate in its ability to estimate the effects of the test
loading with regard to debris velocity, midpoint deflection,
and the walls’ failure mechanisms. In combination, the tests
showed that the POSS-reinforced polyurea had noteworthy
improvement over the unreinforced polyurea, while the
XGnP-reinforced polyurea showed little to no improvement
of the unreinforced polyurea.

Along with the physical tests, Davidson et al. [8] used
LS-DYNA3D to improve the understanding of the behavior
of the blast loading. The finite element model mostly agreed
with the deflection and accelerometer gauges attached to the
masonry walls during loading. Together, the tests showed
that a thin layer of polyurea applied to the inner face of the
wall significantly reduced fragmentation. Polyurea effectively
bonded to the masonry, which demonstrates that it is a viable
retrofit material. Finally, it was concluded that elongation
capacity is more important than high stiffness for a blast
retrofitting material.

4.3. Aluminum Foam. Su et al. [23] conducted a finite
element analysis on aluminum foam using LS-DYNA. A
series of numerical analyses were done with scaled 𝑍 values

(see (1)) on unreinforced masonry walls. The aluminum
foam was 40mm thick in the analysis and had a density of
400 kg/m3. At 𝑍 = 4m/kg1/3, the unreinforced masonry
wall was blown out immediately by the air-blast load, while
the wall reinforced with aluminum foam at 𝑍 = 4m/kg1/3
appeared to only have light damage. The thickness of the
aluminum foamwas then tested at 12mm and 24mm for𝑍 =
3m/kg1/3. The results showed that the larger the thickness
of the aluminum foam is, the better it was at mitigating the
blast. Overall, the analysis showed aluminum foam to be a
promising option for mitigating a blast.

Aghdamy et al. [11] also conducted finite element analyses
on aluminum foam using LS-DYNA. Aghdamy et al. [11]
modeled foam layers of varying thicknesses, 13mm, 20mm,
and 25mm, but constant density, 450 kg/m3. Increasing the
foam’s thickness was found to be effective at increasing its
resistance to blast load. Aluminum foam was then modeled
on both sides of an unreinforced masonry wall at 13mm
thickness on both sides of the wall. An impulse-pressure
diagram was created from this model. From the diagram,
aluminum foam was concluded to be an effective retrofitting
technique. POSS polyurea was also analyzed in the same way.
It was applied to both sides of a wall at a thickness of 4.5mm.
Aluminum foam, in comparison to the POSS polyurea, was
more effective in the quasi-static regimewhile POSS polyurea
was better at resisting loads in the dynamic and impulsive
regime.

Su et al.’s [23] and Aghdamy et al.’s [11] finite element
analyses show that aluminum foam has the potential to
be a new material for resisting blast loading. This makes
experimental tests of the material desirable.

5. Fragmentation Mitigation

There is no apparent method for determining the amount
of fragmentation beyond subjective observation and com-
parison. Baylot et al. [14] hypothesized that debris velocity
could be a viable measure of fragmentation but observations
proved velocity to be a poor indicator. The Department of
DefenseMinimumAntiterrorism Standards for Buildings [3]
has developed four levels of protection assessments which
account for flying debris in the standard; however, these levels
of protection typically were not used, or not reported on, in
the various reviewed articles. Regardless, when flying debris
is evident, the lowest level of performance is assigned. Thus,
fragmentation is a binary response (it either did or did not
occur), without regard to the amount or reduction based on
treatments. In addition to fragmentation, blast loading and
standoff distance varied by the level of performance and with
each investigation. Thus, fragmentation mitigation efforts
must rely on comparisons conduction within the respective
investigations.

5.1. Fiber Reinforced Polymers. FRP is the most widely used
material to investigate the performance on unreinforced
masonry walls. It has shown good success in both numerical
and experimental investigation at reducing the amount of
fragmentation during blast events. FRP is an effectivemethod
at reducing the amount of fragmentation. In addition, FRP
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can increase shear wall ductility and improve structural
integrity through collapse prevention.

5.2. Polyurea. Davidson et al. [8] selected pure polyurea
spray-on material out of 21 different polymers based on
strength, cost, stiffness, ductility, and resistance to fire. From
this and from subsequent investigators, polyurea exhibited
themost promise tomitigate fragmentationwith comparative
advantages over other retrofitting materials.

5.3. Polyurethane. Polyurethane was noted to have the ability
to reduce fragmentation as well as polyurea and FRP. Knox
et al. [21] performed tests on both standalone polyurethane
and polyurea/polyurethane mixes, both of which performed
well and successfully decreased wall fragmentation. How-
ever, polyurethane’s ability to reduce fragmentation has not
recently been evaluated. Likewise, the type of polyurethane
used has the potential to alter its effectiveness.

5.4. Steel Plates. Steel plates have the unique advantage
compared to other retrofitting techniques of being a well-
known, highly controlled, and predictable material. In addi-
tion, construction industry laborers have existing knowledge
of steel for installation purposes. Steel is ductile and dense
providing excellent protection against fragmentation and
spalling of masonry due to blast loading. However, due to the
dead load increases, it is best suited for single story buildings
in retrofit applications.

5.5. Aluminum Foam. Aluminum foam has yet to be exper-
imentally tested but it shows a high potential to resist blast
loading, limits fragmentation, and has a limited increase to
the dead load of a structure.

5.6. Engineered Cementitious Composites. ECC were sub-
jected to low-velocity (nonblast) type loadings. ECC are
anticipated to have good performance against fragmentation
but have yet to be experimentally tested. These compos-
ites show promise with the desirable qualities of increased
strength, durability, and energy dispersion for retrofitting
unreinforced masonry. Regardless, these materials can pro-
vide secondary masonry elements such as return walls and
interior walls with the ability to contain damage due to blast
loads.

5.7. Recommendation. For future investigations analysis
relating to the level of protection found in the Department
of Defense Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings
[3] or similar standard would provide more comparative data
universally.

6. Conclusions

Retrofitting techniques for blast protection of unreinforced
masonry walls such as FRP, polyurea, polyurethane, steel
sheets, and aluminum foam have been presented in this
paper. These techniques have been investigated over the last
15 years to enhance the strength and ductility of unreinforced
masonry walls and decrease fragmentation. However, it is

difficult to compare test results and methods since there is
no publically set standard for the magnitude of blasts or the
distance at which the blast is applied. General findings of the
different retrofitting materials include the following:

(1) FRP and polyurea are the two most widely studied
retrofitting techniques because of their effectiveness,
lightweight, practicality of application, and cost.

(2) Fragmentation is a key indicator of the effectiveness
[13] of the mitigation techniques employed as binary
response flying debris or no flying debris.

(3) Elongation capacity is more important than high
stiffness for a blast retrofitting material [8].

(4) Results from experimental tests show that glass FRP
and woven roving have similar effectiveness [6].

(5) Direct FEA comparison of FRP retrofitting tech-
niques to polyurea retrofitting techniques showed that
interior polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane poly-
urea retrofit had higher impulse ratio of 859% when
compared to double-sided carbon FRP’s 464% [24].

(6) Aluminum foam was more effective in the quasi-
static test than polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane
polyurea, while the polyhedral oligomeric silsesqui-
oxane polyureawasmore effective in the dynamic and
impulsive tests [11].

(7) Boundary conditions affect the performance of ma-
sonry walls subjected to lateral loads. Simulating
realistic boundary conditions allows for more accu-
rate interpretation of a retrofitting technique’s perfor-
mance [17].
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The present paper focuses on the study of the effectiveness of the sacrificial cladding using polymeric foam as crushable core
to reduce the delivered blast energy using a simplified structure. The latter consists of a simply supported steel beam under a
localized blast load. The tested sacrificial cladding has a cross-sectional area of 80 × 80mm2. The effect of the front plate mass and
the crushable core properties (plateau stress and thickness) is studied. Three polymeric foams are investigated: (a) the expanded
polystyrene foam (PS13) with a density of 13 kg/m3, (b) the closed-cell polyurethane (PU30) with a density of 30 kg/m3, and (c) the
open-cell polyurethane (PU50) with a density of 50 kg/m3. Four front plate masses are used: 144, 188, 336, and 495 g. All possible
combinations are tested to determine their absorption capacity. The obtained results show that the absorption capability increases
by increasing the front plate mass, the plateau stress, and the thickness of the crushable core. The open-cell polyurethane PU50
performs better. Disintegration problems are observed on the expanded polystyrene PS13 after the end of the compression process.

1. Introduction

Significant effects are observed after accidental and inten-
tional explosions.Thismakes protective techniques necessary
to ensure survivability. Considerable research has been con-
ducted on the study of protective structures aiming at reduc-
ing the transmitted pressure to the main structure. Sacrificial
cladding structures receive a lot of attention [1–10]. They
consist of a crushable core between the main structure and a
front plate. The core material is often a cellular solid allowing
large plastic deformation under relatively low constant stress
(plateau stress, which is the average stress of the plastic region
of the stress-strain curve of the crushable core) [1–8, 11–13].
In order to control the magnitude of the transmitted pressure
to the main structure and to guarantee an optimal design of
the sacrificial cladding, the study of the effectiveness and the
determination of the absorption capacity of a given sacrificial
cladding configuration is needed.

Both crushable materials and structures are used as
sacrificial cladding core. Aluminium foams and honeycomb

structures receive a lot of attention [1–9, 11, 12]; the absorption
mechanism, the dynamic behaviour, the effect of the front
plate (mass and rigidity), and the crushable core properties
are analysed. However, these cores are characterized by a
relatively high plateau stress (between 1 and 10MPa [14]) to
protect a given structure. Wu and Zhou [9] study the use
of foam cladding to protect a simply supported reinforced
concrete (RC) slab against blast loading.They use an adapted
SDOFmodel supported by a full scale experiment to study the
effectiveness of aluminium foam on RC slab. They observe
that the aluminium foam is not completely compacted and
cracks are significant in depth and along the length of
the slab. They explained the obtained results by the higher
plateau stress transmitted to the main structure [3]. Xia et
al. [8] perform a series of full scale experiments to study
the effectiveness of graded density aluminium foam on RC
slab under blast loading. The idea of the density-graded
foam consists in the use of foam structure with various
densities along its thickness in order to increase the overall
energy absorbing capacity of aluminium foam while keeping
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the transmitted stress at a reasonable low magnitude. Several
density combinations test to protect a simply supported RC
slab. They observe that an ascending density from bottom to
top can improve the blast resistance compared to a foamwith
a uniform density. Yet, cracks and damage appear even with
protection layers. Hence, a crushable core with lower plateau
stress such as polymeric foam is required. However, research
on the effectiveness of polymeric foams as crushable core is
rather limited.

In literature, the pendulum (mainly the four-cable pendu-
lum) is mostly used to experimentally study the effectiveness
of several sacrificial cladding configurations [1, 6, 11, 12].
The pendulum system is used to measure the impulse by
recording the horizontal displacement of the pendulummass.
However, the absorption capacity cannot be quantified from
the available experimental results. For example, using a
pendulum setup, Hanssen et al. [1] investigate the absorption
capability of aluminium foam in order to reduce the delivered
blast energy.They observed that the foam is unable to reduce
the global response of the pendulum and thus the absorption
capacity of the foam material cannot be calculated. Ma and
Ye [3] explain that the results are understandable because
the main structure design (the pendulum system) is not
appropriate for blast mitigation measurements. To reach an
effective protection, the resistance of the main structure and
the resistance of the sacrificial cladding, in particular the
crushable core, should be comparable [3]. The resistance of
the crushable core is governed by the plateau stress. But the
resistance of the pendulum system of Hanssen is 500 times
lower than the resistance of the aluminium foam [3]. Hence,
a design of an appropriate experimental setup, adapted to
the investigated crushable material, is needed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the sacrificial cladding.

The aim of the present paper is to study the effectiveness
of sacrificial cladding using polymeric foam as crushable core
by means of an adequate experimental setup. The design of
the experimental setup is derived from the Ma and Ye theory
[3]. The main structure is simulated by a simply supported
steel beam under a localized blast load. The influence of the
front plate mass and the crushable core properties (thickness
and plateau stress) on the effectiveness is investigated. The
studied sacrificial cladding is composed of combinations of
the following parts:

(i) Three polymeric foams: (a) the expanded polystyrene
foam with a density of 13 kg/m3, (b) the closed-cell
polyurethane with a density of 30 kg/m3, and (c) the
open-cell polyurethane with a density of 50 kg/m3,
labeled as PS13, PU30, and PU50, respectively.

(ii) Four metallic front plates with different masses (144,
188, 336, and 495 g) labeled as FP1, FP2, FP3, and FP4,
respectively.

The present paper is divided into four parts. First, a
description of the material properties of both the main
structure and the investigated crushable cores is presented.
Second, a brief explanation of the Ma and Ye theory, used to
select the adequate experimental setup, is presented. Third,
a detailed description of the experimental setup and the

Table 1: Mechanical properties of S355JR steel.

𝜌 (kg/m3) 𝐸 (GPa) Re
0.2

(MPa) 𝑅
𝑚
(MPa)

7830 240 353.85 491.78
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Figure 1: Stress-strain response of the closed-cell polyurethane
PU30 under quasi-static compression load.

obtained results are presented. The effectiveness of the sac-
rificial cladding is illustrated. Finally, conclusions and per-
spectives are given.

2. Test Materials

Two material kinds are used: polymeric foams and steel. The
polymeric foam is used as crushable core of the sacrificial
cladding. The steel is used for the simply supported beam.
These materials are selected on the basis of the Ma and Ye
[3] theory (see Section 3).

2.1. Steel. S355JR steel is used for the main structure, which
consists of a simply supported steel beam. The beam spec-
imens (700 × 80 × 5mm3) are cut from 6m long flat steel
bars with a span of 600mm. Based on tensile test results, the
mechanical properties are summarized in Table 1, where 𝜌
stands for the steel density, 𝐸 is Young’s modulus, Re

0.2
is the

yield stress, and 𝑅
𝑚
is the tensile strength.

2.2. Polymeric Foam. Three polymeric foams are used as
crushable core: the expanded polystyrene foamwith a density
of 13 kg/m3, the closed-cell polyurethane with a density of
30 kg/m3, and the open-cell polyurethane with a density of
50 kg/m3 (labeled as PS13, PU30, and PU50, resp.). These
materials are used in compression to absorb the generated
blast energy. The uniaxial compressive stress-strain response
for quasi-static as well as dynamic loading is divided into
three distinct regions: elastic, plastic, and densification region
(Figure 1). Two main parameters should be taken into
account: the plateau stress 𝜎

𝑐
which characterizes the rela-

tively constant stress in the plastic region and the densifica-
tion strain 𝜖

𝑑
which marks the beginning of the densification

behaviour. According to the development of Li et al. [16],
the densification strain 𝜖

𝑑
is the point where the energy
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of the considered polymeric foams.

Properties PS13 [15] PU30 PU50
Density (kg/m3) 13 30 50
Young’s modulus (MPa) 2.7 11.36 7.45
Plateau stress (MPa) 0.153 0.323 0.444
Densification strain (—) 0.7 0.59 0.63
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Figure 2: Stress-strain response of PS13 (0.001 s−1) [15], PU30, and
PU50 (0.083 s−1) under quasi-static compression.

absorption efficiency, given in (1), reaches a maximum on
the efficiency-strain curve. The plateau stress is calculated by
means of (2) where 𝜖

𝑦
stands for the strain corresponding to

the start of the plastic behaviour.

𝜂 (𝜖) =

1

𝜎 (𝜖)

∫

𝜖

𝜖𝑦

𝜎 (𝜖) 𝑑𝜖, (1)

𝜎
𝑐
=

∫

𝜖𝑑

𝜖𝑦

𝜎 (𝜖) 𝑑𝜖

𝜖
𝑑
− 𝜖
𝑦

. (2)

Thequasi-static responses of the tested foams are depicted
in Figure 2. The mechanical properties are summarized in
Table 2. The compression test of the expanded polystyrene
foam is taken from Chen et al. [15].

3. Sacrificial Cladding and
Main Structure Selection

According to the analytical Load-Cladding-Structure (LCS)
model developed by Ma and Ye [3], the choice of the sacri-
ficial cladding configuration should be adapted to the main
structure properties. The main structure is simplified to a
single degree of freedom system (SDOF); see Figure 3, where
𝑘 stands for the main structure stiffness, 𝑚se stands for the
equivalent mass of the beam,𝐴 stands for the cross-sectional
area of the front plate, and 𝑃(𝑡) stands for the reflected
pressure time history. The transmitted pressure to the main
structure before the complete densification of the crushable
core is governed by the plateau stress 𝜎

𝑐
. The crushable core

Main structure
(SDOF system)

Crushable
core

Front
plate

Densified
part

Undeformed
part

u

u̇
ü

y

ẏ
ÿ

k𝜎D · AP(t) · A
mse

𝜎c · A
M1

Figure 3: Simplified interaction between the sacrificial cladding and
the main structure given by Ma and Ye [3].

resistance, the product of the cross-sectional area of the front
plate 𝐴, and plateau stress 𝜎

𝑐
should be comparable with the

maximum resistance of the main structure (𝑘𝑦
𝑐
). When the

plateau stress is very low, 𝜎
𝑐
𝐴 ≪ 𝑘𝑦

𝑐
, the foam deforms even

at lower load than the structure resistance (𝜎
𝑐
𝐴 < 𝑃

0
𝐴 <

𝑘𝑦
𝑐
). When the plateau stress is very high, 𝜎

𝑐
𝐴 ≫ 𝑘𝑦

𝑐
, the

transmitted pressure to the main structure is higher than
the allowable load (structure resistance) leading to a higher
deflection of the structure (>𝑦

𝑐
).

According to the same theory, the front plate should be
stopped before reaching the densification region of the crush-
able core and the critical deflection of the structure. A min-
imum thickness of the crushable material is needed which
depends on the front plate mass𝑀

1
, the plateau stress 𝜎

𝑐
, the

total impulse 𝐼, and the maximum reflected pressure 𝑃
0
.

As a conclusion, an optimal combination of the front
plate mass, the crushable core properties (plateau stress and
thickness), and the main structure is essential to ensure the
desirable absorption capacity. In the present work, we have
the following:

(i) Themain structure is simulated by a simply supported
steel beam under a localized load. The steel beam has
a width of 80mm, a thickness of 5mm, and a span of
600mm. It is characterized by a maximum resistance
𝑅max of 1.3 kN obtained by applying the SDOF theory
(see Section 4.2).

(ii) The studied sacrificial cladding is composed of com-
binations of the following parts:

(a) Three polymeric foams: (a) the expanded poly-
styrene foam with a density of 13 kg/m3, (b)
the closed-cell polyurethane with a density of
30 kg/m3, and (c) the open-cell polyurethane
with a density of 50 kg/m3; the corresponding
plateau stresses being compared with 𝑅max:
𝐴𝜎
𝑐
(PS13) = 0.98 kN < 𝑅max < 𝐴𝜎𝑐(PU30) =
2.07 kN < 𝜎

𝑐
𝐴(PU50) = 2.84 kN.

(b) A steel front plate with four different masses
(144, 188, 336, and 495 g).

4. Experimental Study

The goal of the experimental part is to study the effectiveness
of sacrificial cladding using a polymeric foam as crushable
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Figure 4: (a) Experimental setup, (b) beam support, (c) schematic representation of the experimental setup, and (d) simple support of the
steel beam.

core with a simply supported steel beam. To fulfill this aim,
three parts are developed:

(i) First, a description of the experimental setup is pre-
sented.

(ii) Second, the beam response without sacrificial clad-
ding is discussed.

(iii) Third, the effectiveness of the sacrificial cladding is
analysed by studying the effect of both the crushable
core properties (plateau stress and thickness) and the
front plate mass.

4.1. Experimental Setup. A series of experimental tests are
performed using the experimental setup shown in Figure 4.
A schematic representation is given in Figure 4(c). A square

section explosive driven shock tube (EDST) is used to
generate a planar blast wave at its end [17]. The used EDST
is a steel square section tube with an inner edge of 70mm,
a thickness of 5mm, and a length of 1m. At the entrance,
the tube is reinforced over the first 150mm. The blast wave
at the tube end is governed by the explosive mass (𝑊) and
the stand-off distance (the distance between the explosive
charge and the EDST entrance). In order to avoid the impact
between the beam and the tube during the beam oscillation,
the blast load is chosen such as to ensure sufficient plastic
deformation. This load is obtained by detonating 10 g of C4
set at 5mm from the tube entrance. The maximum reflected
overpressure and impulse at 2mm from the tube end are
13.85MPa and 2250 Pa⋅s with a standard deviation of 7.75%
and 4.31%, respectively.The planarity is checked and reported
in [18]. The reflected pressure profile is given in Figure 5. In
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Figure 6: Pressure time signal measured at the tube end by pressure
transducers 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 using 10 g of C4 set at a stand-off distance of
5mm from the entrance of the EDST.

the present work, the pressure-impulse combination is kept
identical for all experiments.

At the tube end (Figure 4(b)), two pressure transducers
(𝑃1 and 𝑃2) are mounted to measure the pressure at two
different faces of the tube end. These measurements are
used to check the repeatability of the applied over the dif-
ferent experiments. Figure 6 presents typical 𝑃1 and 𝑃2
measurementswhere two peaks can be identified: the first one
is the incident pressure and the second one is the reflected
pressure measured at the locations of 𝑃1 and 𝑃2.

At 2mm after the end of the EDST end, sacrificial
cladding configuration is fixed to the middle of the steel
beam. The sacrificial cladding has a dimension of 80 ×
80mm2 (see Figure 4(c)) and is composed of a front plate
and a crushable core. These three components (front plate,
crushable material, and steel beam) are bonded together by
means of double-sided bonding tape.The steel beam is simply
supported and has a span of 0.6m, a width of 80mm, and
a thickness of 5mm. The steel beam supports are ensured
by two steel cylinders for both extremities as shown in

Figure 4(d). Two high speed cameras (HSC1 and HSC2),
Photron Fastcam SA5, are used to record the sacrificial
cladding crushing and the beam deflection and to check the
boundary conditions. Measurements are triggered by a light
intensity trigger.

4.2. Beam Response without Sacrificial Cladding. The deflec-
tion of the simply supported beam under a localized blast
load is discussed. Figure 7(a) illustrates the tracking of a point
at midspan using a Labview code. The resulting deflections
(three tests are performed for reproducibility) are plotted in
Figure 7(c). A maximum deflection of 104mm and a per-
manent plastic deflection of 57.57mmwith a relative standard
deviation of 4.51% are recorded. The free vibration period 𝑇

0

is 32ms. The time ratio between the positive phase duration
(𝑡
𝑑
= 0.324ms) and the free vibration period of the structure
𝑡
𝑑
/𝑇
0
is about 10−2 which corresponds to an impulsive load-

ing.
For simplicity purposes and in order to limit the needed

amount of parameters (Figure 8), the idealized elastic-plastic
model is adopted for the resistance function of the beam.
Regarding the values of the elastic deflection 𝑦

𝑒
and the

stiffness 𝑘, the stiffness is computed and given in Table 3,
and the elastic deflection 𝑦

𝑒
is obtained from the deflection-

time history results. Up to the first maximum deflection,
two slopes are observed due to the change of the beam
resistance from the elastic to the plastic behaviour (Fig-
ure 7(c)). The time at which this change occurs is identified
from the derivation of the deflection-time history. Hence, the
corresponding elastic deflection 𝑦

𝑒
of 39mm is found. The

maximum structure resistance 𝑅max (𝑘𝑦𝑒) equals 1.4 kN. The
dissipated energy can be obtained from the surface under the
response function curve.

The experimental results are compared with the single
degree of freedom theory [19]. The case study is simplified to
a simply supported beamunder a punctual load (Figure 7(b)).
The formula and the corresponding values are listed in
Table 3.The experimental results are in concordance with the
analytical prediction with a maximum relative difference of
about 12% (𝑘).

4.3. Beam Response with Sacrificial Cladding. 14 configura-
tions are investigated; see Table 4. Every configuration is
repeated three times to check the repeatability of the meas-
urements. A maximum relative standard deviation of the
beam deflection of 7.10% is recorded. Several sacrificial clad-
ding configurations are tested to analyse the effect of both
the crushable material (plateau stress and thickness) and the
front plate mass. The experimental results are summarized
in Table 4: the maximum deflection 𝑦max, the permanent
plastic deformation 𝑦plastic, the free vibration period 𝑇

0
, the

maximum strain in the crushable core 𝜖max, the initial front
plate velocity V

0
, and the absorption capacity Eff of the

sacrificial cladding configuration. The absorption capacity
Eff is calculated by comparing𝐸

0
, the dissipated energy in the

steel beamwithout sacrificial cladding, with𝐸sc the dissipated
energy in the steel beam with sacrificial cladding.

Eff =
𝐸
0
− 𝐸sc
𝐸
0

100% =
𝑦max − 𝑦max (sc)
𝑦max − 𝑦𝑒/2

100%, (3)
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equivalent SDOF system, and (c) the midspan response of a simply supported beam under a localized blast load for three tests.
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Figure 8: The idealized elastic-plastic response function [19].

where 𝑦max(sc) stands for the maximum deflection of the
steel beam with sacrificial cladding. In order to facilitate the
comparison, configurations are labeled as𝑋1-𝑋2-𝑋3 where

(i) 𝑋1 stands for the crushable core (PS13,PU30,PU50,
. . .),

(ii) 𝑋2 stands for the crushable core thickness, 𝑙(mm),
(iii) 𝑋3 stands for the front plate (FP1, FP2, FP3, . . .).

The chronological crushing events of the PU30-050-FP1
and PU30-050-FP3 are presented in Figures 9 and 10. After

the detonation of the explosive charge, a blast wave prop-
agates through the explosive driven shock tube. A planar
blast wave at the tube end is generated (𝑡 = 𝑡1). Hence, an
impulsive load is applied on the front plate converting the
blast energy to kinetic energy.

𝐸
𝑘
=

𝐼
2

2𝑀
1

, (4)

where 𝐼 stands for the total impulse (N⋅s) and𝑀
1
stands for

the front plate mass. Assuming that the total blast energy
is converted into kinetic energy, the compression of the
crushable core starts with an initial front plate velocity V

0
=

𝐼/𝑀
1
. The foam starts to deform (𝑡 = 𝑡2). The densified

part moves with the same velocity as the front plate [1].
The undeformed part of the foam core moves with the steel
beam under a load governed by the plateau stress 𝜎

𝑐
[3]

(Figure 3). Depending on the initial velocity V
0
, the crushable

core thickness 𝑙, and the plateau stress 𝜎
𝑐
, two cases can take

place. The first case consists in the complete densification
of the crushable core with a nonzero velocity of the front
plate (𝑡 = 𝑡3; PU30-050-FP1). In this case, the front plate
and the fully compacted foam come together with the same
velocity to impact the steel beam.The second case consists in
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Table 3: Loading parameters and dynamic properties for an elastic-plastic, simply supported beam.

Parameter Symbol/formula Values (unit)
Peak reflected pressure 𝑃

𝑟
13.85 (MPa)

Positive phase duration 𝑡
𝑑

0.324 (ms)
Beam span 𝐿 0.6 (m)
Beam mass 𝑚 1.87 (kg)
Beam thickness 𝑑 5 (mm)
Beam width 𝑏 80 (mm)
Moment of inertia 𝐼

𝑡
= 𝑏𝑑
3
/12 833 (mm4)

Young’s modulus 𝐸 240 (GPa)
Yield strength R

0.2
353.85 (MPa)

Load-mass factor 𝐾LM 0.49 (—)
Experimental value Analytical value

Beam stiffness 𝑘 = 48𝐸𝐼
𝑡
/𝐿
3 35.5 44.4 (kN/m)

Equivalent mass 𝑚se = 𝐾LM𝑚 0.92 0.92 (kg)
Natural period 𝑇

0
= 2𝜋√𝑚se/𝑘 32 29 (ms)

Time ratio 𝑡
𝑑
/𝑇
0

9.5 10−3 10−2

Maximum deflection 𝑦max 104 94 (mm)
Permanent plastic deflection 𝑦plastic 57.57 63 (mm)
Maximum resistance 𝑅max 1.4 1.3 (kN)

Table 4: Experimental results for the investigated sacrificial cladding configurations.

𝑙 (mm) FP mass (g) 𝑦max (mm) 𝑦plastic (mm) Std (%) 𝑇
0
(ms) 𝜖max (—) V

0
(m/s) Eff (%)

Without sc — — 104 57.57 4.51 32 — — —
PS13-050-FP3 50 336 105 57.31 4.10 34 0.95 34 —
PS13-050-FP4 50 495 92.53 42.34 3.60 32 0.95 21 13.57
PS13-100-FP3 100 336 84 35.16 5.80 32.5 0.90 30 23.67
PS13-100-FP4 100 495 77 24.75 1.30 32.5 0.85 22 31.95
PU30-050-FP1 50 144 98.03 54.47 3.70 33.8 0.95 68.5 7.06
PU30-050-FP2 50 188 98.13 51.59 5.70 33.7 0.90 37 6.95
PU30-050-FP3 50 336 88.10 38.84 2.30 32.5 0.75 32 18.82
PU30-050-FP4 50 495 67.33 23.69 4.30 33.7 0.51 23 43.40
PU30-100-FP1 100 144 74.96 33.10 4.65 32.6 0.72 68 34.37
PU30-100-FP3 100 336 65.02 12.82 5.51 34.6 0.65 29.5 46.13
PU30-100-FP4 100 495 59.72 12.50 7.10 32 0.30 21.5 52.40
PU30-150-FP1 150 144 70.12 22.49 2.40 32.55 0.48 69 40.09
PU50-050-FP1 50 144 78.25 34.06 6.10 32.5 0.92 68.5 30.47
PU50-050-FP3 50 336 62.27 21.94 3.40 32.5 0.70 31 49.38

the complete deceleration of the front plate (till zero velocity)
before reaching the complete densification (𝑡 = 𝑡5; PU30-
050-FP3). In this case, the impulsive blast load is converted to
a lower pressure (governed by𝜎

𝑐
) over a longer time duration.

After the end of the compression process, the front plate
goes back together with the foam core (depending on the
double-side bonding tape). Due to the transmitted pressure,
the midspan point of the steel beam continues to move till
a maximum deflection 𝑦max which is followed by a free
vibration behaviour around its permanent plastic deforma-
tion 𝑦plastic. In some cases, the sacrificial cladding remains
attached to the steel beam leading to a different free vibration

period𝑇
0
(due to the addedmass of the sacrificial cladding to

the steel beam).
Several configurations are tested in order to study the

effect of both the crushable core properties (plateau stress and
thickness) and the front plate mass. The midspan deflection
is compared to the configuration without sacrificial cladding.
The absorption capacity, reported in Table 4, increases by
increasing the front plate mass, the thickness, and the plateau
stress of the crushable core. For practical reasons, a light front
plate is preferable. Hence, to ensure the expected absorption
capacity with a lighter front plate, the plateau stress and
thickness should be increased. Due to the low density of
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Figure 9:The chronological interaction of the simply supported beam with the tested sacrificial cladding configurations: PU30-050-FP1 and
PU30-050-FP3.

the tested crushable material, the foam mass is negligible
and the thickness can be increased till reaching the desired
absorption capacity. However, the increase of the plateau
stress is limited by the Ma and Ye criterion (Section 3) and
depends on the maximum structure resistance.

4.3.1. Effect of the Crushable Core Thickness. The role of the
crushable core is to convert the high reflected pressure gen-
erated by the blast wave to a relatively low constant pressure
(governed by the plateau stress) over a longer time span. In
other words, the role of the crushable material is to stop
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Figure 10:The chronological interaction of the simply supported beamwith the tested sacrificial cladding configurations: PU30-050-FP1 and
PU30-050-FP3.

the accelerated front plate before reaching the densification
region (Figure 1). According to Hanssen theory [1], a mini-
mum thickness which depends on the given blast load, the
front plate mass, and the plateau stress of the crushable
material is needed. Figure 11 illustrates themidspandeflection
of the steel beamusing sacrificial claddingwith the same front
plate (FP1) for several PU30 thickness.The dashed lines stand
for the permanent plastic deformation of the steel beam.

The results are compared to the beammidspan deflection
without sacrificial cladding. Using a thickness of 150mm, the
maximum compression strain is lower than the densification
strain 𝜖

𝑑
(Table 4). The front plate is stopped before the den-

sification region of PU30. The maximum deflection and

the permanent plastic deformation are decreased by 32.5%
and 61%, respectively, leading to an absorption capacity of
40%. With a PU30 thickness of 50mm, the crushable core is
fully compacted (𝜖max = 0.95). Even a thickness of 100mm is
still insufficient to stop the front plate before the densification
region (𝜖max = 0.72 > 𝜖𝑑) and an absorption capacity of
34.37% is recorded.

Similar results are observed with the expanded poly-
styrene foam PS13 (see Table 4 and Figure 12).The absorption
is not ensured by the PS13-050-FP3 configuration.The result-
ing midspan deflection is similar to the beam response
without sacrificial cladding. After the full compaction, an
ejection of the material is observed (Figure 13) which is
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followed by the impact of the front plate on the structure.
An enhancement of the absorption capacity is provided by
increasing the thickness and the front plate mass.

4.3.2. Effect of the Crushable Core Plateau Stress. The absorp-
tion capacity of the crushable core increases by increasing
the plateau stress. Figure 14 displays the midspan deflection
for PS13, PU30, and PU50 using the same thickness and the
same front plate. Using PU50, the front plate is stopped before
reaching the densification strain leading to an absorption
capacity of about 50%. For PU30, the densification region
is reached without reaching the complete densification.
However, as discussed in the previous section, the PS13 is
fully compacted and a reduction of the permanent plastic
deformation of the steel beam is not ensured.

4.3.3. The Effect of the Front Plate Mass. The role of the front
plate is to distribute the loading in a uniform way over the
cladding, enabling the crushable core to deform uniformly
under compression [6]. The front plate should be rigid

enough to guarantee the uniform distribution. If the front
plate is not rigid enough, a nonuniform compression of the
crushable core can take place which may lead to an incom-
plete use of the energy absorption capability [6]. In the
present work, the front plates are considered rigid. The mass
is an important variable as it affects the total kinetic energy
that the cladding system needs to absorb (see (4)). Hence, the
bigger𝑀

1
gets, the lower the kinetic energy to absorb will be.

Figure 15 illustrates the effect of the front plate mass.
Similar results are observed for PU50 and PS13 and for

several crushable core thickness. Figure 16 presents the effect
of the front plate on the absorption capacity.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

The purpose of the present paper is to study the effectiveness
of sacrificial cladding using polymeric foam as crushable
core by means of an adequate experimental setup. The influ-
ence of the front plate mass and the crushable core prop-
erties (thickness and plateau stress) on the effectiveness
is investigated. Three different polymeric foams are tested:
(a) the expanded polystyrene foam PS13, (b) the closed-
cell polyurethane PU30, and (c) the open-cell polyurethane
PU50. Four front plate masses are used: 144, 188, 336, and
495 g. All possible combinations are tested to determine their
absorption capacity.

To fulfill the aim, an experimental setup is designed com-
prising an explosive driven shock tube, a high speed camera,
and a simply supported steel beam. The use of an explosive
driven shock tube helps to generate a controlled planar blast
wave focused only on the studied sacrificial cladding system.
The high speed camera is used to record the crushing of
the cellular material and the beam deflection. The main
structure is simulated by a simply supported steel beamunder
a localized blast load.Thebeam structure properties (material
and dimensions) are selected according to the Ma and Ye
theory [3].

The steel beam deflection (without sacrificial cladding)
under a localized blast load is, first, studied and compared to
the single degree of freedom theory. A good concordance is
observed. The idealized elastic-plastic model is adopted as a
response function of the steel beam and the dissipated energy
is calculated. Second, the effectiveness of several sacrificial
cladding configurations is studied.The steel beam deflections
with sacrificial cladding are measured. Depending on the
tested configuration, a reduction of the global response of
the main structure is observed. The absorption capacity is
calculated by comparing the energy dissipated by the steel
beam without protection with the energy dissipated by the
steel beam with sacrificial cladding. The absorption capacity
increases by increasing the front plate mass, the crushable
core thickness, and the plateau stress. But, for practical
reasons, it is preferable to use a rigid and lighter front plate.
Also, the increase of the plateau stress is limited by the
structure resistance. Hence, a minimum thickness of the
crushable core may ensure a specific absorption capacity.

Consequently, to achieve a positive protection, the prop-
erties of both the foammaterial and the front plate depend on
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Figure 13:ThePS13-050-FP3 configuration before and after the blast load: (a) before the blast load, (b) fully compacted expanded polystyrene,
(c) material ejection and front plate impact with the structure, and (d) material ejection and front plate recoil.
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themain structure. First, the selected foammaterial should be
characterized by a plateau stress comparable to the resistance
of the main structure. Second, for practical reasons, the front
plate material should be rigid and light. Third, depending
on the selected foam material plateau stress, the pressure-
impulse load, and the front plate mass, the minimum foam
thickness can be selected using the Hanssen model [1].

In the present work, the open-cell polyurethane PU50
ensures the highest protection level due to its high plateau
stress. The expanded polystyrene PS13 presents a lower pla-
teau stress leading to an increased thickness to ensure the
same absorption capacity as PU50. However, a disintegration
problem is observed which limits its absorption capability.
The closed-cell polyurethane PU30 presents considerable
effectiveness.
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The effectiveness of the sacrificial cladding is studied
using a small specimen scale of 80× 80m2 with only one pres-
sure-impulse combination. An extensive study in large scale
and with other pressure-impulse is needed to confirm the
obtained conclusions.

Nomenclature

𝜖max: Maximum strain in the crushable core
𝜂: Energy absorption efficiency
𝜌: Steel density
𝐴: Cross-sectional area of the front plate
𝑏: Beam width
𝑑: Beam thickness
𝐸: Young’s modulus
𝐸
0
: Dissipated energy with the steel beam

without protection
𝐸
𝑘
: Kinetic energy of the front plate
𝐸sc: Dissipated energy with the steel beam

with protection
Eff: Absorption capacity of the sacrificial

cladding
𝐼: Total impulse (N⋅s)
𝐼
𝑡
: Second moment of area
𝑘: Stiffness of main structure
𝐾LM: Load-mass factor
𝐿: Beam span
𝑙: Crushable core thickness
𝑚: Beam mass
𝑀
1
: Front plate mass
𝑚se: Equivalent mass of the main structure
𝑃
𝑟
: Maximum reflected pressure
𝑅
𝑚
: Tensile strength
𝑅max: Maximum resistance of the main

structure
Re
0.2%: Yield stress
𝑇
0
: Free vibration period of the main

structure
𝑡
𝑑
: Positive phase duration of the reflected

pressure
𝑢: Displacement of the front plate
V
0
: Initial velocity of the front plate
𝑊: Explosive charge
𝑦: Deflection of the main structure
𝑦
𝑐
: Critical deflection of the main structure
𝑦
𝑒
: Elastic deflection of the main structure
𝑦max: Maximum deflection of the main

structure
𝑦max(sc): Maximum deflection of the steel beam

with sacrificial cladding
𝑦plastic: Permanent plastic deflection of the

main structure
EDST: Explosive driven shock tube
FP1: Front plate with a mass of 144 g
FP2: Front plate with a mass of 188 g
FP3: Front plate with a mass of 336 g
FP4: Front plate with a mass of 495 g
HSC: High speed camera
LCS: Load-Cladding-Structure

𝑃(𝑡): Reflected pressure time history
𝑃1: Pressure transducer 1 set at the tube end
𝑃2: Pressure transducer 2 set at the tube end
PS13: Expanded polystyrene with a density of

13 kg/m3
PU30: Closed-cell polyurethane with a density

of 30 kg/m3
PU50: Open-cell polyurethane with a density

of 50 kg/m3
SDOF: Single degree of freedom.
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The detailed investigation of blast phenomena and their catastrophic effects on existing structures are the main objectives of the
present paper. It is well known that blast phenomena may be characterized by significant complexity, often involving complicated
wave propagation effects as well as distinguishable material behaviors. Considering the above and in an attempt to provide a
simplified modelling approach for the simulation of blast effects, a novel procedure is presented herein based on well-established
methodologies and common engineering practices. In the above framework, firstly, the “predominant” deformation shape of the
structure is estimated based on elastic finite element simulations under blast loads and then the structural response of the system is
evaluated as a result of common computational beam-element tools such as displacement-based pushover analysis. The proposed
methodology provides an immediate first estimation of the structural behavior under blast loads, based on familiar engineering
procedures. A two-span reinforced concrete bridge was thoroughly investigated and the results provide insightful information
regarding the damage patterns and localization.

1. Introduction

Although blasts are considered phenomena of significant
severity and potential socioeconomic impact, only recently
did the authorities realize the necessity for the formulation of
an integrated design and assessment protective framework.
Modeling the effects of these phenomena on structures is
very demanding, requiring highly sophisticated simulations
including advanced constitutive material models. These pro-
cedures are resource- and time-consuming. On the other
hand, there is a lack of simplifying procedures that could be
implemented by practicing engineers through the utilization
of common computational tools. Herein, a simplifying proce-
dure is proposed based on common analytical and computa-
tional tools that would provide a preliminary but yet reliable
estimation of the blast impact to the structural integrity of
bridges.

Blasts are short duration dynamic events that generate
dynamic pressure waves which propagate radially from the
source in space, exciting dynamic response in the structures

that are encountered in their path. The pressures acting on
the affected surfaces are impulsive loads that impart signifi-
cant amount of potential energy which sets damage-causing
vibrations in the structure.

The various loads that act on a structure during its lifetime
(natural or man-made) are characterized [1] by their range
of frequency content and intensity (Figure 1(a)). Dynamic
pressures exerted by blast explosions are considered among
the most critical loads owing to their high intensity and
frequency content, which falls within the range of values asso-
ciated with fundamental eigenvalues of common buildings.
Being a conveyer of potential energy, the blast wave evolves
dilating in space (Figure 1(b)) as soon as it emerges. During
this process it gets reflected on any surfaces it encounters
when colliding with objects or structures or the ground (Fig-
ure 1(b)). In the case of surface explosions (where the source is
at ground level), the reflection takes place almost simultane-
ouslywith the genesis of thewave. A schematic representation
of the translation and dilation of the blast wave front caused
by a surface explosion on a given structure are illustrated in
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the evolution of a surface
blast wave in space; reflected and main pressure blast wave on an
adjacent structure.

Figure 2. Note that reflected pressure waves affect surfaces
perpendicular to the direction of the blast wave, whereas the
incidental pressure wave affects the sides and back-face of the
structure.

The effects of explosions are studied in this paper based
on a simplifying procedure, with particular emphasis on
one type of structure whose operation is vital in emergen-
cies, namely, reinforced concrete highway overpasses. In the
simplifying framework, the structure is approximated using
concepts from generalized single-degree-of-freedom systems
(Clough and Penzien [2]), where the dynamic response of the
continuous structure is examined in a predominant shape of
response. The proposed two-step methodology utilizes well-
established structural engineering procedures as a prelimi-
nary design and assessment tool for the estimation of the
impact of blast effects on structures. According to the above,
the predominant deformation shape under blast loading is
firstly evaluated based on ordinary elastic FE analyses and
then a displacement-based pushover analysis is conducted to

a simplified beam-element lumped plasticity model in order
to evaluate the nonlinear behavior of each structural compo-
nent for the induced deformation pattern of the previous step.
With the above proposed procedure, the complicated blast
problem is reduced to a simplified two-step procedure, which
may be further simplified if certain characteristic deforma-
tion patterns for design purposes would be instantly provided
in the future, based on the structural configuration and the
blast initiation point.

The first section of the study deals with the mathematical
definition of the excitation function exerted by the explosion
and its numerical representation in the framework of estab-
lished structural analysis software, considering both the tem-
poral and spatial definition of the evolving pressure profiles
acting on the exposed structural surfaces. The investigation
uses a selected bridge case study subjected to a passing blast
wave for illustration of concepts. A linear 3D finite element
model of the bridge structure was combined with a consistent
time history simulation of the explosion pulse, placing partic-
ular emphasis on the sequence of contact of the pressure wave
with the structure, which depends on the physical distance
and the location of the source relative to the structure. An
essential ingredient for assessment of deformation demands
and damage potential caused by the event is the deformed
shape assumed by the structure through the time history
of the event; this is extracted from the calculated response
results. Next, using this pattern of deformations, the structure
was analyzed based on the implementation of a simplified
ordinary beam-element structural model so as to enable the
use of the results of a nonlinear pushover analysis of the
bridge under transient pressure profiles that simulate the
explosive loads.This simplification alleviated partly the com-
plexity of the problem associated with the time dependency
of the constitutive properties of the materials, whereas it
was possible to identify the tendency for damage localization
throughout the structure. In this way, it is possible to take
advantage of the nonlinear modelling technology that is
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stable and convergent when dealing with linear prismatic
elements while avoiding convergence problems that would be
owing to brittle failures in the continuous 3D finite element
model.

2. Effects of Blast Waves on Structures and
Material Response

2.1. Effects of Blast Waves on Structures. At any single point,
the pressure wave has a time history of the type shown in Fig-
ure 3.The primary effect of a blast wave on a structure occurs
during the positive phase, where pressure values are high;
the negative phase has lesser consequences due to the atten-
uated pressure magnitudes and is usually neglected (Agrawal
and Yi [1]).

An event is classified as blast if, compared with other
catastrophic events such aswind and earthquake, the pressure
momentum is several orders of magnitude greater than that
of other phenomena (FEMA 426 [3]), whereas the pressure
caused by the explosion attenuates quickly with increasing
distance from the source affecting only a small part of the
structure and causing great localized damage. Owing to the
short duration of the blast, the mass participating in dynamic
response is engaged usually at a later time, that is, until after
the impulse has delivered its potential energy to its surround-
ings (positive phase). So, given that the loading has expired
by the time the mass is mobilized in dynamic motion, it is
extremely difficult to resonate the systemwhile the load is act-
ing. This definition underscores the difference between more
conventional dynamic loads such as earthquakewhere partial
resonance of eigenmodes is of primary significance. In the
same context, due to the short duration of the loading exerted
by the blast wave which typically ends within few millisec-
onds, it is possible to excite several additional modes (higher
mode contribution) in the free vibration phase that follows,
usually neglected in conventional seismic design. Of course
this is a theoretical postulate; nonlinearity takes hold of the
response as its intensity builds up, damping out quickly the
participation of higher modes near failure.

The size and distribution of the applied pressures on
the structure depend on the amount and type of released
energy (which depend on the explosives used), the position
of the source relative to the structure, and the magnitude and
possible amplification of the resulting blast pressure owing
to its interactions with objects encountered during dilation
and propagation of the wave (Birhane [4]). The explosive
wave exerts pressure on every exposed point of the structure
encountered during its translation. The pressure depends on
the arrival time 𝑡

𝑎
of the wave front at the point of the

structure considered. This time includes the time of transfer
of the released energy from the explosive material to the
environment (Martin [5]). The pressure rises from an initial
value 𝑝

𝑜
(the atmospheric or ambient pressure) to the peak

normal pressure 𝑝
𝑠𝑜
(peak overpressure) instantaneously and

it is subsequently reduced till its value attenuates to return to
the initial pressure value. The durations of the positive and
negative phases of the wave front are denoted by 𝑡

𝑑
and 𝑡
𝑛

(Figure 3): 𝑡
𝑑
is the time of pressure attenuation from the peak

value to the initial value, whereas 𝑡
𝑛
is the subsequent time

Duration of Duration of 
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ta ta + td

t
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Figure 3: Diagram of pressure variation as a function of time.

interval up to the occurrence of the minimum negative value,
𝑝min, in the negative phase.The pressure intensity versus time
attenuation relationship is approximated by the following
expression, known as the Friedlander equation (Baker [6]).
The positive phase of the phenomenon concerns the main
pressure wave of the blast wave (Figure 3):

𝑝 (𝑡) = 𝑝𝑜 + 𝑝𝑠𝑜 ⋅ (
𝑡 − 𝑡
𝑎

𝑡
𝑑

) ⋅ 𝑒
−𝑏((𝑡−𝑡

𝑎
)/𝑡
𝑑
)
;

𝑝
𝑠𝑜
=
1

𝑍
⋅ [
1772

𝑍
2
−
114

𝑍
+ 108] (kPa) ,

(1)

where 𝑍 = 𝑅/(𝑊)1/3 is the scaled distance in m/kg1/3
(obtained after pertinent normalizing; Ngo et al. [7]), 𝑊 is
the amount of the explosivematerial in [kg], and 𝑏 is the coef-
ficient of degradation which defines the slope of the attenua-
tion curve (Martin [5]):

𝑏 = 5.2777 ∗ 𝑍
−1.1975
. (2a)

Variable 𝑡
𝑑

(the positive phase duration) is defined by
(Pandey et al. [8])

𝑡
𝑑

𝑊
1/3

=

980 ⋅ [1 + (𝑍/0.54)
10
]

[1 + (𝑍/0.02)
3
] ⋅ [1 + (𝑍/0.74)

6
] ⋅ √1 + (𝑍/6.9)

2

.

(2b)

For hemispherical explosions, that is, explosions that
occur on ground surface, it is recommended that the variable
term in (1) be multiplied by a factor equal to 1.8 to account
for the reflection of the blast wave which occurs during the
explosion (Lam et al. [9]):

𝑝 (𝑡) = 𝑝𝑜 + 1.8 ⋅ 𝑝𝑠𝑜 ⋅ (
𝑡 − 𝑡
𝑎

𝑡
𝑑

) ⋅ 𝑒
−𝑏((𝑡−𝑡

𝑎
)/𝑡
𝑑
)
(kPa) . (3)

2.2.Material Response under Strain Rate Loading. High strain
rates affect the mechanical properties of the materials and
thus the mechanisms of degradation of the various elements
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of the structure. The effect of high deformation rate on
material strengths is quantified by the Dynamic Increase
Factor (DIF), which is defined as the ratio of the dynamic
to static strength (Javier and Allen [10]). Blast loading causes
excessively high rates of deformation in the order of 102/s–
107/s, whereas for usual loads the rate of deformation ranges
between 10−7/s and 100/s (for reference, note that the rates
associated with Creep and Relaxation phenomena are in the
range of 10−8/s to 10−5/s; pseudostatic loads occur at strain
rates from 10−8/s to 10−4/s; earthquake loads occur at strain
rates from 10−5/s to 10/s. Explosions and collisions occur
at strain rates from 10/s to 107/s, whereas even higher rates
correspond to astrophysical phenomena, CEB-FIP, Bulletin
56 [2]).

For reinforced concrete structures subjected to blast load-
ing, the strength of concrete and reinforcing materials may
experience a significant increase due to the rate effects. The
increase may exceed 50% for the reinforcing steel, whereas
it may exceed 100% for concrete in compression and more
than 600% for concrete in tension (Javier and Allen [10]). An
implication of this disproportional strength increase of the
twomaterials is an alteration in practice of the intended hier-
archy of failure modes: thus, a design controlled by flexural
yielding under relatively low rates of loading may become
controlled by shear or by a combined shear-flexural mode of
failure at higher rates (Ngo et al. [7]). Design charts are avail-
able to estimate the DIF for the two materials based on the
strain rate (CEB-FIP, Bulletin 55 [2]); however, the phenom-
ena may be also approximated by the following equations.

2.2.1. Rate Effects on Concrete Strength in Compression. Con-
sider

DIF =
𝑓
𝑐,𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑘

𝑓
𝑐𝑚

= (
̇𝜀
𝑐

̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜

)

0.014

, for ̇𝜀
𝑐
≤ 30 s−1 (4a)

DIF =
𝑓
𝑐,𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑘

𝑓
𝑐𝑚

= 0.012 ∗ (
̇𝜀
𝑐

̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜

)

1/3

,

for ̇𝜀
𝑐
> 30 s−1,

(4b)

where 𝑓
𝑐,𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑘

is the dynamic compression strength for load-
ing rate ̇𝜀

𝑐
, 𝑓
𝑐𝑚

is the static compressive strength at loading
rate ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜
, ̇𝜀
𝑐
is the rate of deformation taking values in the range

from 30 × 10−6 s−1 to 3 × 102 s−1, and ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜
= 30 × 10−6 s−1 is the

rate of deformation under pseudostatic compression loading.

2.2.2. Rate Effects on Concrete Strength in Tension. Consider

DIF =
𝑓
𝑐𝑡,𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑘

𝑓
𝑐𝑡𝑚

= (
̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡

̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜

)

0.018

, for ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡
≤ 10 s−1 (5a)

DIF =
𝑓
𝑐𝑡,𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑘

𝑓
𝑐𝑡𝑚

= 0.0062 ∗ (
̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡

̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡𝑜

)

1/3

,

for ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡
> 10 s−1.

(5b)

Term 𝑓
𝑐𝑡,𝑖𝑚𝑝,𝑘

in (5a) and (5b) is the dynamic tensile strength
for loading rate ̇𝜀

𝑐𝑡
, 𝑓
𝑐𝑡𝑚

is the static tensile strength for

loading rate ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡𝑜
, ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡
is the rate of tensile deformation in the

range from 1 × 10−6 s−1 to 3 × 102 s−1, and ̇𝜀
𝑐𝑡𝑜

= 1 × 10−6 s−1
(the rate of deformation at pseudostatic tensile loading con-
ditions). Apart from material strength, the high deformation
rate affects all other mechanical properties. For example,
by definition, the modulus of elasticity of concrete under
high deformation rate may be estimated from the following
equation:

𝐸
𝑐,𝑖𝑚𝑝

𝐸
𝑐𝑖

= (
̇𝜀
𝑐

̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜

)

0.026

, (6)

where ̇𝜀
𝑐
is the rate of deformation under dynamic loading,

𝐸
𝑐,𝑖𝑚𝑝

is the dynamicmodulus of elasticity, and𝐸
𝑐𝑖
is themod-

ulus of elasticity of concrete. Combining the above equations
(and considering the familiar Hognestad’s parabola for the
stress strain response in uniaxial compression), the strain at
peak stress considering the modulus and strength dynamic
enhancement are estimated from

𝜀
𝑐1,𝑖𝑚𝑝

𝜀
𝑐1

= (
̇𝜀
𝑐

̇𝜀
𝑐𝑜

)

0.02

, (7)

where 𝜀
𝑐1,𝑖𝑚𝑝

is the deformation at peak stress for a load rate
̇𝜀
𝑐
and 𝜀
𝑐1
is the deformation at peak stress under pseudostatic

load.

2.2.3. Coefficient of Dynamic Amplification for Steel. Javier
and John [11] studied the strength increase of reinforcement
through experimental testing under high strain rates. Results
followed a nonlinear relationship, where the rate of change
of the dynamic amplification increased linearly with strain
rate. It was concluded that the logarithm of DIF is at a linear
relationship with the logarithm of the strain rate, ̇𝜀. The
relationship that was used, both for the yield stress and for the
ultimate strength, is (Javier and John [11])

DIF = ( ̇𝜀
10
−4
)

𝑎

. (8)

Parameter 𝑎 used for the calculation of the yield and ultimate
reinforcement stress is obtained from the following relation-
ships:

𝑎 = 𝑎
𝑓
𝑦

, where 𝑎
𝑓
𝑦

= 0.074 − 0.04 ⋅ (

𝑓
𝑦

414
) (9a)

𝑎 = 𝑎
𝑓
𝑢

, where 𝑎
𝑓
𝑢

= 0.019 − 0.009 ⋅ (

𝑓
𝑦

414
) . (9b)

𝑓
𝑦
is the yield stress of the reinforcement and 𝑓

𝑢
is the

ultimate strength of the reinforcement in MPa.
This model applies to reinforcing steel with yield stress

ranging between 290 and 710MPa and for strain rates ranging
between 10−4 and 225 s−1. The strength increase estimated
according to (9a) and (9b) is considered only for passive rein-
forcement (i.e., it is not valid for prestressing streel. Dynamic
amplification is not considered when dealing with the
strength of prestressing cables).
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Figure 4: (a) Schematic representation of the bridge. (b) Geometric characteristics (transverse cross section). (c) Lengthwise cross section of
the bridge.

3. Investigating the Effects of Blast Waves on
a Highway Overpass

Blast effects on bridges are studied on a model bridge
highway overpass, as illustrated in Figure 4(a). The bridge
superstructure selected for study has the geometric properties
of an actual bridge system (Kotsoglou and Pantazopoulou
[12]) with monolithic connection at the central bent and the
edge abutments (Figure 4(b)). The bridge has two unequal
spans with a two-column central bent. The deck comprises
a box section of multiple cells. Span lengths are 42.00m and
34.00m (Figure 4(c)).The box cross section is divided to cells
through 5 beams of I cross section, having a web width of
0.3m, whereas the superstructure height is 1.73m.

The central bent columns have a circular cross section of
1.50m diameter supported by separate pile caps resting on
pile groups; each foundation block was a 3.75m × 4.75m ×
1.00m rectangular block. Clear height of the columns was
5.50m.The portal frame bent was centered at themidpoint of
the deck width with no eccentricity, whereas the clear trans-
verse distance between columns was 3.88m. Columns were
monolithically connected with a bent cap beam (transverse
beam) which in turn was connected monolithically with the
adjacent deck superstructure. In the analysis of the bridge
case study, the following parameter values were assumed:
C30/37 concrete class (Eurocode 2, 2004)with a characteristic

compressive strength 𝑓
𝑐𝑘

= 30MPa and a nominal elastic
modulus 𝐸

𝑐
= 32GPa, whereas S500B steel was taken for all

loose reinforcement (characteristic steel yield strength 𝑓
𝑦𝑘

=
500MPa). Self-weight and support reactions were estimated
from the available architectural drawings of the bridge.

3.1. Variation of Simulated Blast Pressure on the Bridge. The
problem considered in this study concerns the dynamic
response of the bridge described above, owing to a surface
explosion at near distance. A key issue to resolve first is the
pressure profile occurring throughout the bridge structure
and how the pressure wave propagates in space and time.

At the moment of the explosion the main pressure wave
is transmitted uniformly in all directions. Over the duration
of the transmission process the pressure varies with time: the
peak pressure that occurs in each point in space depends on
the distance from the source and the amount of the explosive
material (Figure 5). It has therefore, for each explosion, the
same value for all the points that are located at specific
distance from source (spherical distance from the source as
illustrated in Figure 2). In this representation 𝑝

𝑠𝑜1
, 𝑝
𝑠𝑜2

, 𝑝
𝑠𝑜3

,
and 𝑝

𝑠𝑜4
are the peak values of the blast wave at distances 𝑅

1
,

𝑅
2
,𝑅
3
, and𝑅

4
from the source for the respective arrival times

𝑡
1
, 𝑡
2
, 𝑡
3
, and 𝑡

4
. Note that the values of the peak pressure

are inversely proportional to the normalized distance, 𝑍.
For small values of normalized distance the pressures that
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Figure 5: Attenuation of peak overpressure with distance from
source: blast wave propagation.

develop are much higher relative to the peak pressures at
points at a greater normalized distance.

Furthermore, the pressure of the blast wave does not
attenuate at the same rate in all points in space since it
depends on the coefficient of degradation 𝑏 which is a func-
tion of𝑍. It is easy to demonstrate that the value of 𝑏 increases,
while the normalized distance decreases; that is, for small
distances from the source and large amounts of explosive
matter the coefficient is large, and the pressure decays quickly.
This is the physical significance of 𝑏, whereas its calculation is
related to the impulse (potential energy release) of the blast
wave.

The effect of the pressure on the structure begins at the
instant when the blast wave arrives at a specific point on its
exposed surface, denoted henceforth as the “arrival time.”
Pressure value is maximum for any given spatial point in
consideration at the arrival time. The pressure magnitude
attenuates from that peak value according to (1).

The duration of the time period over which the pressure
values exceed the atmospheric pressure also depends on 𝑍.
The so-called positive phase begins at the time of arrival and
ends at the instant where the pressure becomes equal to the
atmospheric value for the first time. The instantaneous equi-
librium that takes place heralds the beginning of the second
phase of the phenomena, referred to as “negative phase.”The
negative phase has a significantly longer duration as com-
paredwith the positive phase; however, its implications on the
structure are significantly lower andoften are neglected,while
the values assumed by the negative pressure are compara-
tively much lower than those of the positive phase. The wind
suction that follows the blast wave during itsmotion is related
to the dynamic pressure, with the value always being equal to
or greater than the atmospheric one (i.e., it does not assume
negative values).

Regarding the bridge under consideration, the source of
the explosion was assumed to be located on ground surface.
Thermal radiation released upon the explosion and its effects
on the material response were ignored in the present study.
Surfaces that lie on the path of the wave front receive the
reflected pressure, whereas the others receive the incidental
pressure (Figure 2). To calculate the reflected pressure a coef-
ficient equal to 1.8 was used on peak pressure in the Friedlan-
der equation (see (6)). Material properties used in dynamic
analysis of the FE model of the bridge were adjusted to

account for the effects of dynamic amplification; note that
for blasts of moderate and high intensity (i.e., for strain rates
higher than the reference value of 3 × 102 s−1) the DIF may
be estimated from (4a)–(9b). For the case study considered
herein the assumed explosive material was 500Kgs ΤNΤ at
a transverse distance of 3m from the bridge’s central bent
(Figure 6(a)).

4. Methodology in Modelling the Blast Wave

In the present section, a two-step simplifying methodology
for the evaluation of blast effects on structures is pro-
posed and implemented. The main scope is to provide an
approximate yet reliable tool for instant estimations of the
above effects based on well-established engineering design
and assessment strategies. According to the methodology,
a corresponding predominant deformation shape is initially
estimated based on a simplified elastic analysis to be used as a
displacement loading pattern in a detailed lumped plasticity
beam-element computational model of the bridge [13]. The
latter is considered to be a displacement-based pushover
analysis in that instead of a fixed pattern of loads of gradually
increasing intensity, the structure is subjected to a fixed
pattern of displacements of gradually increasing intensity.
The target displacement intensity level is that attained in the
elastic analysis when accounting explicitly for the pressure
front evolution.The above simplification is advantageous, not
only because many engineers worldwide are familiar to the
“pushover analysis” concept, but also because it reduces a
multiparametric problem into a simplified structural engi-
neering problem. Furthermore,when comparedwith detailed
FE inelastic simulation models, a wide range of computa-
tional shortcomings may be eliminated, such as convergence
due to ill-conditioning of material stiffness after brittle crack-
ing, time and resource consuming problems, and so forth.
Herein, the corresponding deformation shape of the system,
under blast loads, was evaluated based on an elastic, time-
dependent FE model of the case study bridge [14], but note
that simplified, rational deformation shape approximations
could be used instead.

Therefore, based on the deformation shape pattern
obtained in the initial step, a displacement-based pushover
analysis is conducted on a detailed beam-element compu-
tational simulation. Lumped plasticity or even brittle failure
[13] properties (e.g., moment-curvature and shear failure cri-
teria) were incorporated to each structural element in order
to account for the induced damage.

4.1. Calculating the Load of the Blast Wave Front. Let time be
defined with the reference starting point set at the instant of
the explosion (𝑡

𝑖
= 0); at that instant the wave begins to dilate

in space evolving in all directions (Figures 1 and 6(a)). At time
𝑡
𝑎
the blast front reaches the nearest point of the structure

(the point at shortest travel distance from the source; Figures
6(b) and 6(c)). In the bridge case study and for the blast event
under consideration, this point is at the base of the central
bent on the exposed side. At time 𝑡

1
= 𝑡
𝑎
during which the

blast wave has come in contact with the structure, the column
base at the central pier support is the only point subjected to
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of contact of the blast wave with the bridge superstructure.

normal pressure.The intensity of this pressure applied at time
𝑡
1
on this point is equal to 𝑝

𝑠𝑜1
(Figure 5), whereas the rest of

the structure remains unloaded.
During time 𝑡

2
> 𝑡
1
, the wave has dilated and comes

in contact with a new surface (loading surface) which is
defined by the common points that lie on the cross section
of the sphere that represents the wave front and the structure
(Figure 6(d)) and are also at a distance greater than that of the
initial point of contact. This distance depends on the speed
of evolution of the blast front. At this instant of time this
specific surface is loaded by pressure 𝑝

𝑠𝑜2
(Figures 6(c)–6(f)).

Simultaneously the initial point is loaded by pressure 𝑝
1
<

𝑝
𝑠𝑜1

, where𝑝
1
is calculated according to the curve of Figure 3,

for 𝑡 = 𝑡
2
. Such surfaces, as they have not been met by

the blast front at the time in consideration, remain unloaded.
The same thing holds at time instances, 𝑡

3
, 𝑡
4
, . . . , 𝑡

𝑛
, when

the peak pressures occur, 𝑝
𝑠𝑜3
, 𝑝
𝑠𝑜4
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑠𝑜𝑛
, for 𝑛 surfaces

as they come progressively in contact with the wave front,
whereas surfaces through which the wave has already passed
are loaded by attenuated pressure magnitudes. These are
estimated by the model of pressure variation as shown in
Figure 3 after introducing properly the parameter values.
Thus each new surface of the structure which is intersected
by the spherical wave front is loaded by the peak pressure
at the instant of contact, whereas afterwards it continues to
be loaded by the pressure estimated from the attenuation
relationships until it becomes eliminated.

The set of contact points which are loaded simultaneously
is evaluated automatically by calculating their normalized
distance from the source based on the assumption that the
blast wave evolves at constant speed radially (the geomet-
ric distance and the amount of the explosive matter are
combined to calculate the normalized distance; this is then

introduced in the corresponding relationships for calculation
of pressure at every point in a given time). As illustrated in
Figures 6(c)–6(f), there are surfaces in different elements of
the structure that are loaded simultaneously.

The speed of the wave front is calculated from the
following equation (Ngo et al. [7]):

V
𝑠
= 𝑎
𝑜
⋅ (
6𝑝
𝑠𝑜
+ 7𝑝
𝑜

7𝑝
𝑠𝑜

)

1/2

, (10)

where 𝑝
𝑠𝑜

is the peak positive pressure, 𝑝
𝑜
is the ambient

atmospheric pressure before the explosion, and 𝑎
𝑜
is the speed

of sound at the ambient conditions.
The magnitude of the pressure felt by each surface

depends on its position relative to the direction of evolution
of the wave front. Surfaces located at the forefront of the wave
transmission receive the reflected pressure, whereas all other
surfaces receive the incidental pressure (Figure 2).

Calculating in this manner the pressure that acts on the
various points of the structure in time, the problem is reduced
to a classical problem of structural dynamics which may be
solved numerically using established procedures (e.g., with
finite elements); the boundary of each finite element lying
on the perimeter of the structure is loaded by a time-varying
pressure function depending on its distance from the source.
The volume of data that must be calculated is proportional to
the size and complexity of the structure, and thus significant
computing capacity is required for a usual structure. To deal
with this problem, in the present investigation, a collec-
tion of geometric loci representing the intersection of the
advancing hemispherical wave front with the structure were
determined at no loss of accuracy. Based on the consecutive,
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Figure 7: Separation of the loading surfaces of column and bridge deck to model the spherical propagation of the blast wave.

time-dependent contact patterns with the bridge depicted
in Figure 7, discrete loading surfaces were defined on each
critical structural component (i.e., columns and deck sur-
faces) in order to simulate the wave propagation with time.
From the diagram of pressure variation with time depicted
in Figure 3 and considering the wave propagation pattern of
Figure 6, each loading surface is characterized by a discrete
arrival time 𝑡

𝑎
which depends on the distance from the source

and the speed of the wave as estimated by (10). Figure 7
illustrates the loading surfaces defined on the bridge, whereas
pressure was taken as constant within each step.The pressure
value was set equal to the mean, that is, the value associated
with the average distance of the points on the surface of the
bridge to the source. For the column, surfaces had a smaller
area as initially, after arrival, pressure shows a faster rate of
attenuation, whereas for the deck these surfaces were sub-
stantially larger as, with increasing time, the rate of pressure
reduction drops as illustrated in Figure 3. Based on the
above, deck and column surfaces were defined symmetrically
around the initial contact point and were discretized into five
and eight segments, respectively (Figures 7 and 8(a)). Note
that reflected pressure waves affect the surfaces (Figure 8(b))
at the forefront (i.e., front-face of the columns, bottom, and
front-face of the bridge deck), whereas the incidental pressure
wave affects the sides and back-face of the structure (back-
face of the columns, upper surface of the superstructure).

4.2. Proposed Simplifying Methodology. In the present sec-
tion, a simplifying methodology is proposed for a fast evalu-
ation of blast effects based on the utilization of common ana-
lytical tools. In general, such complicated phenomena as blast
effects would demand modelling and analytical approaches
with significant computational cost. The dynamic nature of
the problem, in conjunction with the advanced material
constitutive properties, would drive to extremely complicated
FEmodels with very large number of nodes, significant com-
putational cost, and questionable results (e.g., convergence
problems during inelastic finite element analysis). Based on
the above, a simplifying, easy to use methodology was devel-
oped herein in order to reduce the computational cost and at
the same time provide reliable solutions based onwidely used
software packages. The core of the proposed methodology is
to define the predominant deformation shape of the structure
under the blast wave and then to proceed with ordinary
pushover analysis based on simplified, ordinary structural

beam-element models with lumped properties. The entire
method may be summarized in the following steps:

(a) Based on the theoretical backgroundpresented herein
(Section 2), evaluate all acting pressures on the exist-
ing structural elements and their distribution along
the bridge deck and substructure.

(b) Evaluate the structural behavior of all critical compo-
nents (columns and beams) through the implemen-
tation of established analytical methodologies (i.e.,
moment-curvature section diagrams, shear and axial
tension/compression ultimate strength values). The
above-mentioned values will be used as an input to
the lumped plasticity beam-element model and at the
same time will form the failure/yielding criteria for
the selection of a valid deformation pattern on the FE
model of the next step. Strain rate phenomena should
be also considered herein for concrete and steel, based
on the provisions of Section 2.2.

(c) Generate a finite element model (simplified or
detailed) and, through the implementation of elastic
analytical tools, find the predominant deformation
shape of the structure due to blast wave effects at
peak dynamic displacement response. The detailed
3D finite element modelling approach presented in
Section 4.1 is considered to be the most reliable
solution, while other less time consuming strategies
would be also acceptable (e.g., the use of 2D elements
in widely used commercial software). Considering
that the deformation shape is intended for use during
a pushover analysis, the selection should correspond
to the failure/yielding state of the structure based on
appropriate yielding/fracture criteria defined for each
critical structural component in the second step.

(d) Using the evaluated predominant deformation shape
of the previous step, proceed with the conventional
displacement-based pushover analysis in a simplified
beam-element structural model with lumped proper-
ties. Detailed section properties and interactions are
necessary to be incorporated in the model, based on
ordinary structural modelling strategies (Step (b)). In
any case, the resulting total force should be equal to
or less than the maximum estimated applied force
extracted from the FE model.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: FE elastic analysis for a case with monolithic connections in the abutments and central pier. (a and b) Loading surfaces on the
structure to model the wave transition. (c and d) Snapshots of the deformed state of the structure at the deck and around the central bent at
peak displacement response.

4.3. Predominant Deformation Shape. A key issue for the
implementation of the proposed methodology is the estima-
tion of a representative, predominant deformation shape of
the structure, under the induced blast loads. For this reason
the “predominant” deformation shape is defined herein as the
elastic deformation state of the structural system just before
brittle failure or yielding of the selected, important for the sta-
bility, structural components. Considering the severity of the
induced loads and the corresponding instant brittle failures in
critical structural components, the above-mentioned defor-
mation shape approximation usually provides representative
patterns of force distribution along the structure. Note that
local yielding of structural elements under blast loads is rare,
while brittle failuremodes are usually the dominant pattern of
damage. According to the preceding, based on the anticipated
failure characteristics of each critical structural component
of the bridge (e.g., shear failure, axial force, or moment
capacity), the elastic deformation shape is extracted from the
implemented FE computational study. For the structural sys-
tem under examination (post-tensioned concrete bridge), the
critical components that control the entire response are the
post-tensioned beams as well as the central bent columns and
the dominant deformation shape of the system is depicted in
Figures 8(c) and 8(d).

4.4. Application to theModel of the Case Study and Results. As
it has been already stated in Section 4.2, in order to minimize
the computational cost, an elastic analysis (Figure 8(c)) was
first conducted in order to determine the “predominant”
deformation shape assumed by the structure which was then
scaled to yielding in the plastic hinge regions of the central
pier columns.The results of the analysis are illustrated in Fig-
ure 8 for the peak estimated response.The structure is initially
at rest as shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), where the loading

surfaces to which the structure has been subdivided are
illustrated. Based on the results of the elastic analysis it was
found that the most critical pattern of deformation assumed
by the structure resembles the shape of the fundamental
mode for shaking in the transverse direction (Figures 8(c) and
8(d)). It was found that this pattern occurs while the explosive
wave moving from the base pushes the entire structure
upwards. In order to proceed with the implementation of the
proposed methodology and to extract the response into the
nonlinear range without excessive calculation complexity, the
simplified nonlinear framemodel was assembled for the anal-
ysis of the structure. Actually, using the proposed modelling
approach, it is possible to reduce the size of the problem, so
as to enable the assessment of blast effects on the bridge while
using simplified constitutive laws and material properties.
Based on the above, the structure was subjected to the evalu-
ated predominant deformation pattern shown in Figure 8(c)
after this had been normalized to the peak value so as to
represent a shape function (considering the shape shown in
Figure 8(c), it may be said here that an analysis resembling
in principle the standard “pushover” was attempted, with
the approach being motivated from earthquake engineering
practices and intended to be used to blast events). Based on
the above defined deformation pattern, the intensity of defor-
mationwas gradually increased using a step by step nonlinear
static procedure. This enabled inelastic state determination
at different intensities of displacement of the deck when
deforming according to the pattern shown in Figure 8(c). In
any case, the resulting total force should be equal to or less
than the maximum estimated applied force extracted from
the FE model.

Considering that the problem under investigation was
reduced into a model comprising typical frame elements,
appropriate inelastic hinge properties were evaluated for each
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structural component of the model. Based on well-known
structural engineering evaluations, a wide range of possible
constitutive behaviors (brittle or ductile) were modelled
analytically for each existing critical component (shear and
axial compression/tension ultimate forces, moment-axial
load interaction diagrams, moment-rotation envelopes for
lumpedplastic hinges, andplastic hinge lengths andmoment-
curvature relationships for member sections where a mode
detailed idealization was needed). Objective of this approach
was to quantify the extent of damage in terms of values of
established stress and strain resultants in the critical elements
of the bridge (Figure 9).

From the pushover analysis results it was found that plas-
tic hinges form quickly in the structure, the most immediate
being those at the top and the base of the two pier columns.
Upon further examination of the estimated values it was
concluded that columns would fail by a combination of shear
and axial tension (as a result of the upwards pressure applied
in the underside of the deck) after flexural yielding in the ends
of the members. Considering the brittleness of the estimated
mode of failure, the anticipated damage in the column could
be extensive depending on the intensity of the blast wave.
Beyond that point, a sequential formation of plastic hinges
at various points in the structure is observed, owing to the
vertical component of the blast wave throughout the span.
Thedeck beamsnear the abutments and the central pier attain
shear failure over an extensive portion of the span; no flexural
failure is observed at mid-span suggesting that shear failure
precedes flexural modes leading directly to nonproportional
damage and collapse.

For the case under consideration, it is evident that, in con-
trast with ordinary seismic events, blast actions induce exces-
sive loads which are distributed based on significantly dif-
ferent patterns along the superstructure and the substructure
elements. Early axial tension and shear brittle failures domi-
nate the response of the entire system, while flexural yielding
phenomena, which are commonly considered to be critical in
earthquake design practices, seem to be ofminor importance.

Based on the above, it is evident that common earthquake
design and detailing practices do not cover at all blast actions,
as the developed mechanisms are significantly different from
those considered in conventional load combinations includ-
ing earthquake. Therefore, it should be underscored that
existing infrastructure elements which are designed based
on ordinary structural/earthquake design practices and pro-
visions are vulnerable to significant blast loads and that
additional measures need to be taken (active or passive
protection) in order to secure the structural integrity of those
bridge systems that would be considered critical for continu-
ous functionality in an emergency situation.

5. Conclusions

A simplified modelling procedure for the fast assessment
of the effects of blast loads on bridges is proposed. The
methodology is a versatile tool for first-order estimation of
the effects of blast explosions on structures, whichwould oth-
erwise require an extensive and complicated nonlinear time
history analysis. First the evolving pressure wave front was

Results from inelastic analysis of bridge case study

Early failure of the column joints as a result of axial tension and shear

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 9: Analysis results for a case with fixed supports: monolithic
connections in the abutments and central pier (obtained using
nonlinear static analysis).

describedmathematically in space and time so as to define its
loci with the exposed structural surfaces. This enabled defi-
nition of the pressure forcing functions on the structure.This
was applied using linear dynamic analysis on a detailed elastic
finite element model of the structure in order to identify the
predominant displacement profile experienced by the struc-
ture. Deformations were normalized to the peak response so
as to develop a shape function for the bridge structure at
the extreme displaced response. The identified displacement
pattern was then applied on a nonlinear frame model of the
structure. Through this modelling option, nonlinear static
analysis was possible at a much reduced computational cost
as compared to 3D solid nonlinear finite element modelling
which is still, today, prohibitively time-consuming and com-
putationally inaccessible when used to conduct time history
investigation of the complete structure; a reason for this is
lack of pertinent nonlinear cyclic brick FE models appro-
priate for modelling 3D solid reinforced concrete structures
of realistic complexity, whereas brittle nonlinearity causes
insurmountable convergence problems in 3D solid FE mod-
els.The framemodel was subjected to the identified displace-
ment pattern, with the intensity being increased gradually to
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the displacement levels identified by the elastic analysis.
Note that the concepts used are extended from earth-
quake engineering where performance is established from a
displacement-based pushover analysis up to the anticipated
level of displacement demands. Nonproportional damage is
the characteristic consequence of surface, near field explo-
sions such as the example considered in the present study
for a two-span typical highway overcrossing. It was found
that axial tension as well as shear failure in the columns and
deck owing to the excessive displacements caused by the blast
having the intensity examined would lead to catastrophic col-
lapse of the bridge. Clearly, blast actions induce severe loads
on the structure which are distributed based on different pat-
terns along the superstructure and the substructure elements.
Considering that conventional structural and earthquake
design fails to provide a solid framework against blast actions,
additional measures are necessary to be implemented (e.g.,
active or passive protection of the system). Based on the
simplicity and the reduced computational cost, the proposed
method could form the basis for future investigations of blast
phenomena as it is intended for a fast assessment procedure
of structures subjected to accidental explosions.
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Nacre in abalone shell exhibits high toughness despite the brittle nature of itsmajor constituent (i.e., aragonite). Its specific structure
is a major contributor to the energy absorption capacity of nacre. This paper reviews the mechanisms behind the performance of
nacre under shear, uniaxial tension, compression, and bending conditions. The remarkable combination of stiffness and toughness
on nacre can motivate the development of bioinspired building materials for impact resistance applications, and the possible
toughness designs of cement-based and clay-based composite materials with a layered and staggered structure were discussed.

1. Introduction

Abalone nacre is the inner layer of abalone shell, which can
help tomaintain the integrity of the shell under external loads
and thus protect the mollusk. Although composed of at least
95% of aragonite by weight, nacre exhibits high toughness
which is 1000 times that of the aragonite without compromis-
ing strength [1]. Moreover, the ratio of compressive strength
to tensile strength of nacre ranges from 1.5 to 3, which ismuch
smaller than those of the conventional monolithic ceramics
(range: 8–15) and plain concrete (range: 9–15) [2]. The
outstanding mechanical performance of nacre is generally
considered to be due to the hierarchical structure of nacre at
the nano- and microlevels. Inspired by the structure of nacre,
man-made composite materials have been developed with
enhanced toughness, such as bioinspired glass and technical
ceramic [3–7]. However, very limited work has been carried
out to apply this natural principle to the toughness design
of building materials such as cement-based and clay-based
materials.

This paper discussed the effects of the hierarchical struc-
ture on the mechanical behavior of nacre based on the exis-
ting publications. Learning the underlyingmechanisms of the
performance of abalone nacre would help to design nacre-
like building materials that combine strength and toughness.
When the building was subjected to seismic, impact, or blast

loading, thesematerials can help reduce the incidences of fail-
ures and enhance public safety.

2. Abalone Nacre

2.1. Structure Features. Abalone nacre is a material of hier-
archical structure formed by aragonite tablet layers and thin
biological organic interlayers, as shown in Figure 1. Each
tablet layer consists of polygonal aragonite tablets which
are about 5–8 𝜇m in diameter and 0.5 𝜇m in thickness; the
spacing between the neighboring tablets is about 5 nm [2].
Moreover, tablets in adjacent layers are slightly staggered
rather than stacked randomly or exactly [8]. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) shows that the surfaces of the
aragonite tablets are not flat but significantly wavy, their
roughness can reach amplitudes exceeding 200 nm when the
average thickness of the tablets was 450 nm, and the waviness
of the tablets is highly conformal so that the tablets of adjacent
layers fit perfectly together [9].

At the nanoscale, the organic interlayer is about 20–50 nm
thick, which is porous and possesses holes of about 50 nm
in diameter [2]. Aragonite bridges (Figure 2(a)) connect
the aragonite tablet layers through the interlayer [10], and
aragonite asperities on the surface of the tablets (Figure 1(c))
form nanoscale islands that are around 30–100 nm in diam-
eter, 10 nm in amplitude, and 60–120 nm apart [11]. More-
over, at the periphery of some tablets, dovetail-like features
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1:The structure of abalone nacre at different length scales: (a) the inside view of an abalone shell, (b) SEM image showing the fractured
surface of nacre, and (c) the asperities on the surface of aragonite tablets.

(a) (b)
Figure 2: Schematic illustrations of (a) aragonite bridges (marked by arrows) between tablets and (b) dovetail-like features at the periphery
of tablets.

(Figure 2(b)) generated by the waviness of the interface can
be observed in two-dimensional cross sections of nacre [8].
Furthermore, rotated nanograins with an average grain size
of 32 nm within the aragonite tablets were found by Li et al.
[12] using in situ dynamic atomic force microscope (AFM).

2.2. Mechanical Responses. The outstanding mechanical pro-
perties of nacre were first demonstrated by Currey [13] and
have been intensively studied over the past two decades.
Sarikaya [14] conducted bending tests on red abalone nacre
and obtained a fracture toughness of 8 ± 3MPa⋅m1/2, which
is eightfold higher than that of monolithic CaCO

3
and

much higher than that of concrete (about 0.2MPa⋅m1/2 [15]).
Some experimental data obtained frommechanical tests (e.g.,
tension, compression, shear, and bending) are collected based
on the available references and shown in Table 1. Although
the values among different references in Table 1 are slightly
or even significantly different probably due to the diversity
of lab equipment or specimens, some consistence can still be
found: (i) the mechanical response of nacre is anisotropic,
depending on the orientation of the imposed forces relative
to the surface of the aragonite tablets; (ii) under tension
and shear loadings, abalone nacre exhibits relatively large
inelastic deformation prior to rupture; (iii) the linear elastic
response (E = 10–80GPa) is remarkable, considering low
Young’s modulus (2.84 ± 0.27GPa [16]) of the soft interlayer.
Moreover, Table 1 also shows that the dynamic compressive
strength of nacre is about 50% higher than its quasi-static
compressive strength.

2.3. Underlying Mechanisms

2.3.1. Shear. Table 1 shows that the shear strength of abalone
nacre is much lower than the compressive and tensile
strengths but accompanied by a relatively large inelastic
deformation. It appears that the shearing of interfaces
between tablets dominates the shear resistance and deforma-
tion mechanism of nacre. When subjected to shear loading,
the interfaces yield first followed by the relative sliding of
tablet layers [18]. The microscale waviness of the tablets
may act as obstacles to the tablets sliding, and a transverse
expansion of the tablets is generated due to the compression
(Figure 3(a)), which can further hinder the tablets sliding.
Thesemechanisms are favorable for nacre to initiate new slid-
ing sites, uniformly distribute inelastic strains, and mitigate
damage localization.

Wang et al. [11] reported that the asperities on the surface
of the tablet were the principal source of the shear resistance
of nacre and also a major contributor to its initial strain
hardening. However, the significance of the asperities was not
supported by Barthelat et al. [16], since the sliding distance
attributed to the asperities (20–25 nm) is much smaller than
the observed tablet sliding distance (100–200 nm) under
shear loading.

The thin porous organic material in nacre is traditionally
regarded as glue to maintain the cohesion of the tablets over
a large separation distance [11, 19]. However, Meyers et al.
[2] reported that the primary role of the organic layer on the
mechanical behavior of nacre was to subdivide the aragonite
matrix into tablets, and the glue effect was not significant.
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Table 1: Some experimental data collected from literature on abalone nacre.

Reference Test 𝜎
1
/MPa 𝜎

2
/MPa 𝜀

𝑡
/% 𝐸/GPa

[17]

Quasi-static compression 540 235 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Dynamic compression 735 548 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Shear ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 30 45 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Three-point bending 197 177 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

[11]

Shear-compression∗ 73 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 8 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

Three-point bending 223 ± 7 194 ± 8 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 69 ± 7
Four-point bending

Compressive 370 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . . . 70
Tensile 105 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1 60

[12] Tension ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1–5 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

[9]
Shear ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 50 15 10
Shear-compression∗ 60 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1.5 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

[1] Tension ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 90 1 80
𝜎1 and 𝜎2: the strength obtained from loading perpendicular and parallel to the tablets surface plane, respectively.
𝐸: Young’s modulus.
𝜀𝑡: inelastic strain.
∗The strength obtained with the boundaries at 45∘ to the load axis.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Deformation mechanism of nacre under shear stresses; (b) deformation mode of nacre under tensile stresses.

2.3.2. Tension. The response of abalone nacre to tension
is critical to prevention of pullout failure. Under tensile
loading applied along the tablet plane (Figure 3(b)), the strain
hardening rate and observed tablet sliding distance are both
less than those in shear, as in tension the shearing interfaces
(overlap areas) account for only 30% of the interface area.
The inelastic deformation spreads over large volumes around
cracks and defects, which generates many “white tension
lines” [11].

The dovetail-like feature at the end of some tablets is gen-
erally considered as a key contributor to nacre’s performance
in tension, as it can generate progressive interlocking and lead
to a triaxial state of stress in the sliding region to impede
the tablet separation [8]. However, Barthelat and Espinosa
[1] reported that the angle of the dovetails was rather small
(about 1–5∘), so that the locking andhardening functionswere
weak.

Song et al. [20] reported that themineral bridges between
tablet layers significantly reinforced the weak organic inter-

layers and consequently enhanced the tensile strength of
nacre. However, Lin and Meyers [21] disapproved of the
existence of such mineral bridges, and Katti et al. [22]
concluded that the mineral bridges had marginal effect on
both linear and nonlinear responses in nacre, as the mineral
contacts broke long before yield initiated in nacre.

The results of tension test conducted by Li et al. [12]
showed that the rotation and deformation of nanograins
significantly benefitted the energy dissipation in nacre. How-
ever, Barthelat et al. [9] pointed out that the primary role
of the nanograins was to preserve the tablet integrity in the
deformation process rather than directly influence the overall
deformation in nacre.

2.3.3. Compression. When nacre is subjected to compressive
loading that is perpendicular to the tablet surface plane, the
failure occurs gradually due to crack deflection along the
organic interlayer [17]. The mechanism is that if a crack
occurs and attempts to pass through the nacre, its direction
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(a)

Microbuckling

(b) (c)

Figure 4: Schematic illustrations of (a) crack deflection along organic layers of nacre under compression, (b) microbuckling in nacre under
compression (parallel), and (c) crack deflection in an abalone shell under three-point bending.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) A building ceramic composite sample with a layered and staggered structure; (b) the side view of a composite sample.

will be forced to change along the weak protein layers rather
than develop rapidly through the relatively stiff tablets. As
such, a tortuous path will be formed, and a single sharp
crack will be replaced by a large number of small cracks
within a broad region (Figure 4(a)), which disperses the
imposed force and alleviates stress concentrations. When
the compressive loading is parallel to the tablets surface
plane, the value of compressive strength is lower than that
in perpendicular condition, which can be explained by the
microplastic buckling (Figure 4(b)).

2.3.4. Bending. When an abalone shell is subjected to a local-
ized pressure normal to the outer shell surface, the overall
shell can be idealized as experiencing bending stress. In this
situation, the hard outer layer of the shell is in compression
and the inside nacreous layer is in tension (Figure 4(c)); thus
the damage mechanisms for abalone shell in bending may
involve the compressive and tensile strengths of outer and
inner shells, respectively.

3. Toughness Design for Building Materials

Cement-based and clay-based materials such as concrete and
building ceramic tiles are commonly used as construction
materials in civil engineering. Although they can possess high
compressive strength, they are susceptible to catastrophic

failure due to their inherent brittleness. Inspired by the
fracture mechanisms of nacre, we suggest that cement-based
and clay-based building composites having a layered and
staggered structure like nacre may have improved fracture
toughness. To achieve this structure, thin and weak inter-
layers should be introduced in the building composite to
facilitate layer sliding and deflect growing cracks, and the
hard layers should be partitioned intomultiple tiles to prevent
fracture surfaces crossing the entire layer. Besides, the ratio
of length to thickness of an individual tile should be high
enough to enhance interlayer cohesion but not too high to
cause premature tile failure.

Authors of this paper have recently studied the impact
response of the building ceramic composite with a nacre-
like structure by drop weight test and also explored the
potential use of this ceramic composite as protective covering
on concrete against high-speed projectile impact [23]. The
layered and staggered structure of the composite consisted
of building ceramic mosaic tiles (CMTs) and soft adhesive,
which mimic the stiff aragonite tablets and the organic
material in nacre, respectively (see Figure 5). The experi-
mental results showed that this ceramic composite exhibited
significantly improved impact resistance compared with the
simple layered ceramic composite consisting of nonparti-
tioned tile layers and concrete targets with the protective
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Figure 6: The protective covering on concrete member can confine the crater damage within the impacted tile.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Concrete tiles of hexagonal shape; (b) schematic illustrations of concrete target with cement-based composite protective
covering.

covering displayed superior integrity and highly reduced
penetration depth compared with those without protective
covering. Since the CMTs in the building materials market
have various sizes, shapes, and thicknesses, they will favor the
future experimental studies on the optimal polygon shape,
aspect ratio, and overlap length of the tiles in the layered and
staggered structural composites.

According to the ballistic test results in [23], the pene-
tration depth of the projectile in concrete can be reduced
by up to 77.3% in the presence of the protective covering.
That means the design thickness of the concrete member
under protection can be greatly decreased, which will help
to lower the costs of the concrete material. Besides, as the
crushed tile can be separated from the adjacent tiles while
confining the radial cracks within the impacted tile when
the adhesive possesses a relative large elongation at break
(see Figure 6), the repair costs in war time will be decreased.
However, the selling price of CMTs is about 70 RMB/m2,
which is higher than that of concrete; although only a small
amount of adhesive material is required to prepare the
building ceramic composite, the unit prices of both epoxy
adhesive and silicone sealant are relatively high; additionally,
the production procedures of the building ceramic composite
are complex; therefore, the material and construction costs
may limit the application of the composite. To reduce the

material costs, it is necessary to find alternative materials,
and the cement-based material is a good choice due to its
relatively low cost and high strength.

The impact resistance of multilayer cement-based com-
posites has been studied in recent years [24, 25]. It was
reported that the layered or functionally graded cement-
based composites showed better performance against high
velocity impact compared with themonoblock cement-based
materials. However, the layered structure was not sufficient to
provide inelastic deformation. Learning from nacre, cement-
based composite can be designed into a layered and staggered
structure by using concrete or mortar tiles (Figure 7(a)), and
such composite may also be used as a protective covering
on concrete against impact loading (Figure 7(b)). Moreover,
properties of the thin interlayermaterials can affect the failure
behaviors of the composites: rigid interlayers (such as cement
mortar with high elastic modulus) can facilitate energy trans-
mission but reduce the multihit capability of the composites;
elastic interlayer (such as rubberized mortar with low elastic
modulus) is able to support large deformation but at a cost
of decreased stiffness of the composite. Therefore, the choice
of the interlayer material should depend on the loading
condition and service requirements of the composite. The
efficacy of the cement-based composite protective covering
needs to be investigated in the further studies.
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4. Conclusion

Nacre in abalone shell, consisting mainly of brittle aragonite,
shows high toughness and remarkable inelasticity. Mech-
anisms at distinct length scales contribute to the overall
mechanical responses of nacre. At the microlevel, the well-
formed hierarchical structure of nacre can deflect cracks and
prolong the crack propagation, which consumes a significant
amount of energy; at the nanoscale, tablet sliding is consid-
ered the prominent inelastic deformation mechanism.

The structure of nacre can serve as a biomimetic model
for the toughness design of cement-based and clay-based
building composite materials. This structure can lead to
deflection of cracks and delay failure of the composite.
The building ceramic composite with a nacre-like structure
showed improved impact resistance, and it also has the
potential to be used on structural surface and subsurface
for blast and ballistic protection. The efficacy of concrete
with a layered and staggered structure for impact resistance
application needs further investigation.
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The determination of the blast protection level of laminated glass windows and facades is of crucial importance, and it is normally
done by using experimental investigations. In recent years numerical methods have becomemuchmore powerful also with respect
to this kind of application. This paper attempts to give a first idea of a possible standardization concerning such numerical
simulations. Attention is drawn to the representation of the blast loading and to the proper description of the behaviour of the
material of the mentioned products, to the geometrical meshing, and to the modelling of the connections of the glass components
to the main structure. The need to validate the numerical models against reliable experimental data, some of which are indicated,
is underlined.

1. Introduction

The recent terrorist attacks have shown that explosions could
result in a massive failure of windows as seen in the terrorist
attack in Oslo in 2011 (Figure 1). Glass is used in modern
architecture widely as a part of facades often in combination
with a steel substructure. However, glass is in general also
the most fragile part of a structure and its failure results
in splinters that could seriously injure persons inside the
building. The windows of critical buildings and in general of
critical infrastructure can be strengthened (and their protec-
tion increased), for example, by using laminated glass. This
kind of intervention and the resulting enhanced protection

can be identified in Figure 1, where some windows in the 5th
floor have not failed.

The particular vulnerability of glass is shown in the inves-
tigation of the Oklahoma City attack by Norville et al. [1]. In
this study, a very large risk zone has been identified, where
windows fail and their splinters could potentially injure
people. Concerning explosion-induced injuries, the risk due
to the primary blast effects on humans (Figure 2) is already
described quite well by several authors [2]. However, this is
not yet the case for secondary blast effects, which are due to
the fragments propelled with high velocities and strike the
human body. A relevant example of large scale explosion in a
dense urban environment is the explosion of the AZF factory
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Figure 1: Terrorist attack in Oslo in 2011, failure of windows (from
[5]).

Primary effects:
blast

Secondary effects:
fragments

Tertiary effects:
impact on
structures

Figure 2: Blast effects on humans (green), explosion (yellow),
fragments (brown), and blast wave (red).

in Toulouse, France, in 2001, where more than 3000 people
were injured,mainly by splinters [3].This is an area of interest
and of intense research. A straightforward procedure for
assessing the additional risk due to the splinters as part of the
secondary blast effects is currently under development [4].

(1) Numerical Simulations on Blast-LoadedGlass Systems. Sev-
eral numerical investigationswith variousmodels concerning
laminated glass have been conducted. Müller and Wagner
[6] have shown that a layered shell element can represent
the failure behaviour of laminated glass quite well. Simplified
models are given by Timmel et al. [7] and Sun et al. [8] that
apparently do not represent all failure mechanisms of lami-
nated glass.

Some authors (Zhang and Hao [9], Bennison et al. [10],
and Hidallana-Gamage et al. [11]) have presented 3D models
with solid elements which allow use of a detailedmaterial law
for the interlayer. The number of degrees of freedom in this
modelling increases rapidly. Examples and calculations with
failure criteria of conventional glass are shown, for example,
by Müller and Wagner [6] and Burmeister [12].

Several additional effects concerning laminated glass
windows have also been investigated numerically. According
to Zhang and Hao [9], the influence of the boundary

conditions is very big. Therefore, a detailed modelling of
the connection between the glass and the rigid structure, to
which the window or facade is connected, is essential. The
possible delamination of the laminated glass is investigated
by Pelfrene et al. [13] using a combined shell-solid model. It is
found that, depending on the polyvinyl butyral (PVB) inter-
layer, delamination could have a significant influence on the
failure behaviour.

The classification and design of blast-loaded windows is
performed, as a rule, by experimental investigations. Zhang
et al. [14] present some preliminary PI-formulas that can
be used for a predesign. The formulas are derived by using
parametric studies with finite element simulations. However,
since the design of such protection is often security relevant,
there is no information about the degree of incorporation of
such numerical design in engineering practice. As described
below, numerical simulations could replace some of the
expensive experimental work and could add further possibil-
ities concerning parametric studies.

(2) Existing Standards for Blast-Resistant Glass Windows. The
European Committee for Standardization (CEN) published
the first standards for testing blast-resistant glazing in 2001.
These include a European standard (EN) for testing security
glazing alone (EN 13541:2012) and a suite of standards for
testing complete systems like windows, doors, and shutters
(EN 13123-1:2001, EN 13123-2:2004, EN 13124-1:2001, and EN
13124-2:2004). Currently, there are no standards for testing
glazed facades. EN 13541:2012 considers only a single pane of
glass with a single fixed size in a rigid frame under prescribed
tests and boundary conditions. EN 13123-1:2001 and EN
13123-2:2004 consider the whole window system and permit
it to be tested at its real size and with its real frame, thus pro-
ducingmore realistic results.These standardsmake provision
for testing with a shock tube and arena testing with small
charges. The United States (US) government General Service
Administration (GSA) published a test protocol for glazing in
2003 (GSA-TS01:2003), which permits testing by shock tube
or range test. The International Organisation for Standard-
ization (ISO) published in 2007 the standard ISO 16933:2007.
This is largely based on the EN standards. It extends the test
conditions to allow the use of large charges in range tests and
it also includes additional small charges to encompass the
GSA test requirements. A parallel standard (ISO 16934:2007)
covers shock-tube testing.

(3) Objectives and Open Challenges. Apparently, no stan-
dardized procedure is defined on how numerical approaches
could be used to support the design of laminated glass or
windows.Despite the fact that numerical simulations of blast-
loaded windows or facades could present many difficul-
ties, numerical simulations are currently employed in order
to design such kind of structures. Thus, in order to reduce
possible faults and misinterpretations, a standardized proce-
dure for numerical simulations would be helpful. This work
presents elements in order to draw a standardized procedure
in the future.

In this direction, this review paper is structured in the
following way. Current design tools of blast-loaded glass
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structures are first described in Section 2, both in a classical
way and in respect of the possible consistent use of numerical
simulations. The procedure of a numerical simulation in that
field is then described in Section 3, where the definition of
critical parts of such simulation is included. The validation
and the possible assessment of the performance of blast-
loaded glazing systems are then presented in Section 4.
Finally, some conclusions and a presentation of possible next
steps towards standardization are given in Section 5.

2. Design of Blast-Loaded Windows

The design of the protection of critical infrastructure (in par-
ticular where glass elements are of concern) against terrorist
attacks is usually done along the following lines:

(i) The first step is to determine scenarios. This is a joint
decision of the owner or stakeholder and the designer.
Risk assessment could be an appropriate tool for
defining and choosing possible scenarios. An indica-
tion is given, for example, by theNorthAtlantic Treaty
Organization’s (NATO) Standardization Agreement
(STANAG) 2280 [21].

(ii) The next step is to calculate the corresponding loads
on the structure by identifying the worst case sce-
nario. This can be done for some cases by simple
formulas for the blast wave propagation, by using, for
example, theKingery-Bulmash equations [22] and the
Kinney and Graham’s equation [23] or by using series
of abacus proposed in Unified Facilities Criteria such
asUFC3-340-2 [24]. A comparison of these equations
with experimental data is done by Bogosian et al.
[25].The situationmay be muchmore complicated in
urban environment since the blast propagation is not
any more spherical. Numerical simulations may then
be necessary and adequate to calculate the possible
loading of a structure, as shown in [26].

(iii) The call for tender must include the specifications
in order to protect the windows or facades against
the blast load. This means that maximum pressure
and impulse values must be specified and the way to
provide evidence of meeting these requirements must
be defined. Several possibilities (numerical, experi-
mental) can be taken into account, as shown in [27].

(iv) The tenderer will in most of the cases consult a
specialized design office that can provide the evidence
(based on product specifications, experiments, or cal-
culations) that a particular windows system is indeed
protecting against the specified maximum loading.

2.1. Numerical Simulation for Blast-Loaded Windows. Even
if there are several open questions in numerical simulations
for blast-loaded laminated glass, there are strong reasons
that they could help in the engineer’s work. The interaction
between numerical simulations and their verification, vali-
dation, and the approval of a design by experiments can be
described as shown in Figure 3.

Experiment
Experiment

Hazard level

Approval

SDOF

Verification

Validation
Learning

Numerical simulation:

Numerical simulation:
sensitivity analysis

interpolation of results

Design of a
protective structure Experience

Numerical
simulation

Figure 3: Interaction between numerical simulations and experi-
ments for the approval of protective structures using laminated glass.

Several other arguments can also be cited for employing
numerical simulations in the protection design involving
glass products.

Numerical simulations can help to understand the
behaviour of the structure.While detailed experimental inves-
tigations are not easy to perform, numerical simulations can
close that gap. Numerical simulations may help to develop
new kind of materials or structures. These structures can
be tested numerically before expensive experiments are
conducted. Numerical simulations can help to investigate the
different parameters of the windows for the design.When a set
of experiments is conducted either to demonstrate the protec-
tion of the window or to validate the numerical simulation,
the simulation can then be used to investigate, for example,
other sizes of the glass sheets. In thisway, experimental results
can be extended to similar configurations by numerical
simulations. Hence also the number of field experiments
can be reduced by using numerical simulations. While an
experimental investigation captures mainly one scenario or
even only one pressure-time curve representing that scenario,
numerical simulations can be used to investigate amultiplicity
of threat scenarios. The place of the charge and its size can be
varied easily to see the influence of those parameters. Also
much larger structures can be taken into account, like whole
facades, and different types of facades could be tested, such as
with steel-frame or cable-net supporting structures. Further,
experimental investigations must be designed in advance to
know the possible failure modes. Numerical simulations can
support this process either to design a shock tube for testing
windows or for designing the substructure for laminated glass
in case of arena tests.

Undoubtedly, experimental research is needed in order
to understand the physical phenomena when choosing the
appropriate modelling techniques and material laws. Further
dedicatedmaterial tests are needed to obtain relevantmaterial
parameters for the material models.

Apart from the more sophisticated finite element tech-
niques, another numerical method is given by the single-
degree-of-freedom oscillator method (SDOF), where the
window is represented by a single mass and a special stiffness
(Fischer [28, 29]). A large number of experimental results
are used to get data in order to model the nonlinear stiffness
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Table 1: Hazard-rating criteria for arena tests according to ISO 16933:2007 [15].

Hazard rating Hazard-rating
description Definition

A No break The glazing is observed not to fracture and there is no visible damage to the glazing
system

B No hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture but the inner, rear face leaf is fully retained in the
facility test frame or glazing system frame with no breach and no material is lost from the
interior surface; outer leaves from the attack face may be sacrificed and may fall or be
projected out

C Minimal hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture; outer leaves from the attack face may be sacrificed
and may fall or be projected out; the inner, rear face leaf shall be substantially retained,
with the total length of tears plus the total length of pull-out from the edge of the frame
less than 50% of the glazing sight perimeter
Also, there are no more than three rateable perforations or indents anywhere in the
witness panel and any fragments on the floor between 1m and 3m from the interior face
of the specimen have a sum total united dimension of 250mm or less; glazing dust and
slivers are not accounted for in the hazard rating
If by design intent there is more than 50% pull-out but the glazing remains firmly
anchored by purpose-designed fittings, a rating of C (minimal hazard) may be awarded,
provided that the other fragment limitations are met; the survival condition and
anchoring provisions shall be described in the test report

D Very low hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture and significant parts are located no further than 1m
behind the original location of the rear face; parts are projected any distance from the
attack face towards the blast source
Also, there are no more than three rateable perforations or indents anywhere in the
witness panel, and any fragments on the floor between 1m and 3m from the interior face
of the specimen have a sum total united dimension of 250mm or less; glazing dust and
slivers are not accounted for in the rating

E Low hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture, and glazing fragments or the whole of the glazing falls
between 1m and 3m behind the interior face of the specimen and not more than 0.5m
above the floor at the vertical witness panel
Also, there are 10 or fewer rateable perforations in the area of the vertical witness panel
higher than 0.5m above the floor and none of the perforations penetrate more than
12mm

F High hazard
Glazing is observed to fracture and there are more than 10 rateable perforations in the
area of the vertical witness panel higher than 0.5m above the floor, or there is one or more
perforations in the same witness panel area with fragment penetration more than 12mm

properties of the spring. Obviously the SDOFmethod cannot
replace experimental investigations for a more complex
design.

2.2. Expectations from Numerical Simulations. European,
ISO, and American testing standards for laminated glass
windows (e.g., [15]) define a hazard level that is assessed
and measured by the damage state of the glass pane and the
position of the glass fragments that are found after the exper-
iment behind the glass pane. More details can be found in US
General Services Administration [30] and ISO standard [15]
(Table 1) and also in [29, 31].

With respect to these criteria, scientific and technical
literature has shown that numerical simulations can be used
with confidence to determine the failure of the laminated
glass and its interlayer and may be useful to approximate the
launch conditions of the splinters [4]. The bearing capacity
and the glazing damage level of the window of full window
systems and their components could also be adequately deter-
mined by numerical simulations. However, the prediction
of the formation and development of splinters or slivers of

blast-loaded laminated glass has until now not been accurate
enough and is a challenge for numerical simulations. Also the
splinter velocity and dispersion behind thewindow cannot be
determined numerically.

2.3. Selection of Representative Load Scenarios. The loading
scenario depends on the specific protection requirements and
local conditions. Detailed instructions for defining loading
scenarios are given in national regulations or must be dis-
cussed with the infrastructure operator/owner or the respon-
sible authorities. Attack scenarios to be considered in design-
ing a structure are usually expressed in terms of equivalent
mass of Trinitrotoluene (TNT) and stand-off distance, for
example, the distance between the structure to be designed
and the postulated explosion source. An indication of the size
of the charge can be taken from [21]. Different TNT equiv-
alents for other explosives like, for example, pentaerythritol
tetranitrate (PETN), are given by [32].

In general, numerical simulations are able to handle an
almost arbitrary loading scenario for the structural element
considered. Taking these capabilities concerning loading into
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Figure 4: Pressure history for a free-field air-blast wave.

account, it is important to ensure that the modelled scenarios
can be compared to the experimental results. For this, it
would be necessary to capture the actual loading of the
structural component examined with the same logic as in the
experiments. Therefore, it is recommended to record in each
simulation the resulting loading pressure and impulse for the
considered structural elements, especially in calculations that
combine fluid and structures.

2.4. Load Characterisation. Blast waves are typically char-
acterized by a compression phase, called overpressure (fast
elevation of pressure above ambient pressure). This peak of
overpressure is then followed by rarefaction waves inducing
a negative phase during which the pressure falls below the
ambient pressure.The compression phase starts with a strong
increase in the pressure from the ambient pressure (𝑝

0
) to the

peak pressure (𝑝
0
+𝑝max) within a timescale of microseconds.

Figure 4 shows a simplified form of the pressure history of
a blast wave and indicates the relevant parameters. Some
more descriptions of the parameters are given in [22, 33, 34].
Of importance for the loading of glass windows is also the
negative phase since this could be strong enough to pull frag-
ments that were developed by the positive phase outwards,
particularly in combination with rebound effects.

For a blast-loaded structure different loading conditions
can be distinguished: impulsive, dynamic, and quasistatic
loading (Figure 5). Loads with very short duration (relative
to the structure’s natural period) are known as impulsive
loading, and in laminated glass windows they often result
in a shear failure next to the border or at the boundary
itself. Loads with longer duration (dynamic loading) tend to
cause bendingmode failures of glass panels. Only very slowly
developed pressures (quasistatic loading) would be simulated
by using a static load. For the structure under consideration
these loading regimes can be schematically shown in the so-
called PI (Pressure-Impulse) diagram (Figure 5).

3. Key Input Parameters for the Numerical
Simulation of Glazing Systems under Blast

3.1.ModelDiscretisation. Model discretisation is based on the
transformation of real structural components in a numerical
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Figure 5: PI diagram: impulsive, dynamic, and quasistatic loading.

representation using finite elements. Elements are charac-
terised by three main parameters:

(i) Element type (and degrees of freedom).
(ii) Number of nodes/element order.
(iii) Integration.

Some of the element types that are used in a stress analysis
are presented in Figure 6 [35]. One of the main differences
between those element types is their geometry. Elements may
also be distinguished between solid elements, shell, beam,
and truss elements.

Depending on the software used to assess the structural
model of the glass system under study, different element
types are available and can be employed. The number of
degrees of freedom is associated with the element type and
is the fundamental variable calculated during the analysis.
For stress/displacement simulations the degrees of freedom
may be translational and, for shell, pipe, and beam elements,
translational and rotational.

Elements may be implemented as linear (first-order) or
quadratic (second order) elements depending the number
of nodes. Quadratic elements give a higher accuracy but by
using more nodes per element. As a rule, the increase of the
element order improves the accuracy of the result for the
same element size. However, the increase of the element order
increases the CPU time (calculation time). Generally, first-
order elements perform better concerning wave propagation.

Numerical methods are used to integrate various quanti-
ties over the volume of each element. Elements can often be
used in full or reduced integration, a choice that can have a
significant effect on the accuracy of the element for a given
problem. Use of reduced integration can also decrease the
needed CPU time. Reduced integration is mainly used in
order to reduce the locking of the elements. This could result
in hourglass modes that should be avoided.

In modelling a window panel or a facade, the following
issues should be taken into consideration:

(i) The geometrical shape of the window panel.
(ii) The design of the structure (laminated, multilayered,

etc.).
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Figure 6: Some classical element types [35].

Figure 7: Detail of a facade system using laminated glass.

(iii) The type of solver used to analyse the structure
(explicit or implicit time integration).

(iv) Type of damage studied (brittle failure, delamination,
etc.).

(v) Type of links between the structural components
considered.

(vi) Boundary conditions.

The model discretisation for laminated glass is quite chal-
lenging. Several options ranging from single shell elements
up to 3D solid elements are presented by Larcher et al.
[20]. Depending on the question, a balanced model between
accuracy and calculation time should be chosen.

An example of an insulated laminated glass panel and
its frame is given in Figure 7. Additional information about
simulations of insulated glass facades is given in [36].

3.2. Material Models. The appropriate material models
should be chosen to best represent the material behaviour
under the examined loading conditions and in compatibility
with the model discretisation described in Section 3.1. The
mechanical calibration of all window components should
be carried out, depending on the glazing system typology,
by taking into account the specific damage constitutive
behaviour and possible strain rate-dependent phenomena.

Material models for the simulation of laminated glass
windows and facades are usually based on the following
theories:

(i) Linear behaviour with brittle failure limit (cracking).
(ii) Theory of plasticity with plastic flow rule.
(iii) Damage theory.
(iv) Viscoelastic and viscoplastic theory.

The choice of an appropriate theory depends on the specific
application, that is, on the purpose of the simulation. In
general thematerialmodel should be as simple as possible but
as comprehensive as needed. Complicated material models
need many material parameters that are not always available
and these models are in addition sometimes more difficult to
check.

3.2.1. Glass. Glass is a typically brittle material. A linear
elastic representation with failure or erosion criterion works
well in most of the cases of technical interest. Sometimes, a
plastic part is added in order to fade out the stress in a slower
way and to also reduce numerical instability problems if such
material model is not physical. The strain rate behaviour of
glass is still not sufficiently investigated. First results show that
the failure strength increases at very high strain rates [37].
Typical material parameter values for annealed as well as for
tempered glass can be taken from [38, 39] and are given in
Table 2.

3.2.2. Interlayers. The material model for the PVB inter-
layer strongly depends on the considered damage level. Its
behaviour until the first glass cracking can be assumed to
be elastic since the strain is still very small. A more accurate
description of the behaviour of the interlayer becomes impor-
tant especially when the glass is cracked. Also a plastic mate-
rial law could, for example, represent the loading behaviour
under higher strain rates quite well when the unloading
behaviour of PVBbecomesmore viscoelastic. Some values for
the interlayer material are given in [20] and in Table 2.

3.2.3. Adhesives and Structural Sealants Joints. Adhesive
joints and structural sealants are usually introduced between
the glass panels and the metal frames. Literature references
are available for their mechanical characterisation, for exam-
ple, from the producers. In general, adhesives and sealants
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Table 2: Typical material properties for glass, PVB, and sealant.

Property Annealed glass Tempered glass PVB Sealant
Uncracked Young’s modulus [Pa] 7.0𝑒 + 10 7.0𝑒 + 10 2.2𝑒 + 8 1.8𝑒 + 5–6.2𝑒 + 5
Poisson’s ratio [—] 0.23 0.23 0.45 0.49
Elastic stress limit [Pa] — — 11𝑒 + 6 —
Density [kg/m3] 2500 2500 1100 1000
Failure strain [—] 0.0012 0.00228 2.0 4–4.6
Failure stress [Pa] 35𝑒6–85𝑒 + 6 196𝑒 + 6 28𝑒 + 6 9.4𝑒 + 5–12𝑒 + 5

of common use in structural glass applications are typically
characterised by low modulus of elasticity, limited ten-
sile/shear resistance, and large ultimate strain. The simplest
numerical modelling approach for the mechanical descrip-
tion of structural sealants in tension takes the form of equiva-
lent linear elastic materials with brittle behaviour [40]. Some
material data for sealants can be taken from data sheets of
producers [41–43].

3.2.4. Steel andAluminiumComponents. Thestrain rate effect
of aluminium is generally small while that of steel could be
high. Depending on the structural configuration, the strain
rates in the bearing construction could be smaller. Never-
theless, a Johnson-Cook material law [44] could represent
the strain rate and temperature behaviour of many metallic
materials. Examples are given in [31].

3.3. Boundary Conditions. For the analysis of the blast
response of a glass window or facade, FE numerical models
should be properly validated and assessed not only in terms of
mechanical characterisation of materials but also by properly
taking into account all the main influencing parameters.

Specifically, careful attention should be given to the
numerical modelling of each window component (e.g., glass
panel,metal framework, and possible adhesive joints between
them) and the connection to the building structure [9, 20].

Both geometrically simplified models and computation-
ally detailed models can be used, if properly validated for the
specific case. An example of simplified models can be the
description of a window in the form of 3D shell elements
(glass panels), beam elements (metal frame), and mechanical
point connectors (properly calibrated so that they could
adequately reproduce the physical interaction between the
glass panel and the frame).The samemodelling approach can
be extended to glazing systems in general, namely, consisting
of curtain wall modular units, cable-net systems, and metal
point connectors for the glass panels (Figure 8).

The appropriate numerical description of each window
component should be suitably checked and validated against
simple analytical models or experiments derived from small
specimens/single facade components.

Before performing dynamic analyses on full 3D solid FE
models, careful consideration should be given to the assess-
ment of the correct description of adhesive joints and/or
mechanical connectors. Regarding the boundary conditions
of the FE models, the presence of special devices/connection
systems or brackets between the glazing window and the
structural system (e.g., the concrete slab of a building) should

be properly taken into account, so that the accuracy of the
predicted effects due to the design blast load on glass aswell as
themaximum reaction forces transmitted to the substructure
can be ensured.

3.4. Load Application. The numerical approaches can be
divided into two main groups: coupled and uncoupled
calculation approaches. A coupled approach may be needed
in a case where the structure-fluid interaction is substantial,
for example, in the case of a very flexible structure, isolated
glass, fragment trajectories, and openings in the glass. In gen-
eral, the loading definition is based on the TNT-equivalent
method. In any case, the notion of TNT equivalent must be
used carefully: the method for determining the TNT equiv-
alent, the charge geometry, and the range of validity must be
specified [46].

3.4.1. Uncoupled Approach. Pressure caused by blast waves
can be calculated according to the theory of normal and
oblique shock wave reflection, where the parameters of the
spherical blast wave are estimated from empirical equations
or diagrams (e.g., Kinney andGraham [23], Kingery and Bul-
mash [22]).These load functions can be employed if there are
no alterations of the propagating blast wave between the deto-
nation point and the studied structure (due to terrain anoma-
lies, other obstructions, etc.). Clearly this method considers
exclusively the dynamic behaviour of the structure (and not
the surrounding air), and its advantage is the much lower
computational cost.

3.4.2. Coupled Approach. More comprehensive explosion
simulations use an Arbitrary Eulerian-Lagrangian (ALE)
simulation scheme. In ALE the explosive and surrounding
air are modelled using an Eulerian approach, typical in fluid
mechanics. The behaviour of both gaseous materials is mod-
elled using Equation-of-State (EOS) models that relate the
pressure to the density of thematerial and internal energy. For
air, this is typically the ideal gas law and for explosives, such as
TNT, a Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL)model can be used [29].The
structure subjected to the blast loads is modelled using the
traditional Lagrangian approach. The coupling between the
Eulerian and Lagrangian elements is included, so that the
solid Lagrangian structure occupies Eulerian space and pres-
sures on the interface act as loads on the solid structure.
In comparison to the uncoupled approach, the results may
describe the blast propagationmuch better as soon as the ele-
ments are small enough. Especially, in case of multiple reflec-
tions, channelling or shadowing the coupled approach must
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Figure 8: Example of point-supported glass panel. (a) Typical “spider” connector and (b) corresponding geometrically simplified FE model
[45].

be used. The calculation time of this procedure is in general
much longer since it depends on the detonation process that
has a very short characteristic time.

3.5. Sensitivity Study for Essential Calculation Parameters.
The topic of sensitivity study is broad and can cover a lot of
aspects. This section focuses on some important parameters
to be analysed such as

(i) mesh size definition and shape of the elements,
(ii) parameters for material modelling.

3.5.1. Mesh Size Definition and Shape of Element. Some
recommendations have been written in [29, 31], and Table 3
presents typical parameters to be checked before and during
the simulation. Most numerical codes provide their own
quality checks thatmight help engineers to design the numer-
ical model.

After the element quality check, a mesh sensitivity study
should be performed by using models with different mesh
refinement and comparing the main results, such as failure
location and size, maximum deflection of the structure, and
maximum strain (plastic strain) value. At least two different
mesh refinements should give similar results in order to
minimise mesh sensitivity.

Another way to guide the mesh generation is to evaluate
where the highest stress values occur and then to verify that
the mesh size is able to model the gradient of these stresses.
If the gradient is too steep, it can generate a wrong estima-
tion of maximum stress value. A general example of mesh
convergence is given in [47].

An example of local discretisation is given below, rep-
resenting a blast-loaded laminated glass plate similar to

the experiment of Kranzer et al. [18]. The simulation is done
by using EUROPLEXUS [48] in the same way as proposed
by Larcher et al. [20] using layered elements (linear) through
the thickness. The glass plate is clamped between two steel
frames, as defined by ISO 16933, where elastic stripes are
placed between the steel frame and the glass. The element
sizes, the number of elements, and the calculation time are
given in Table 4.The results obtained (Figures 9 and 10) show
that the coarsest mesh results in a different displacement
history.Thismay be due to the extended boundary conditions
for the coarsest mesh where the elastic stripe is wider. Only
the finest mesh manages to represent the failure behaviour
of the laminated glass as indicated by the experiment. The
displacement history is also quite different for the finest mesh
size in respect to the coarser mesh sizes, especially in the
rebound phase.

3.5.2. Parameters for Material Modelling. The choice of a
material model defines the number of input parameters. For
example, for a purely elastic material (such as glass) with a
stress limit, the material parameters needed for the analysis
would be

(i) Young’s modulus,

(ii) Poisson’s ratio,

(iii) density (due to dynamic structure response),

(iv) stress elastic limit.

In many cases, the number of material parameters is much
bigger. For example, the number of parameters for the
Johnson-Cook plasticity model [44] (strain rate and temper-
ature-dependent model including failure) is generally six.
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Table 3: Mesh conformity recommendations for shell and solid elements (see also [16]).

Mesh Description

Mesh uniformity
It is admitted that mesh is as homogenous as possible; in case of mesh size
modification, size of two adjacent elements should not differ more than 1.5
times (ratio of element size)

Minimum number of integration points through the
thickness of a shell element

In case of linear material model, three integration points may be sufficient; in
case of nonlinear deformation, number of integration points should be seven
or more
In case of layered structure, the number of integration points should follow
previous rule per layer

Skewness measures the deviation of an element’s angles
𝛼
𝑖
from 90∘ for quadrilateral elements and 60∘ for

triangular elements

Quadrilateral: Skew = ∑4
𝑖=1
(90 − 𝛼

𝑖
)

Triangular: Skew = ∑3
𝑖=1
(60 − 𝛼

𝑖
)

Warp
𝑁
1
,𝑁
2
: perpendiculars to the element surface of the

triangles by cutting the quadrilateral
𝛼: angle between the perpendiculars
Measuring the deviation in an element face from a
maximum allowable planar warp

A

B

C

D

𝛼
N1

N2

Taper
𝐴
𝑖
: areas of the triangles by cutting the quadrilateral
𝐴
𝑎
= 0.25 × (𝐴

1
+ 𝐴
2
+ 𝐴
3
+ 𝐴
4
)

(𝐴𝑖 − 𝐴𝑎)/𝐴𝑎
 > 0.5

A1

A2

A3

A4

Aspect ratio should be chosen as it is defined for the
element type

The ratio of the maximum element edge length to the minimum length (it
might also be the thickness)

Stretch: (example for triangular element)
Stretch = (𝑅/𝐿max)actual ∗ (𝐿max/𝑅)target
A: target, B: actual

A B

RR

Lmax
Lmax

Table 4:Mesh sensitivity analysis for a blast-loaded laminated glass.

Element size
[m]

Number of
elements

Calculation
time [s]

0.1 63 8
0.05 396 33
0.025 1280 233
0.0125 5120 1923
0.00625 20480 13821
0.003125 81920 95635

Typically, the more “advanced” the material model is, the
more the input parameters needed are.

In order to evaluate the influence of eachmaterial param-
eter, it is useful to determine the degree of uncertainty of the
value of thematerial parameter.Then, an option is to generate
a sensitivity analysis on each material parameter in order to
check its influence on the results.

Different mathematical approaches can be used in order
to solve this type of problem. Based on an iterative process,
several simulation codes provide a numerical approach to
conduct this type of analysis (optimisation problem).

3.6. Failure, Fracture, and Erosion. As soon as the after-
breakage behaviour must be modelled, the failure mecha-
nisms of the glass, the interlayer, and the framing become
important.The failure behaviour of glass is brittle.The failure
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Table 5: Blast-loaded laminated glass experiments published in the open literature.

Source Glass type/plies
thickness

Panel size
[m]

Blast wave
source

Charge
(equivalent)

[kg]
Distance [m] Failure

Morison et al. [17] Float/3mm 1.25 × 1.55 Solid
explosive

60
TNT 12 Interlayer

Kranzer et al. [18] Float/3mm 1.1 × 0.9

Solid
explo-

sive/shock
tube

0.5/0.25/0.125
PETN 5.75/3.7/2.0 Glass

Hooper et al. [19] Float/3mm 1.5 × 1.2 Solid
explosive

15
C4 10/13 Interlayer

Morison et al. [17] Float/3mm 1.25 × 1.25 Shock tube 100/500
TNT 31/65 Interlayer

Larcher et al. [20] Tempered/6mm 1.1 × 0.9 Shock tube 820–4500 45–83 Glass/interlayer

Zhang and Hao [9] Float/3mm,
6mm 1.5 × 1.2 Solid

explosive 10/20 7.2–12.3 Glass/interlayer/boundary

0.1 0.05 0.025

0.0125 0.00625 0.003125

Figure 9: Displacement at 10ms for different element sizes.

results in fracture of the material, and numerically several
methods can be applied in order to describe such effect.
Most appropriate in the explicit finite element method is
the erosion. Elements where the failure criterion is reached
are removed from the element table and are not any more
considered in the calculation. The removed mass must be
controlled or moved to the neighbouring elements.The crack
width is defined by the element size and therefore either small
elements must be used from the beginning of the simulation
or additional element splitting methods or adaptivity [49]
can be used. Other possibilities are given by the element-free
Galerkinmethod or extended finite elementmethod (XFEM)
or direct splitting of the elements.

4. Validation and Assessment of Performance

4.1. Validation of Numerical Models. The numerical method
and the material model should be validated by experimental
data. This validation should include the following:

(i) Basic material tests are, namely, intended for the
proper mechanical characterisation of glass and the
other window components (e.g., interlayers in pres-
ence of laminated glass and frames, adhesive joints,
and mechanical connectors). Basic material testing
would be appropriate even if this is in most cases
neither possible nor cost efficient.Data from literature
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Table 6: Hazard-rating criteria for arena tests according to ISO 16933:2007 [15].

Hazard rating
Hazard-
rating

description
Definition Example of interpretation of numerical

results

A No break
The glazing is observed not to fracture
and there is no visible damage to the
glazing system

No failure in the glass; that is, there is
elastic behaviour of the glass; some very
small failed zones near the boundary
conditions may occur

B No hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture but the
inner, rear face leaf is fully retained in the
facility test frame or glazing system frame
with no breach and no material is lost
from the interior surface; outer leaves
from the attack face may be sacrificed and
may fall or be projected out

Both glass plies could fail in reaching
their stress limit; small strains in the
interlayer, no large plastic (permanent)
deformation of the window at the end of
the simulation (this way the delamination
should be small)

C Minimal
hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture; outer
leaves from the attack face may be
sacrificed and may fall or be projected
out; the inner, rear face leaf shall be
substantially retained, with the total
length of tears plus the total length of
pull-out from the edge of the frame less
than 50% of the glazing sight perimeter
and so on

Both plies fail; failure of the interlayer;
distinction between class C and the
higher ones could perhaps be possible
using the velocity of the fragments and
their trajectories

D Very low
hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture and
significant parts are located no further
than 1m behind the original location of
the rear face; parts are projected at any
distance from the attack face towards the
blast source and so on

Both plies fail;failure of the
interlayer;distinction between class C and
the higher ones could perhaps be possible
using the velocity of the fragments and
their trajectories

E Low hazard

The glazing is observed to fracture, and
glazing fragments or the whole of the
glazing falls between 1m and 3m behind
the interior face of the specimen and not
more than 0.5m above the floor at the
vertical witness panel and so on

Both plies fail;failure of the
interlayer;distinction between class C and
the higher ones could perhaps be possible
using the velocity of the fragments and
their trajectories

F High hazard

Glazing is observed to fracture and there
are more than 10 rateable perforations in
the area of the vertical witness panel
higher than 0.5m above the floor, or
there is one or more perforations in the
same witness panel area with fragment
penetration more than 12mm

Both plies fail;failure of the
interlayer;distinction between class C and
the higher ones could perhaps be possible
using the velocity of the fragments and
their trajectories

or from the manufacturers of the products could
replace the material tests.

(ii) Structural tests: the individual glazing window com-
ponents (glass pane, frame, and connectors), as well
as their corresponding structural interaction, should
be sufficiently validated.

(iii) A mesh sensitivity study: it must be performed, as
outlined above, in order to validate the model.

The objective of a nonlinear analysis is to simulate the struc-
tural behaviour and to determine the structural resistance.
Such task can also be formulated as a prediction of the most
probable resistance, which would then be the mean value of
ultimate resistance. Therefore, the mean resistance is chosen
as a reference for safety assessment by nonlinear analysis.

The uncertainty due to random variation of material prop-
erties (and possibly of other parameters of resistance) can be
described by the random variation of resistance. In addition
a model uncertainty must be included separately.

4.2. Examples for Validation Experiments from Literature. In
order to validate numerical models experimental data are
needed. Appropriate experiments are not often available in
advance. Table 5 includes some sets of experiments, published
in the open literature, which could be used for the model
development and validation in this field.

4.3. Assessment of Performance. The interpretation of the
results can be done in several ways. A damage parameter or
failure limit together with an erosion criterion can identify
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Figure 10: Displacement history for different mesh sizes, for a blast-
loaded laminated glass, boundary condition according ISO 16933.

cracks in the glass, in the interlayer, or in the other structural
components. A simulation resulting in a completely undam-
aged state can be identified as a full protection, without
any glass splinters in the interior. Assuming a model that
can represent the failure of the interlayer is available, for
simulation resulting in an undamaged interlayer, it can be
stated that the interior of the room is protected from major
glass splinters. Also the window failure can be distinguished
between shear failure near the window borders and bending
failure in the middle of the pane. Finally, point connectors
may have a different local failure mechanism.The interacting
force between anchors/links and the surrounding structures
should also be checked in order to avoid their failure.

4.4. Numerical Simulation Domains of Application regarding
Actual Standards. Table 1 shows the hazard levels that are
normally established experimentally.They represent in a way
the formation and projection of splinters or fragments behind
a laminated glass window. The fragmentation of laminated
glass cannot yet be represented very well by numerical
simulations. Therefore, with regard to hazard levels, numer-
ical simulations can only be seen as a supplement to the
experimental investigations.

Concerning specifically the hazard levels in ISO
16933:2007 [15], an idea of proposal for interpreting numer-
ical simulation results and of corresponding them to the
hazard levelsA, B, andC can be drawn, as indicated inTable 6.
Eventual developments of calculation methods and models
should enable more reliable results and their assignment to
higher hazard levels, too.

5. Conclusions

A review has been made on the abilities of numerical
simulations to assess blast-loaded laminated glass windows
and facades and to be used under certain circumstances to
determine related hazard levels.

As emphasised, special attention should be given to the
validation of numerical models, since the choice of loading

conditions, material parameters, and boundary configura-
tions could have strong influence on the results. In particular,
this review paper presents the first steps of an ongoing activity
towards European standardization in that field.The next step
would be to further elaborate these findings and discuss them
with the responsible technical committees of the relevant EN
and ISO standards.
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The formulations of the advanced concrete RHT model adopted in AUTODYN are investigated and numerical studies are
conducted to study the RHT model’s actual performances under various loading conditions. It is found that using of default
values in the RHTmodel is not able to simulate the realistic behavior of concrete under various loading conditions. Thus modified
parameters in the RHT model are proposed to better capture the realistic behavior of concrete under such loading conditions.
Furthermore, numerical simulation of normal concrete slabs and multilayer concrete slabs subjected to blast loading is conducted
using AUTODYN with both the default and modified RHT parameters. Experimental readings from field blast tests are used to
validate the numericalmodel developed. It is shown that the results fromnumerical simulations using themodifiedRHTparameters
and themeasurements from the field blast test agree well in terms of damage pattern, crater diameter, and acceleration. Hence, it can
be concluded that the RHT model with modified parameters can capture the mechanical behavior of concrete structures well. The
validated model can be further used to conduct a parametric study on the influence of key parameters (i.e., compressive strength,
fracture energy, and thickness) on blast resistance of concrete structure.

1. Introduction

Around the world, one of the major construction materials
used for both structural and infrastructural elements is con-
crete. At present, concerns about the safe living environment
and the efficient protective structures and infrastructures are
arising. The performance of concrete structures subjected
to severe loading such as blast has been extensively studied
in the last few decades [1–5]. Concrete is a brittle material
which consists of cement paste, aggregates, and admixture
(optional). The brittle behavior of concrete and other geo-
materials, that is, rock and soil, presents obviously different
strengths in compression and tension. Concrete also shows
pressure hardening and strain hardening behavior under
static loading, as well as strain rate hardening in tension and
compression under dynamic loading before it fails. When
concrete begins to fail, it gradually loses its loading carrying
capacity, and this phenomenon is also called the strain
softening [6].

Recently, dedicated research has been devoted to the
development of reliablemethods and algorithms to accurately
analyze behaviors of structures and infrastructures subjected
to dynamic loadings. Some techniques such as the explicit
numerical analysis codes AUTODYN [7] and LSDYNA
[8] are available for the modeling of interactive behavior
between blast wave and concrete structures. In AUTODYN,
different numerical techniques, such as pure Lagrangian and
Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction algorithms, are available to
analyze interactive response between the blast wave and
concrete structure under blast loading [3, 9, 10].

There aremany factors that will influence the reliability of
numerical simulation. Among these factors, material model
plays a key role because it reproduces the essential physical
mechanisms of the material under various loading condi-
tions. There are a number of material models for concrete
developed in recent years, such as RHT model [1, 11], the
Concrete Damaged Plasticity model (also known as MAT
72R3 model in LSDYNA) [11, 12], and HJC concrete model
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[13, 14].These robustmaterialmodels are capable of capturing
varying concrete material behaviors under different loading
conditions. When subjected to dynamic loading such as
blast loading or high impact loading, concrete shows highly
nonlinear response. Besides, due to the general complexity of
the constitutive models, the determination of the parameters
(i.e., residual strength, failure strain, and failure criteria
in model) also plays an important role in achieving the
actual performance of the concrete materials. This requires
sufficient understanding of themodeling formulation and the
associated considerations.

In this paper, the formation of the RHT model in
hydrocode AUTODYN is carefully evaluated and examined
through the numerical tests by generating stress-strain rela-
tionships of concrete under various stress conditions. Some
potential issues of the simulations using the present form
of the RHT model are highlighted and discussed. Within
the framework of its current formulation, modified RHT
parameters are recommended which are able to reproduce
more realistic postpeak softening behavior of concrete under
tension and compression. Furthermore, the RHTmodel with
both the default and the modified parameter sets is applied
to simulate a series of physical tests on a concrete slab and a
multilayer concrete slab under blast loading. The simulation
results are compared with the experimental observations.
The numerical simulation results using modified RHTmodel
are also compared with those using the MAT 72R3 model
in LSDYNA. Conclusions are then drawn on the basis of
both the material model exploration and the simulations of
concrete slab subjected to the blast loading.

2. RHT Concrete Model in AUTODYN

The RHT concrete model is an advanced plasticity model
for brittle materials developed by Riedel et al. [1] from Ernst
Mach Institute. This model takes into account some robust
features, such as pressure hardening, strain hardening, strain
rate hardening, strain softening, and third invariant depen-
dence. In stress space, three pressure-dependent surfaces,
elastic limit surface𝑌elastic, failure surface𝑌failure, and residual
surface 𝑌residual (as shown in Figure 1), are implemented to
model material hardening and softening responses properly.
The key formation of these three surfaces is discussed in the
following sections, and the detailed description of this model
can be further referred to in [1, 10, 11].

2.1. Elastic Limit Surface and Prepeak Loading Surface. The
elastic limit surface𝑌elastic dominates the elastic stresses.With
the increase in stresses, strain hardening takes place until the
failure surface𝑌failure is reached (as𝑃1 to𝑃2 in Figure 1).𝑌elastic
surface is obtained by scaling down from 𝑌failure surface,
which can be expressed using the following equation:

𝑌elastic = 𝑌failure × 𝐹elastic × 𝐹cap, (1)

where the scaling factor 𝐹elastic is the ratio of elastic tensile
stress (𝑓

𝑡,elastic) or compressive stress (𝑓
𝑐,elastic) over the

respective ultimate strength (𝑓
𝑡
for ultimate tensile strength

or 𝑓
𝑐
for ultimate compressive strength) along a radial path.

Residual
surface

Failure surface

P

Y

P1 P3

P2 Elastic limit surface 

Figure 1: RHT three strength surfaces [1].

Yfailure

Yelastic

𝜎

𝜀

𝜀pl

𝜀pl−presoftening

Figure 2: Bilinear strain hardening in RHT model [1].

Considering the fact that concrete initiates the inelastic
behavior under tension at around 50∼80% and under com-
pression at about 30% of the respective maximum strength
[10, 15], 𝐹elastic in (1) varies linearly with pressure between the
value related to uniaxial tension and that related to uniaxial
compression [10]. The parabolic cap function 𝐹cap is used
to ensure the consistency between inelastic volumetric and
deviatoric stresses [11].

The prepeak loading surface 𝑌pre-peak is subsequently
defined through interpolation between the elastic 𝑌elastic and
failure surface 𝑌failure using the hardening slope. This can be
seen in Figure 2 in the case of uniaxial compression, from
which the equation can be expressed as

𝑌pre-peak = 𝑌elastic +
𝜀pl

𝜀pl-presoftening
(𝑌failure − 𝑌elastic) , (2)

where the definitions of 𝜀pl and 𝜀pl-presoftening are shown in
Figure 2. From the figure, it is shown that 𝜀pl is the plastic
strain before the failure strength; 𝜀pl-presoftening is the total
plastic strain, and it can be determined by the secantmodulus
between the elastic limit surface and the failure surface.

2.2. Failure Surface. In the RHT model, the failure surface
𝑌failure can be expressed as a function of hydrostatic pressure
𝑝, Lode angle 𝜃, and strain rate ̇𝜀:

𝑌failure = 𝑌TXC (𝑝) × 𝑅3 (𝜃) × 𝐹rate ( ̇𝜀) , (3)
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Figure 3: Typical deviatoric cross section of strength surfaces [10].

where 𝑌TXC(𝑝) represents the compressive meridian, and it
can be expressed as

𝑌TXC (𝑝) = 𝑓
𝑐
× (𝐴 × (

𝑃

𝑓
𝑐

−HTL∗)
𝑁

)

for 𝑝 ≥
𝑓
𝑐

3
,

𝑌TXC (𝑝) = 0 for
𝑝

𝑓
𝑐

< HTL∗.

(4)

In (4), 𝑓
𝑐
denotes the uniaxial compressive strength of

the material; 𝐴 and 𝑁 are two constant model parameters
without dimension; HTL∗ is the hydrotensile stress normal-
ized by the compressive strength 𝑓

𝑐
; 𝐹rate( ̇𝜀) represents the

dynamic increase factor (DIF) as a function of the strain
rate ̇𝜀. Equation (3) indicates that the failure surface 𝑌failure is
established via rotation of the compressive meridian around
the hydrostatic axis. By multiplying 𝑅

3
(𝜃) to the compressive

meridian, the shear and tension meridians in the stress space
can be taken into account in the failure surface. Thus, 𝑅

3
(𝜃)

can be written as [15]

𝑅
3
(𝜃) =

𝑟

𝑟
𝑐

=

2 (1 − 𝜓
2
) cos 𝜃 + (2𝜓 − 1)√4 (1 − 𝜓2) cos2𝜃 + 5𝜓2 − 4𝜓

4 (1 − 𝜓2) cos2𝜃 + (1 − 2𝜓)2

(5)

in which 𝜓 = 𝑟
𝑡
/𝑟
𝑐
(refer to Figure 3). The Lode angle 𝜃 is a

function of the second and third deviatoric stress invariants,
and it can be obtained by

cos 3𝜃 = 3√3

2

𝐽
3

𝐽
2

3/2
. (6)

Figure 3 illustrates a typical shape of the deviatoric section
plane of a strength surface. It should be noticed that for
the concrete material the deviatoric section typically transits
from a triangular shape at a low pressure (brittle material) to
a circular shape at a high pressure (ductile materials) [15].

2.3. Residual Surface and Postfailure Surface. In order to
represent the strength of the completely crushed concrete

material, an independent residual strength surface is used in
RHT model and can be expressed as [11]

𝑌residual = 𝑓
𝑐
× 𝐵 × (

𝑝

𝑓
𝑐

)

𝑀
1

, (7)

where 𝐵 and 𝑀
1
are two constant parameters without

dimension, and they can be determined from curve fitting
of the experimental data. These two parameters (𝐵 and 𝑀

1
)

determine the residual strength of concrete material, which
will be shown in the following section.

After failure is initiated, a damagemodel is used for strain
softening which considers the gradual loss of the load car-
rying capacity of concrete after reaching its ultimate tensile
or compressive strength. This postfailure surface 𝑌fracture can
be achieved by linear interpolation from the failure surface
𝑌failure to the residual surface 𝑌residual (as 𝑃2 to 𝑃3 in Figure 1
and (8)) and incorporation of a damage factor D (see (9)).
One has

𝑌fracture = 𝑌failure + 𝐷 × (𝑌failure − 𝑌residual) , (8)

where the damage parameter𝐷 is defined as [10]

𝐷 = ∫

𝜀
𝑝

0

𝑑𝜀
𝑝

𝐷
1
(𝑝∗ −HTL∗)𝐷2

for 𝐷
1
(𝑝
∗
−HTL∗)𝐷2 > 𝑒

𝑓min

𝐷 = ∫

𝜀
𝑝

0

𝑑𝜀
𝑝

𝑒
𝑓min

for 𝐷
1
(𝑝
∗
−HTL∗)𝐷2 ≤ 𝑒

𝑓min

(9)

in which 𝑝
∗

= 𝑝/𝑓
𝑐
is the normalized pressure variable

and 𝑑𝜀
𝑝
is the plastic strain increment. From the equation,

it can be observed that the damage factor 𝐷 is dependent
on the normalized pressure 𝑝

∗, the shape parameters 𝐷
1

and 𝐷
2
, and minimum failure strain 𝑒

𝑓min (in Section 3,
𝑒
𝑓min is classified into two types: one is 𝑒

𝑡,𝑓min for minimum
tensile failure strain and the other is 𝑒

𝑐,𝑓min for minimum
compressive failure strain). A proper selection of parameters
𝐷
1
, 𝐷
2
, and 𝑒

𝑓min is crucial in order to obtain a reasonable
postpeak softening behavior of the concrete material. The
default values of these three parameters in RHT model are
found to be problematic in some cases [9, 10], and hence
modifications will be proposed in the following section.

3. Numerical Test

To test the actual crack softening behavior of the RHT
model in tension and compression, single element tests
are conducted to evaluate stress-strain relationship of the
element under various stress conditions. The detailed single
element simulation approach can be found in [10].

3.1. Tension Softening. In the RHT model, the hydrotensile
failure criteria are the default tension failure criteria which
means if the value of the tensile stress in an element falls
below a specified limit, tensile failure is assumed to occur. At
the same time, the tensile failure strain is predefined in the
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Figure 4: Comparison of tensile stress-strain curves generated by RHT model.

hydrotensile failure criteria (the default tensile failure strain
𝑒
𝑡,𝑓min = 0.01), which indicates that the failure tensile stress
and failure strain are not changed with varying element sizes,
and hence the value of the fracture energy is greatly mesh-
dependent.These phenomena can be clearly explained by (10)
in AUTODYN [7]:

𝑒
𝑡,𝑓min =

2 × 𝐺
𝑓

𝜎
𝑡
× 𝐿eq

, (10)

where 𝑒
𝑡,𝑓min is the tensile failure strain,𝜎𝑡 is the tensile failure

stress, 𝐺
𝑓
is the fracture energy, and 𝐿eq is the characteristic

length of the element. In AUTODYN 3D, 𝐿eq is the diameter
of a sphere having the same volume as the three-dimensional
element [7].

In (10), it is obvious that, for given tensile failure strain
and tensile failure stress, the fracture energy of a bigger
element size could be larger than that of a smaller element

size. However, it is well known that the fracture energy is an
important parameter for the simulation of tensile softening
behavior of brittle material, and hence a fracture energy value
is usually specified in the numerical model. In current study,
the crack softening failure criteria [7, 17] are employed to
model the tensile softening behavior with consideration of
the fracture energy. The crack softening failure criteria adopt
a linear softening law, in which, after the peak tensile stress
𝜎
𝑡
, a constant strength degradation rate occurs with respect

to the cracking strain. Hence the tensile failure stress (𝜎
𝑡
) and

the fracture energy (𝐺
𝑓
) are given as input parameters in the

crack softening failure criteria. During the cracking process,
the discrete crack width (𝑤) is smeared out over a certain
distance, which is normally equal to the characteristic length
of the element 𝐿eq. The crack strain can also be calculated by
(10).

Figure 4 reports the simulation results of the single
element under various stress conditions adopting the default
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Table 1: Cross section of pavement slabs tested in field blast tests.

Test ID Sample Cross section

T1 Normal concrete slab
Subgrade

Normal

concrete
strength

T2 Multilayer concrete slab

Subgrade

Asphalt
HSC
ECC

Geogrid layer

hydrotensile failure criteria and the crack softening failure
criteria. After comparison between two failure criteria, it
is found that using the default hydrotensile failure criteria
tends to show an unrealistically descending process in the
strain softening range for tension. For example, for a uniaxial
tension test shown in Figure 4(a), the final failure strain is on
the order of 0.01, which is more than one order of magnitude
higher than the generally observed tensile failure strain from
physical tests [15]. However, when adopting the crack soft-
ening failure criteria, the RHT model presents more realistic
performance in the tensile failure strain under various stress
conditions as shown in Figure 4. This modification is also
more suitable for simulation of damage pattern of concrete
materials under blast loading which will be shown in another
application example in Section 4.

3.2. Compression Softening. Shear cracks usually appear after
the yield limit is reached. Beyond the yield limit, the
concrete exhibits softening behavior with yield stress and
stiffness degradations. Such plastic behavior of concrete, to
be more specific, the compression softening behavior, has
to be considered into the constitutive model. Figure 5(a)
shows that the concrete adopting the default RHT parameters
possesses a higher residual strength of 21MPa in the postpeak
domain which is unreasonable in the low pressure regime.
To make the concrete model more realistic, two steps have
been taken to obtain reasonably the residual strength and
the failure strain. Firstly, the residual yield stress should be
changed [5]. From the formula of the residual surface, it is
found that both 𝐵 and𝑀

1
control the final residual strength.

After a few trials, the values for 𝐵 and 𝑀
1
of 1.1 and 0.9,

respectively, are proposed to replace the default values of 1.6
and 0.61, respectively. With such modification, the residual
yield stress decreases significantly, and this improves the
concrete material behavior in the low pressure regime. It is
also observed that the compressive failure strain of concrete
using the default RHT model parameters is around 0.01 as
shown in Figure 4(a), which is much larger than the realistic
value. Thus, the following step is used to adjust the compres-
sive failure strain and the damage parameter 𝐷. Based on
(9), it is found that compressive failure strain 𝑒

𝑐,𝑓min affects

the total failure strain under the lower pressure (≤(1/3)𝑓
𝑐
).

Therefore, 𝑒
𝑐,𝑓min is adjusted to be 0.001 which gives a total

strain value of around 0.1% in uniaxial compression and is
more reasonable compared to the experimental results [6].
The damage parameter 𝐷 controls the rate of accumulated
damage. For the failure behavior under compression, the
parameter𝐷

1
controls the shape of the softening branch after

the peak strength. In this study,𝐷
1
is changed to 0.02 and𝐷

2

remains unchanged based on numerical tests.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the stress-strain curves of a

single element in uniaxial and biaxial compressive tests based
on numerical simulation using modified RHT parameters. It
is observed that the material with the modified RHT param-
eters can properly reproduce the behavior of the concrete
under both uniaxial and biaxial compressions. Figure 5(c)
shows the stress-strain curve of the triaxial compression tests
with different confinement pressures based on numerical
simulation adopting the modified RHT parameters. It is
observed that the peak strength is enhanced with the increase
of the confinement. This represents a realistic behavior of
concrete in triaxial compression as observed in experimental
data [15].

4. Validation of the Modified RHT Model

In order to further investigate the applicability of the RHT
model with modified parameters in the analysis of concrete
structures under severe dynamic loading, the RHT model
is used to simulate full scale field blast tests on a normal
concrete slab and a multilayer concrete slab. The simulation
results are then compared with the experimental observa-
tions. A brief introduction of the field blast tests of the normal
concrete slab and the multilayer concrete slab is given below
and more details can be found in [16].

4.1. Field Blast Test Configuration and Instrumentation. Two
samples are tested in the field blast test, that is, one normal
concrete slab sample and onemultilayer concrete slab sample.
The details of the cross sections of these two slabs are
given in Table 1. The multilayer concrete slab is made of
Asphalt Concrete (AC), High Strength Concrete (HSC), and
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Figure 5: Comparison of compressive stress-strain curves generated by RHT model.

Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC) from the top
to bottom. Each slab is subjected to one blast detonation. A
bomb equivalent to 7.3 kg TNT charge is placedwith its center
of gravity about 170mm above the center of the slab surface.
These two samples are cast at site with the dimension of 2.8m
in both length and width and 0.275m in thickness.

Figure 6 shows the completed normal concrete slab and
multilayer concrete slab with four anchors each. The anchors
are used to fix the slab to the ground. Standard tests of
material properties are conducted for each material cast, and
the results are summarized in Table 2. The geogrid used to
reinforce the AC layer in this study is the Polyfelt Microgrid
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(a) Completed normal concrete slab (b) Completed multilayer concrete slab

Figure 6: Normal concrete and multilayer slabs before blast tests.
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Figure 7: Layout of instrumentation for blast tests.

Table 2: Properties of materials cast for field blast test.

Material
Compressive
strength
(MPa)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Elastic
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Asphalt 4.6 0.7 0.598 0.35
HSC 55 4.35 33 0.20
ECC 64 5 18 0.22
Normal
concrete 40 3.5 27 0.20

MG-100 with bidirectional tensile strength of 100 kN/m and
it has an aperture size of 7mm.

Various instruments are installed onto the slabs to mea-
sure the responses of the pavement slabs during the blast.
Figure 7 shows the instrumentation installed on the slab.
Four accelerometers are installed at the middle of each side
of the slab to measure the vertical (V1 and V2 in Figure 7)
and horizontal acceleration (H1 and H2 in Figure 7). The

accelerometers are mounted on steel frames casted together
with the slab. The measurement results of the field blast
tests will be discussed and compared with the numerical
simulation results in the following section.

4.2. Validation 1: Normal Concrete Slab Subjected to Blast Load

4.2.1. Numerical Model. A 3D numerical model is established
to model the normal concrete slab subjected to blast loading
as shown in Figure 8. A quarter of the slab is modeled
considering symmetry. In the model, the initial detonation
and blast wave propagation are modeled using an axis-
symmetric 2D model. Before the blast wave reaches the slab,
the blast wave distribution is remapped into a 3D model.
The foundation soil has a dimension of 825mm in thickness
and 2800mm in length and width. Eight-node hexahedron
Lagrange element with one-point gauss integration is used
to represent the concrete slab and foundation soil. The
interaction between the slab and foundation soil is considered
using a contact algorithm. In AUTODYN, the penalty-based
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Figure 8: 3D numerical model of the normal concrete slab subjected to blast loading.

contact is used to detect the penetration between the “slave”
surface and “master” surface. When a penetration is found, a
force proportional to the penetration depth is then applied
to resist the penetration. Thus the interface force could be
calculated based on the elastic spring theory [7].

The air and blast waves aremodeled using Euler elements.
The blast loading acting on the concrete slab can be achieved
by performing the interaction between the Lagrange elements
and the Eulerian elements.The Lagrange elements apply geo-
metric constraints on the Eulerian elements, while the Eule-
rian elements provide a pressure boundary to the Lagrange
elements. In order tomake Lagrangian and Eulerian elements
interact effectively, it is important for the Eulerian element
size to be equal to or smaller than the Lagrangian element
size. Hence, mesh convergence analysis using the sizes of
9mm, 8mm, 7mm, and 6mm and 5mm, 4mm, and 3mm
for Eulerian elements is performed in current study. The size
of Lagrangian elements is fixed to be 10mm for the conver-
gence study. Note that 3mm is the smallest possible size for
Euler elements using the computer resource available. During
the convergence study, the pressure and impulse exerted on
the center part of the slab are monitored and compared. After
the convergence study, it is found that the size of 4mm for
Eulerian elements and 10mm for the Lagrangian elements
in current model is preferred considering the optimum CPU
time and computer resource.

The boundary condition for air is outflow which allows
the air to flow out. For the foundation soil, transmit condition
is employed to simulate the semi-infinite space. The anchors
on the slab are simulated as fixed points in the 3D model.
The RHT model with modified parameters is employed to
simulate the concrete slab subjected to blast loading, and
an elastic-plastic Drucker-Prager model [15] is employed
to simulate the foundation soil. The parameters of the air,
foundation soil, and normal concrete are given in Tables 3–
5, respectively.

Table 3: Air parameter.

Parameter Value
Equation of state (EOS) Ideal gas
Adiabatic exponent r 1.4
Density 𝜌 (g/cm3) 1.225 × 10

−3

Initial conditions (ref. energy mJ/mg) 12.068 × 10
−3

Table 4: Parameter of foundation soil.

Parameter Value
Density (g/cm3) 2.1
Bulk modulus (MPa) 166
Shear modulus (MPa) 77
Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Yield stress (MPa) 0.766
Friction angle (∘) 26

4.2.2. Results and Discussion. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the
damage patterns of the concrete slab in the numerical model
using default parameters and those using the modified RHT
parameters in comparison with those in the field blast test as
shown in Figure 9(c). Much smaller craters and less severe
damage cracks are observed in the numerical simulation
using the default RHT parameters than those observed after
the field test. Such findings indicate that using the default
RHT parameters could largely underestimate the damage
pattern of the concrete slab under blast loading in terms
of the cracks and the crater diameter. The concrete slab
simulated using default RHT parameters appears to behave
in a substantially ductile manner. This echoes the findings
in the single element tests using the RHT model with the
default parameter values. When adopting the modified RHT
parameters, the damage and failure models of the concrete
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Table 5: Parameters of normal concrete in the RHT model.

Parameter Value
Compressive strength, 𝑓

𝑐
(kPa) 4.000𝑒 + 04

Shear modulus, G (kPa) 1.670𝑒 + 07

Tensile strength (𝑓
𝑡
/𝑓
𝑐
) 1.000𝑒 − 01

Shear strength (𝑓
𝑠
/𝑓
𝑐
) 1.800𝑒 − 01

Damage constant,𝐷
1

2.000𝑒 − 02

Damage constant,𝐷
2

1.000𝑒 + 00

Minimum strain to failure, 𝑒
𝑐,𝑓min 1.000𝑒 − 03

Residual shear modulus fraction 1.300𝑒 − 01

Tensile failure Principal stress
Tensile failure stress (kPa) 4.00𝑒 + 03

Fracture energy (J/m2) 80
Crack softening Yes

Table 6: Acceleration reading from field test and numerical model
for normal concrete slab.

Field test Numerical
model

Deviation
from field test

Max. vertical
acceleration
(m/s2)

22,820 24,382 6.8%

Max. horizontal
acceleration
(m/s2)

14,820
60,450

∗Not perfectly
symmetrical

44,843 —

∗Max. horizontal acceleration.

slab in the numerical analysis are comparable with the
experimental results in terms of the crater diameter and the
crack pattern as shown in Figures 9(b) and 9(c).

Thedamage pattern of the normal concrete slab simulated
using the modified RHT parameters is then compared with
that using MAT 72R3 model in LSDYNA [8]. The detailed
numerical model using the MAT 72R3 material model in
LSDYNA can be referred to in [16]. Numerical simulation
results using the MAT 72R3 model are given in Figure 10.
Figures 9(b) and 10 indicate that the damage patterns of
the concrete slab simulated using both material models are
almost the same. However, the crater diameter predicted by
the MAT 72R3 model is smaller than that by the modified
RHTmodel and that observed after the field blast test. This is
possible that different blast simulation method and different
mesh sizes are adopted for the numerical model in LSDYNA.
Considering that there are 20 parameters that need to be
determined in the MAT 72R3 model which makes it time
consuming to establish a reliable numerical model, the RHT
model with modified parameters is more suitable for the
simulation of concrete structures under blast loading for
quick damaged assessment.

Table 6 reports the results of vertical and horizontal
acceleration of the concrete slab obtained from both the field
measurement and numerical model. It is found that the vari-
ation of the vertical acceleration between the values from the
field test and numerical simulation is around 6.8%, and the
numerical simulation predicts a higher vertical acceleration
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Figure 9: Damaged situations for normal concrete slab after blast
loading.

than the value measured in the field blast test. However,
in view of the inherent variation in the field blast tests, a
prediction of 6.8% deviation of the numerical simulation
results from field blast test results can be considered as
acceptable. For the horizontal acceleration, two different
readings were obtained from the accelerometers because the
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Figure 10: Damaged pattern of normal concrete slab using MAT 72R3 model [16].

Table 7: Parameter of asphaltmaterial usingDrucker-Pragermodel.

Parameter Value
Density (g/cm3) 2.3
Bulk modulus (MPa) 770
Shear modulus (MPa) 259
Poisson’s ratio 0.35
Yield stress (MPa) 4.6
Friction angle (∘) 38

charge is not perfectly placed at the center above the slab. It
can be observed from the table that horizontal acceleration
predicted in the numerical simulation is right the average of
the two measured acceleration values.

4.3. Validation 2: Multilayer Concrete Slab
Subjected to Blast Load

4.3.1. Numerical Model. The dimension and mesh size of
multilayer concrete slab in numerical simulation are the same
as those in the normal concrete slab. The parameters used
for the air and foundation soil are the same as those given
in Tables 1 and 2. The numerical model for the multilayer
concrete slab is shown in Figure 11. The thickness of each
material is consistent with that used in the field blast test
as stated in Section 4.1, that is, 100mm for the ECC layer,
100mm for the HSC layer, and 75mm for the reinforced
asphalt layer. The boundary condition and the location of
detonation are the same as those in the case for normal
concrete slab model, which are detailed in Section 4.2.

Laboratory tests [18] indicate that the geogrid enhances
tensile strength of a material if the geogrid is added. Thus,
in current numerical model, the asphalt layer is modeled
with greater stiffness and tension strength in order to take
into account the inclusion of the geogrid. The parameters
used for the asphalt material are given in Table 7. For High
Strength Concrete (HSC), the approach of the RHT model
with modified parameters is used to simulate the material
with consideration of high compressive strength. The RHT
model withmodified parameters is also employed to simulate

Table 8: Parameters of HSC in the RHT model.

Parameter Value
Compressive strength, 𝑓

𝑐
(kPa) 5.500𝑒 + 04

Shear modulus, G (kPa) 1.900𝑒 + 07

Tensile strength (𝑓
𝑡
/𝑓
𝑐
) 1.000𝑒 − 01

Shear strength (𝑓
𝑠
/𝑓
𝑐
) 1.800𝑒 − 01

Damage constant,𝐷
1

4.000𝑒 − 02

Damage constant,𝐷
2

1.000𝑒 + 00

Minimum strain to failure, 𝑒
𝑐,𝑓min 1.000𝑒 − 02

Residual shear modulus fraction 1.300𝑒 − 01

Tensile failure Principal stress
Tensile failure stress (kPa) 5.50𝑒 + 03

Fracture energy (J/m2) 150
Crack softening Yes

Table 9: Parameters of ECC in the RHT model.

Parameter Value
Compressive strength, 𝑓

𝑐
(kPa) 6.400𝑒 + 04

Shear modulus, G (kPa) 7.300𝑒 + 06

Tensile strength (𝑓
𝑡
/𝑓
𝑐
) 1.000𝑒 − 01

Shear strength (𝑓
𝑠
/𝑓
𝑐
) 1.800𝑒 − 01

Damage constant,𝐷
1

4.000𝑒 − 02

Damage constant,𝐷
2

1.000𝑒 + 00

Minimum strain to failure, 𝑒
𝑐,𝑓min 1.000𝑒 − 02

Residual shear modulus fraction 1.300𝑒 − 01

Tensile failure Principal stress
Tensile failure stress (kPa) 7.00𝑒 + 03

Fracture energy (J/m2) 4000
Crack softening Yes

the ECC material with consideration of its high compressive
strength and superior ductile property. The parameters of
the HSC and ECC material are given in Tables 8 and 9,
respectively.

4.3.2. Results and Discussion. The results of damage pat-
terns of the multilayer concrete slab after the blast in the
numerical simulations are shown in Figures 12(a) and 12(b).
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Figure 11: 3D numerical model of the multilayer concrete slab subjected to blast loading.

Figures 12(c) and 12(d) present the damage patterns after
the field test. In the field test, the asphalt layer breaks into
a few fragments after the blast, while in the numerical
simulation, only a centralized crater is produced and no
fragment is observed. This could be because the Drucker-
Prager model may not be suitable for the simulation of
fragmentation. Further, it should be noted that the AC layer is
mainly destroyed by the combination of the high temperature
and blast pressure as observed in the field blast test. An
advanced material model for asphalt with consideration of
the temperature effect should be explored in future study.

After removing the asphalt layer, the damage pattern of
the HSC layer in the field test is shown in Figure 12(d).
The damage pattern of the HSC layers in the numerical
simulation is illustrated in Figure 12(b). The diameter of the
crater is around 0.7m in the field test, and it is 0.75m in
the numerical simulation. These two results are close to each
other. The damage pattern of the HSC layer simulated using
the modified RHT parameters is also compared with that
using MAT 72R3 model in LSDYNA as shown in Figure 13
[16]. It is observed that the results from the simulations using
both material models are comparable in terms of the damage
pattern and crater diameter. Hence, themodified RHTmodel

Table 10: Acceleration from field test and numerical model for the
multilayer concrete slab.

Field test Numerical
model

Deviation
from field test

Max. vertical
acceleration
(m/s2)

35,400 33,518 5.3%

Max. horizontal
acceleration
(m/s2)

18,690
36,640

∗Not perfectly
symmetrical

39,540 —

∗Max. horizontal acceleration.

can represent the real behavior of the concrete slab under
blast loading.

Table 10 reports the results of the vertical and horizontal
acceleration of the multilayer concrete slab obtained from
both the field measurement and numerical simulation. The
vertical acceleration from the numerical simulation is quite
close to that measured after the field test with a small
deviation of 5.3%. The two horizontal acceleration readings
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Figure 13: Damage pattern of HSC layer using MAT 72R3 model [16].

on two sides are not the same because the charge is not
perfectly located at the center above the slab.

5. Conclusion

This paper intensively studies the equation of the RHTmodel
in the hydrocode AUTODYN. It is found that using the
default RHT parameters such as hydrotensile failure crite-
ria, residual strength parameters, and failure strain cannot

predict the realistic behavior of concrete material under
various loading conditions. Through numerical studies on
behavior of concrete material in various loading conditions,
the key parameters such as tensile failure criteria, residual
strength parameters, and failure strain parameter controlling
the behavior of concrete under uniaxial, biaxial, and triaxial
tension/compression are discussed, and the modified RHT
parameters are proposed to improve themodel. Furthermore,
numerical simulations of a concrete slab and a multilayer
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concrete slab under blast loading are conducted usingAUTO-
DYN with both the default and modified RHT parameters.
The numerical simulations are validated by field blast test.
Based on the numerical simulations, the incorporation of
the modified RHT parameters reproduces more realistic
structural behavior under blast loading than that of the
default RHT parameters. The results in numerical simu-
lations using RHT model with modified parameters agree
well with the corresponding field test results including the
damage pattern, crater diameter, and acceleration readings.
The numerical model using the RHT model with modified
parameters is then compared with that of MAT 72R3 in
LSDYNA for the normal concrete slab and multilayer con-
crete slab. It is observed that the predicted damage pattern
and crater diameter using the RHT model with the modified
parameter and using the MAT 72R3 model show a better
comparison with the experimental result. Considering that
20 parameters are needed in MAT 72R3 model which makes
it time consuming to establish the numerical model, the
RHT model with modified parameters is preferred for the
simulation of the concrete structure under blast loading
for quick damaged assessment. Hence, it can be concluded
that the current numerical model using AUTODYN with
modified RHTmodel could represent more realistic behavior
of concrete structures under blast loading. The numerical
model developed in this paper can be further used to conduct
a parametric study on the influence of key parameters (i.e.,
compressive strength, fracture energy, and thickness) on blast
resistance of concrete structure.
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